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I. SUMMARY. 
The Farrar Hoskinstown area consists of low-grade meta-
morphic rocks that range in age from Ordovician to Middle Silurian. 
Cainozoic deposits cover the central low-lying portion of the area. 
Tightly folded meta-sediments of Ordovician age, t he 
Foxlow Beds, occupy areas in the east and in the west of the areal; 
the latter is part of the Cullarin Horst, an uplifted fault block 
that retains a marked topographic discontinuity at its eastern 
margin. Silurian rocks, a sequence of meta-sediments and meta-
volcanic rocks of the Hoskinstown Group, occupy the central area 
between the Ordovician rocks. Folds in any area of Silurian rocks 
have a constant plunge, whereas Ordovician rocks show a variation 
in plunge that is attributed to two ages of deformation; the first 
being regarded as prior to Silurian deposition which indirectly 
postulates an unconformity at the base of the Silurian rocks. 
The main structure in the area is the Captains Flat 
syncline the axis of which trends north-north-west from the south 
east corner of the area. The eastern limb of the syncline is 
overturned and is cut by a number of north-north-west trending 
reverse faults. The Silurian rocks of the eastern overturned limb 
are correlated with downward-facing meta-volcanic rocks along the 
eastern margin of the Cullarin Horst which are regarded as the 
downward-facing limb of a recumbent syncline. A slide which is 
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postulated at the base of this sequence is equated to the faulted 
axial trace of the Capt~ins Flat syncline in the east (Orchard 
Fault). 
Upward-facing meta-sediments overlie the down~ard-facing 
meta-volcanic rocks and they are regarded as Ordovician rocks with 
a low-angle fault postulated at their base. 
A dextral transcurrent fault, the Norongo Fault, strikes 
north across the western limb of the Captains Flat syncline. 
Whiskers Fault, a sinistral transcurrent fault in the Cullarin 
Horst also strikes north and cuts across the downward-facing 
Silurian rocks; the apparent down-throw to the west of this fault 
brings overthrust Ordovician rocks adjacent to downward-facing 
Silurian r ocks. 
Dykes of meta-rhyodacite and meta-dolerite intrude the 
Palaeozoic rocks, and a meta-gabbro sill intrudes both the eastern 
overturned limb of the Captains Flat syncline and the downward-
facing sequence to the west. 
Metamorphic zones A and Bare located according to the 
dominant calcic amphibole in basic schists, actinolite in zone A 
and blue-green hornblende in zone B. The boundary between the two 
zones has a higher metamorphic grade than the biotite isograd. The 
colour of biotite in the lower part of zone A is greenish brown, 
and brown biotite becomes common near the top of zone A; however, 
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the colour of biotite depends on factors other than temperature 
and pressure, the oxidation ratio being most important. If a low 
oxidation ratio is fixed during sedimentation, the low grade biotite 
may be brown, but if the oxidation ratio were high, greenish biotite 
would be characteristic of low grade rocks and a change to brown 
biotite will indicate the increase in metamorphic grade . 
The eastern margin of the Cullarin Horst has been regarded 
by some workers as a fault-line scarp and by others as merely an 
expression of differential erosion; however, the latter hypothesis 
is discounted where rocks of the same formation occupy both sides 
of the fault. The Mol onglo River was a mature north-west flowing 
stream prior to uplift of the Cullarin Horst ; this movement drowned 
the broad Molonglo valley and the lake which was formed overflowed 
northward to Lake George, which was also formed by uplift of the 
Cullarin Horst . Eventually headward erosion into the Cullarin Horst 
by the downstream !olonglo River drained the lake and overflow to 
Lake George ceased. Since that time Lake George has formed extensive 
shore features as the lake level subsided. 
II.1 
II. INTRODUCTION. 
A. LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA. 
The Farrar-Hoskinstown area (Fig. 2) lies within the 
Bungendore 1 : 50,000 Series Sheet area (8727 II) which is part of 
the Canberra 1:250,000 Series Sheet area (SI 55-16); it also lies 
within the Canberra One- Mile (1:63,360) Series Sheet area (Zone 8, 
No . 451 ) . With refer ence to the Australian Military Grid based on 
1,000 yard squares, the area is enclosed by co-ordinates 36 and 50 
east, and 23•5 and 40 north. The central parallel of latitude is 
35° 22 •5 1 south and the central meridian of longitude is 149° 25 1 
east. 
0 Magnetic declination is 11 •5 east and the annual change in 
declina tion is 5 minutes east. The base map of Farrar-Hoskinstown 
area was prepared from the Bungendore 1:50,000 Series topographic 
sheet compiled by the Royal Army Survey Corps. Aerial photographs 
of the area were flown by Adastra Airways Pty. Ltd. in 1959 (scale 
1:40,000) and in 1961 (scale 1 : 42 , 000). 
The Farrar- Hoskinstown area is part of the Southern Table-
land of New South Wales ; it is nine miles l ong and eight miles wide. 
The divide that separates easterly- flowing streams from westerly-
flowing streams of the Murray- Darling River Systems lies to the east 
of the area. The north- eastern part of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area 
lies in the drainage basin of Lake George, which lies eight miles 
to the north and is the largest freshwater lake in New South Wales. 
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The north-west corner of the area lies in the Australian 
Capital Territory, and the national capital, Canberra, lies twelve 
miles to the west. The town of Bungendore on the Goulburn-Cooma 
Railway lies five miles to the north, and this railway crosses the 
north-west corner of the area via Farrar Siding. A branch line from 
Bungendore Junction crosses the area from north to south via 
Hoskinstown and serves the town of Captains Flat, twelve miles south 
of the area. The King's Highway linking Canberra and Bungendore 
crosses the north-west corner of the area. Graded gravel roads link 
Captains Flat and Bungendore via both Hoskinstown and Carwoola, and 
also link Queanbeyan with Captains Flat. All parts of the area are 
readily accessible and tracks are suitable for four-wheeled drive 
vehicles. Hoskinstown is the only village and has a population of 
about 30 people. 
The main industry in the area was the mining of lead, zinc 
and copper at the Lake George Mine in Captains Flat until the mine 
closed down early in 1962. Pastoral activity in the area is mainly 
sheep-raising; wheat and fodder crops are also grown on the lower 
country. 
B. PHYSICAL FEATURES. 
· The Farrar- Hoskinstown area (Fig. 3) is part of a 
relatively mature land surface about 2,400 feet above sea-level. 
Clusters of rounded hills and ridges rise to a height of about 3,000 
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feet on each side of a lower meridional strip. The area may be 
divided longitudinally into three physiographic sec t ions; the 
Central Lowlands, the Cullarin Horst to the west, and the Eastern 
Hills to the east. 
1. Central Lowlands 
The Central Lowlands occupy a meridional belt of low 
country. Low rises are present in the north near Halfway Trig. 
(273T), and a cluster of rounded hills surround Anthill Trig. 
(2750 1 ) in the south. Sharrow Flat is a depression in the centre 
of the area and contains a small dry claypan (Plate 1 .b) The 
Central Lowlands to the south of Halfway Trig. are drained by the 
Molonglo River which is slightly entrenched in its floodplain near 
"Carwoola". The area north of Halfway Trig. is part of the Lake 
George Basin and is drained by Halfway Creek. 
2. Cullarin Horst. 
The Cullarin Horst (Noakes, 1954) lies to the west of the 
Lake George Fault; the highest part of the horst in this area is 
the Balcombe-Burke Ridge (Plate 1 .a). The Cullarin Horst is drained 
by the Molonglo River (Plate 2) which flows north-westward in 
entrenched meanders, and by Dairy Station Creek and Whiskers Creek 
which are tributaries of the Molonglo River. 
3. Eastern Hills. 
The Eastern Hills rise gently to the east of the Central 
J 
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Lowlands as the Lawless Hills, a line of low rounded hills that 
trend 15 degrees west of north. A wide valley to the east of the 
Lawless Hills is drained by Turallo Creek which flows northward 
through the town of Bungendore to Lake George. The highest hills 
of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area are found south of the Eastern Hills 
where they form Hosking Ridge, the two highest hills being Hosking 
Trig. (3050'), and an unnamed hill (3,250 1 ) that lies a half mile 
to the north of Hosking Trig. 
C. ROCK OUTCROP. 
The Palaeozoic rocks of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area are 
weathered at the surface and generally retain a mantle of grass-
covered soil even on the steeper slopes. The thickness of soil 
increases on the lower slopes and rock crops out only in the gullies; 
there are no rock outcrops on the flats. 
The strongly cleaved Palaeozoic rocks are readily 
disintegrated and develop hillside creep; talus and residual soil 
are retained on the higher slopes of both wooded and grassy areas, 
and useful outcrop in the Cullarin Horst and in the Eastern Hills 
is generally confined to creek beds and road cuttings. Soil and 
alluvium blanket Sharrow Flat, and Palaeozoic outcrop in the Central 
Lowlands is confined to the areas surrounding Halfway and Anthill 
Trigs. 
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Age 
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Pleisto-
cene 
C 
A 
to 
I Recent 
N 
0 
z 
0 
I 
C 
Pleisto-
cene 
Middle and 
or Upper 
Silurian 
1d 
I 
D 
D 
L 
E 
s 
I 
L 
u 
R 
I 
A 
N 
Wenlock 
. 
• 0 
R 
D 
0 
V 
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STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE OF THE FARRAR - HOSKI NSTOWN AREA . 
Formation 
and 
Thickness 
Qra 
1 5 I 
Qb 
1 5 I 
Qt 
50 ' 
Qy 
180 I 
Qf 
20 1 
Pts 
15 I 
--
Ptg 
30 ' 
Sg 
Sd 
Sb 
Captains 
Flat Form-
at ion 2 ,500 
-4,000' 
Smc4 
Smc3 
Yandyguin-
ula Shale 
Member Smy 
Smc1 
Carwoola 
Beds Sr 
4,000' 
Kohinoor 
Volcanics 
Sk 1,000 1 
Copper Crk 
Shale Sp 
200 to 500' 
Rutledge 
Quartzite 
Su 
200 to 300 1 
Foxlow Beds 
(Upper part) 
Of2 
Bullong-
ong Shale 
Member 
Oub 
Foxlow Beds 
(Lower part) 
Of1 
Lithology 
Alluvium---sand, 
gravel, soil 
Location 
Carwoola and Sharrow 
Flats, Halfway Creek 
Black soil, red Widespread 
soil, dense 
yellow-brown clay 
soil 
Talus, cobbles and East of Lake George 
boulders, angular Fault and west of 
gr avel, clay soil Bal combe Trig . 
Yellow and black 
clay, pebbly 
bands, sand, 
kaolin clay 
Angular gravel, 
clayey sand, 
soil 
Reddish quartz 
sand, clayey 
sand 
Quartz conglom-
erate, gravel, 
siltstones; partly 
silicified and 
ferruginized 
Be low alluvium of 
Ca rwoola and Sharrow 
Flats 
Ee.st of Halfway 
Creek 
Eastern slope of 
Carwoola Flat 
Tops rises to the 
east of Sharrow Flat 
U N C 0 N F 0 R M I T Y 
Meta-rhyodacite 
Meta-dolerite 
Meta- gab bro 
ldeta-volcanic 
rock, tuffaceous 
meta-sediment, 
limestone, slate 
Fine-grained 
tuffaceous meta-
sediment 
Meta-rhyodacite 
and tuffaceous 
meta-sediment 
Fine-grained 
tuffaceous meta-
sediment 
Meta-volcanic 
rock and tuff-
aceous meta-
sediment 
Meta-siltstone, 
quartzite and 
meta-greywacke 
Meta-rhyodacite 
volcanics, slate 
Tuffaceous meta-
sediments, tuff 
carbonaceous and 
pyritic slate, 
limestone 
Grey and white 
quartzite, white 
quartzite cong lom-
erate, silicified 
slate 
Numerous dykes 
throughout the area 
Numerous dykes 
throughout the area 
"Woodbine," Balcombe-
Burke ridge, and 
Primrose Valley 
Woodbine- Hoskins town 
area, Balcombe-Burke 
ridge, "Glenidle" 
Anthill Anticline 
North-east of 
Hoskinstown 
South of "Sunny 
Corner" 
May crop out near 
"Sunny Corner" 
U N C 0 N F 0 R M I T Y 
Meta-sediments, East of "Sunny 
slate, meta- Corner" 
siltstone and 
quartzite 
Grap hi tic slate West of Hosking 
with pyrite Trig . 
Quartz me ta- Eastern Hills. 
greywacke and Cull arin Horst west 
slate of Whiskers Fault 
Relationship 
Overlies lacustrine 
sediment and older 
soils 
Residual soil on 
Palaeozoic rocks; 
thick slope dep-
osits 
Grades laterally to 
red clay soil and 
lacustrine clay 
Overlies silicified 
conglomerate uncon-
formably 
Outwash fan 
Superimposed red 
clayey soil 
Overlies Palaeozoic 
rock unconformably; 
dissected by 
Molonglo River 
Dykes in Ordovician, 
sills in Silur~an 
Dykes in Ordovician, 
sills in Silurian 
Sills intrude 
Captains Flat 
Formation 
Conformable on Car-
woola Beds , intruded 
by meta-gabbro and 
meta dolerite 
Conformable between 
Captains Flat Form . 
and Kohinoor Voles. 
Conformable between 
Copper Creek Shale 
and Carwoola Beds 
Conformable between 
Rutledge Quartzite 
and Kohinoor Voles. 
Unconformably over-
lies Foxlow Beds 
Overlain unconform-
ably by Rutledge 
Quartzite 
Conformable within 
the upper Foxlow 
Beds 
Base not exposed; 
overlain conformably 
by upper Foxlow Beds 
TABLE I. 
Remarks 
Polymict gravel in 
stream beds 
Calcareous nodules 
and iron pisolites 
on Sharrow Flat 
Polymict cobbles 
and boulders 
Lacustrine clay and 
silty clay 
Used for road base 
Probable wind-
blown origin 
Possible fluvio-
glacial deposit, 
quartz boulders, 
micaceous silt-
stone 
Foliated, some 
mylonites, cata-
clasites 
Closely associated 
with rhyodacite 
Probably co-magmatic 
with meta-dolerite; 
hornfels margin 
Leached and deeply 
weathered below 
gravel 
Contains Atrypa, 
bryozoa, corals, 
crinoid ossicles 
Develops paper-thin 
cleavage fragments 
Unidentifiable 
corals, crinoid stem~ 
and bryozoa 
Segregation banding 
Miss ing in Captains 
Flat syncline 
Disseminated pyrite 
in slate interbeds, 
pyrite cubes in 
volcanics 
Disseminated pyrite 
in slate, fossilif-
erous limestone in 
Captains Flat 
syncline 
~ 
Original ly silt-
stone and sandstone 
Graptolites, 
pyrite as cubes, 
disseminated , or 
coating graptolite 
impressions 
Deposited from 
t urbidity currents 
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D. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS. 
1. Geology 
Veevers (1951) skirted the south-west edge of the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area while mapping the area north-west of Captains Flat. 
The Lake George Mine at Captains Flat has been the subject of a 
number of geological reports; early reports on the Lake George Mine 
were summarised in "The Geology of Australian Ore Deposits" (1953), 
and later work by Glasson (1957) was presented in a thesis to the 
University of Sydney. 
The north-west corner of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area was 
mapped by Carter, Best, Mahoney and Hallinan (1949), and the entire 
area falls within the Canberra Four-Mile Geological Series Sheet 
(1953) produced by the Bureau of Mineral Resources. 
Opik (1954) presented a comprehensive report on the geology 
and stratigraphy of the Canberra City District; in the same 
publication Noakes (1954) discussed the geology and physiography of 
the Canberra region. Both papers ranged beyond the immediate area 
of Canberra and compared the geology and tectonics of Canberra with 
that of the Southern Tableland of New South Wales. 
Since commencement of the study of the Farrar-Hoskinstown 
area in 1960, geological mapping of the area between Captains Flat 
and Hoskinstown bas been carried out by the Bureau of Mineral 
Resources (Oldershaw, in preparation), and the second edition of the 
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Canberra 1:250,000 (Four-Mile) Geological Series Sheet has been 
published (1964); progress geological mapping of the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area was made available for inclusion in both projects. 
2. Geomorphology. 
The earliest work in the area centred around Lake George, 
which has aroused the interest of geomorphologists and laymen since 
its discovery by one of the early settlers, Joseph Wild in 1820 
(Plate 4). 
Griffith-Taylor (1907, 1910, 1913) discussed the origin 
of Lake George, and Craft (1931, 1932, 1933) carried out a compre-
hensive study of the physiography of the Southern Tableland of New 
South Wales. Garretty (1936, 1937) also discussed the physiography 
of the Lake George area and outlined the geology of the country 
between the Shoalhaven and Yass Rivers. 
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III. GENERAL GEOLOGY. 
The majority of the rocks of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area 
are of Ordovician and Silurian age (Table I). Tightly folded meta-
greywacke, slate and quartzite comprise the Ordovician rocks. The 
early Silurian rocks consist of quartzose meta-sediments; interbedded 
meta- volcanic rocks are common in the later Silurian rocks, and 
there is a corresponding increase of volcanic material in the 
accompanying meta-sediments. 
Dykes and sills of meta-rhyodacite and meta-dolerite intrude 
Ordovician and Silurian rocks, but they are less common in Silurian 
rocks. Regional metamorphism of the area is low-grade with rocks of 
the greenschist facies dominant; rocks of the amphibolite faces are 
confined to the eastern margin of the area. 
Cainozoic deposits of soil, sand, clay and conglomerate 
occupy floodplains and areas of slope wash. 
A. FOXLOW BEDS (Ordovician) 
Glasson (1957) mapped the area surrounding Lake George Mine 
at Captains Flat. He divided the Ordovician rocks into two parts, 
metamorphosed sediments and the Beverly Beds. The metamorphosed 
sediments consisted of "shale, sandy shale and sandstone" that had 
been regionally metamorphosed to "Chlorite" and''Biotite" grade; 
they included a "rhythmic sequence" of slate and sandstone that lies 
to the west of Captains Flat which had previously been mapped by 
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Veevers (1951) as low-grade metamorphic rock. Glasson described 
the Beverly Beds as arenaceous and tuffaceous rocks with thin 
interbeds of shale. The formation grades upward into shale, and 
he referred to a distinctive carbonaceous shale in the sequence as 
the ''Railway Horizon". 
More recently Oldershaw (in preparation) named the Foxlow 
Beds, a sequence of interbedded greywacke and shale in which shale 
dominates the upper part of the formation. This formation includes 
the "rhythmic sequence'' of shale and sandstone mapped to the west 
of Captains Flat by Veevers and referred to as "metamorphosed sedi-
ments" by Glasson. Oldershaw recognised the dominance of shale in 
the upper part of the formation ("Beverly Beds" of Glasson) and 
renamed the graphitic shale of the "Railway Horizon" the Bullongong 
Shale Member. 
The formation names of Oldershaw are used for the Ordovic-
ian rocks of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area. 
Glasson 
( 1957) 
"Railway Horizon" 
Beverly Beds 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . -.......... . 
Me tamorphosed 
sediments 
Oldershaw 
(in prep) 
(Bullongong Shale 
(Member (Oub) 
Foxlow Beds (..... • •• . ••..• . ••• 
( 
( 
( 
The Foxlow Beds consist of meta-greywacke, slate, phyllite 
and quartzite. They comprise a sequence of meta-sediments that were 
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originally deposited as interbedded quartz-greywacke and argillite, 
siltstone, sandstone and mudstone. The sediments were folded, 
intruded by dolerite and rhyodacite dykes, and regionally metamorph-
osed to quartz-muscovite, and quartz-muscovite-chlorite-biotite 
schists of the greenschist facies. Graphitic black slate in the 
upper part of the formation is known as the Bullongong Shale Member. 
The Foxlow Beds to the east of Captains Flat syncline 
continue northward into the eastern part of the Farrar-Hoskinstown 
area. Rocks of similar lithology also crop out in the western part 
of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area; they are regarded as part of the 
same formation, but continuity with the Captains Flat area is lacking. 
A small area south of Balcombe Trig. is doubtfully correlated with 
the Foxlow Beds. 
1. Foxlow Beds. 
Greywacke-siltstone interbeds comprise about 80 per cent 
of the meta-sediments of the Foxlow Beds and have been mapped as 
Of1 • Beds of quartzite and slate overlie the meta-greywacke and 
crop out in a strip to the east of "Woodbine", and south of Balcombe 
Trig.; they are mapped separately as Of2 • 
The average thickness of greywacke is about one foot, but 
it may attain a thickness of six feet. Graded-bedding has been 
destroyed in many places by deformation of the rock and is not very 
common. A well-developed axial plane cleavage in the finer-grained 
part of tightly folded greywacke provides a means of determining 
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facing if it is assumed that the finer-grained part of the grey-
wacke indicates the top of a graded bed (Text Fig. 1). 
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Sole structures in the greywacke are deformed and can rarely be 
ascribed to any particular mode of origin. Rock with silt-size 
grains shows micro-crossbedding and small slump structures; however, 
recrystallization of clay minerals, the formation of planar structures 
such as cleavage and segregation banding and the later deformation 
of these structures also produces forms that closely resemble 
sedimentary structures (Text Fig. 2). 
Meta-greywacke forms a tough compact steel-grey rock that 
weathers to a buff-grey colour (Plate 25.194). The dominant mineral 
is quartz; feldspar fragments rarely occupy more than 2% of the 
rock. Quartz and feldspar retain traces of the original rock frag-
ments, but clay-size material has been reconstituted to chlorite, 
.[ 
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muscovite and less commonly biotite. The formation of more than 
one set of cleavage planes in the finer-grained interbeds in the 
greywacke results in a phyllite that weathers to a fissile 
laminated rock. 
Meta-sandstone generally attains a thickness of about 
three feet and crops out in the siltstone of the upper part of the 
Foxlow Beds at intervals of up to 100 feet. The sandstone consists 
of quartz grains and quartz rock-fragments that have been cemented 
by secondary quartz to form a translucent grey quartzite. The 
quartzite (Plate 24.220) has been deformed and shows a well-
developed mortar structure in which jslands of quartz mosaic are 
surrounded by fine-grained angular fragments. 
Fine-grained meta-sediments in the upper part of the 
Foxlow Beds consist of quartzite, slate and phyllite; the original 
sedimentary clay minerals have been reconstituted to form phyllo-
silicates; segregation banding and cleavage are common and bedding 
can only be positively identified by sandstone interbeds. 
2. I ( ~ Bullongong Shale Member. 
The Bullongong 1Shale1 Member (Oub) is a graphitic black 
slate that crops out along the eastern limb of the Captains Flat 
syncline from Captains Flat to abeam of Hoskinstown where it term-
inates against the Ballallaba Fault. Graphitic black slate crops 
out in the bed of the Molonglo River south of Balcombe Trig. and is 
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mapped as a probable equivalent of the Bullongong 1Sbale1 Member. 
The Member is partly silicified; it contains pyrites that may be 
disseminated throughout the rock or concentrated along joints or 
in graptolite impressions. 
Graptolites indicate a Gisbornian age for the formation 
(Ordovician zones 10-12) and Glasson (1957) listed the following 
graptolites from the ''Railway Horizon" at Captains Flat . 
Mesograptus multidens 
Nemagraptus tricornis 
Dicranograptus glingani 
Poorly preserved graptolites from the eastern slope of 
Hosking Trig. are partly replaced by pyrite; they could not be 
positively identified. 
3. Thickness and stratigraphic relationship. 
The base of the Foxlow Beds is not encountered in the 
Farrar-Hoskinstown area or in the Captains Flat area. The top of 
the Foxlow Beds in the Captains Flat area is regarded as an erosion 
surface on which the lowest Silurian formation (Rutledge Quartzite) 
rests unconformably. All contacts between the Foxlow Beds and 
Silurian rocks in the Farrar-Hoskinstown area are faulted ones; 
however, an unconformity between these rocks is supported indirectly 
by the greater structural complexity of the Foxlow Beds which 
probably suffered an earlier deformation prior to deposition of the 
Silurian rocks. 
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The Foxlow Beds extend beyond the Farrar-Hoskinstown area 
to the east and to the west, but the total thickness is not known. 
Glasson estimated the thickness of the Beverly Beds as not less 
than 4,000 feet, and Oldershaw placed the thickness of the Foxlow 
Beds as greater than 4,000 feet. Until the base of the formation 
is located and defined, no reasonable estimate of thickness is 
possible. 
4. The effect of deformation. 
The rocks of the Foxlow Formation have been strongly 
deformed and regionally metamorphosed. Downward-facing folds are 
present in the Cullarin Horst (Fig. 4, Nos. 5 and 6); the grade of 
metamorphism is generally greenscbist facies, but amphibolite facies 
is found in the east where it is associated with numerous quartz 
veins. 
Quartz and feldspar display undulose extinction in thin 
section and more severe strain produces strain lamellae in quartz 
that are aligned approximately at right angles to the shadows of 
undulose extinction in the same grain. Cataclastic textures range 
from ragged sub-rounded grains showing cross fractures and marginal 
fragmentation, to augen structure in which lenticular augen of 
quartz grains or quartz aggregates are enclosed in a groundmass of 
angular quartz fragments formed by comminution of the original 
grains. Although clay minerals constitute less than 10 percent of 
the original greywacke and sandstone, they recrystallise in planes 
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and give the rock a schistose appearance and sometimes produce an 
augen schist (Plate 25.195). Mortar structure is present and 
appears to represent a crushing effect only, but this may be due to 
the absence of phyllosilicates, whereas augen structure has a 
schistosity that is derived from the preferred orientation of 
phyllosilicates during recrystallization. 
The quartz veins in the rocks of amphibolite facies in 
the east of the area do not show strain lamellae or undulose 
extinction although these features are displayed by quartz grains 
in the enclosing rock. The veins generally follow bedding and 
cleavage planes (Plate 23.b); cross-cutting veins are few, but quartz 
rodding is common at fold culminations (Plate 23.a). Since the 
vein quartz shows little evidence of deformation it must post-date 
the main deformation of the surrounding rock; it is possible that 
the quartz rodding in minor folds is due to emplacement of quartz in 
pre-existing fold culminations during metamorphism and does not 
result from folding of a pre-existing vein. 
5. Intrusions. 
The Foxlow Beds are intruded by numerous meta-dolerite and 
meta-rhyodacite dykes; the form of the dykes is most irregular. The 
basic and acid dyke-rocks are intimately associated in the western 
part of the area and they probably followed similar paths of intrus-
ion. Deformation of dyke-rocks and country rock has brought about 
~ 
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an irregular surface distribution of the dyke-rocks that shows 
only part of their complex three-dimensional form. Dykes in the 
east are fewer in number and their form is more regular~ this is 
attributed to less severe deformation after intrusion. Intrusion 
of the dyke-rocks is tentatively placed within the Middle Silurian 
as the dykes intrude Lower Silurian as well as Ordovician rocks. 
B. HOSKINSTOWN GROUP (Middle Silurian) 
Oldershaw used the name Hoskinstown Group for more than 
7,000 feet of Middle Silurian rocks within the Captains Flat syn-
cline. The basal formation, the Rutledge Quartzite rests unconform-
ably on Ordovician rocks near Captains Flat, but the topmost 
formation , the Captains Flat Formation, does not have a recognised 
upper limit. The character of the formations in the Group changes 
from quartzose meta-sediments at the base to meta-volcanics and 
tuffaceous meta-sediments at the top. 
1. Rutledge Quartzite 
The Rutledge Quartzite does not crop out in the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area. It forms the core of the Anthill Anticline a 
half-mile south of the area (2 26437), and crops out on the western 
limb of the Captains Flat syncline near Captains Flat (Oldershaw). 
A quartzite containing rounded quartzite cobbles (Plate 
9.b) lies a half-mile to the west of Halfway Trig.; it may prove to 
be part of the Rutledge Quartzite, but it contains variations in 
.t 
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* texture that favour a tuffaceous origin (196,197). The quartzite 
has been mapped tentatively as part of the upper Foxlow Beds. 
The Rutledge Quartzite at Captains Flat consists of grey 
and white quartzite beds ranging in thickness to six feet and white 
quartzite conglomerate with a few thin beds of siltstone. The 
conglomerate contains rounded elongated boulders of grey and white 
quartzite, silicified black slate and silicified grey slate, that 
range in length to six inches. The thickness ranges from 200 feet 
to 300 feet. 
The Rutledge Quartzite rests unconformabl? on Ordovician 
slates near Captains Flat, and it underlies the Copper Creek Shale 
which contains Middle Silurian (Wenlock) fossils in lenses of 
limestone (Veevers). 
2. Copper Creek Shale. 
Glasson (1957) described a sequence of beds containing 
quartzite conglomerate, finely- banded grey and black shales, sand-
stone, and small limestone lenses and named them the "Copper Creek 
Beds" . Oldershaw (in prep.) separated out the basal quartzite 
conglomerate and called it the Rutledge Quartzite; Copper Creek 
Shale was retained for the remainder of the formation as described 
by Glasson. 
The Copper Creek Shale occupies a wedge- shaped strip along 
the eastern side of the valley that extends from south of the Forbes 
* All r-efereMce nv(716ers refer to thirJ-secftorrs. 
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Creek Road in a north-north-west direction to abeam of "Woodbine". 
The formation is faulted to the east against the Foxlow Beds by the 
Ballallaba Fault, and it is overlain to the west with apparent 
conformity by the Kohinoor Volcanics. The Copper Creek Shale and 
the ohinoor Volcanics are faulted to the west against the Captains 
Flat Formation along the angaroo Fault. 
The thickness of the Copper Creek Shale in the Captains 
Flat area is between 200 and 500 feet according to Oldershaw. In 
the Farrar-Hoskinstown area, the width of outcrop near "Woodbine" 
is about 1,600 feet. The beds dip steeply to the east-north-east 
and are overturned; in addition, minor folds plunge at approximately 
45 degrees to the north, and numerous high-angle reverse faults dip 
to the east (Text Fig. 13 ). If a three-fold repetition of the beds 
results from folding, the Copper Creek Shale would be about 500 feet 
thick. 
Limestone was not encountered in the Copper Creek Shale 
of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area, but fossils from the Norongo 
Limestone Member near Captains Flat are Wenlock in age and so the 
Copper Creek Shale has been assigned to the Middle Silurian. A 
limestone lens crops out a half-mile north of the area near 
"Millpost" (397410), and this lens probably lies within the Copper 
Creek Shale. Samples of the limestone that were tested by the 
Bureau of Mineral Resources for phosphatic and silicified fossils 
contained undiagnostic phosphatic shell fragments (Personal 
r 
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communication, P.J. Jones). 
The lower part of the Copper Creek Shale is exposed to 
the east of Kangaroo Fault in the creek beds that lie to the south-
east of "Woodbine" (464343, 465336); the beds of fine-grained meta-
sediment with segregation banding (Plate 14.a) dip steeply to the 
east and face west. Fine-grained siliceous schist overlies slate 
and has the mineral assemblage quartz-muscovite-biotite-chlorite 
(44); the siliceous schist grades upward into a banded rock that 
oensists of alternate bands of grey slate (130) and graphitic black 
slate, which in turn is followed by massive tuffaceous meta-sediments 
(126). The latter is exposed in the creek-bed one mile south of 
"Sunny Corner" (482287). 
3. Kohinoor Volcanics. 
The Kohinoor Volcanics consist of meta-volcanic rock 
with interbeds of fine-grained meta-sediment. The name was first 
used in the Captains Flat area for flows "ranging in composition 
from dacite to rhyolite" and "fine to coarse-grained tuffs, showing 
comparable range in composition, and small lenses of shale." 
(Geology of Australian Ore Deposits). Mapping of the Captains Flat 
s yncline by Oldershaw and others traced the Kohinoor Volcanics 
northward along the eastern limb of the syncline into the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area where they strike north-north-west along the eastern 
s ide of the valley. The Kohinoor Volcanics are not present in the 
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west of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area. 
The Kohinoor Volcanics overlie the Copper Creek Shale 
uonformably and are overlain conformably by quartzose meta- sediments 
of the Carwoola Beds; the latter relationship is displayed in the 
core of the Anthill Anticline just to the south of the area (223435). 
Glasson (1957) estimated the thickness of the Kohinoor 
Volcanics in the Captains Flat mine area at between 300 and 400 feet; 
Oldershaw gave the thickness as between 1200 and 2500 feet . The 
thickness of the formation to the east of Hoskinstown is approxima tely 
1000 feet. 
The Kohinoor Volcanics consist of meta-rhyodacite flows 
and tuffaceous meta- sediments. The early volcanic rocks were 
coarse- grained and tuffaceous (Plate 26.136) with interbeds of fine-
grained s~diment; they were followed by rhyodacite flows (Plate 
26.172). Igneous activity ceased sharply following the deposition 
of a few tuff bands, and the overlying quartzose meta-sediments 
belong to the Carwoola Beds. Pyrite is common in the flows, but 
there is no extensive mineralization. The formation has been 
regionally metamorphosed to greenschist facies and the mineral 
assemblage is quartz- albite - muscovite- biotite-chlorite, with opaque 
mineral and some microcline. 
Tuff and tuffaceous sediments in the Kohinoor Volcanics 
have been strongly cleaved; small elongated augen may consist of 
either quartz, microcline or decussate aggregates of brown biotite, 
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and they are surrounded by muscovite, chlorite and biotite with 
their basal planes parallel to the cleavage of the rock (136). 
The eyes of quartz show undulose extinction and contain strain 
lamellae that form at an acute angle to the cleavage of the ground-
mass; rotation of augen to align the strain lamellae with the 
cleavage generally results in partial disintegration of the augen; 
augen of microcline show multiple twinning with spindle-shaped 
lamellae, but the polysynthetic twinning that is characteristic of 
microcline is poorly developed. The rock is a quartz (10~ )-
muscovite (50%)-chlorite (30%)-biotite (7%) schist containing micro-
cline. 
The amygdaloidal meta-volcanics are fine-grained non-
porphyritic rocks containing quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and 
biotite (142, 42, 161, 139). The amygdales contain a mosaic of 
quartz crystals, green and brown biotite and epidote in a roughly 
concentric arrangement with quartz at the margin and epidote in the 
centre (Plate 27.142). In addition to numerous ·small amygdales 
filled with a mosaic of quartz, some larger amygdales are filled 
with calcite (161). Where the volcanics abut against the Kangaroo 
Fault, quartz and biotite filled amygdales have been crushed and 
partially destroyed leaving a margin of ra~ged quartz grains surround-
ing a fine-grained intergrowth of muscovite and chlorite (42). The 
fe ldspar in the fine-grained groundmass is intergrown with quartz, 
mus covite and biotite, and it shows an irregular form of spindle-
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shaped multiple twinning that may represent either albiiEor micro-
cline (1 42). The original fine-grained groundmass of the non-
porphyritic volcanic rock probably consisted of feldspar and quartz; 
the rock may have been a rhyolite . 
The non- amygdaloidal ~eta- volcanics are porphyritic with 
sub- hedral phenocrysts of altered plagioclase surrounded by a ground-
mass containing small aggregates of quartz, decussate aggregates of 
biotite, and a scattering of fine - grained muscovite. The original 
rock was probably a dacite. 
4. Carwoola Beds. 
The Carwoola Beds crop out centrally in the south of the 
Farrar-Hoskinstown area; the name was first used by Oldershaw for a 
s equence of quartzose meta-sediments that have been folded into a 
broad anticline with a steep eastern limb and a gently dipping western 
limb. 
The area to the west of the Balcombe - Burke Ridge is regard-
ed as part of the overturned limb of a recumbent fold, and quartzose 
meta- sediments that overlie volcanics of the Captains Flat Formation 
are correlated with the Carwoola Beds . 
The boundary between the Carwoola Beds and the Captains 
Flat Formation has been mapped at the lowest tuffaceous band of the 
Captains Flat Formation in the railway cuttings 1¼ miles south of 
Hoskinstown . The boundary between the two formations appears 
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conformable and the beds strike north and dip 80 degrees to the 
east . In the Captains Flat Syncline, the Captains Flat Formation 
overlies ~he Kohinoor Volcanics with apparent con£ormity and the 
Carwoola Beds have not been recognised. Oldershaw explains this 
relationship by postulating an unconformity at the base of the 
Captains .Flat Formation. 
The Captains Flat Formation is regarded as conformable on 
the Carwoola Beds in the Farrar- Hoskinstown area; apparent breaks 
in stratigraphic succession, particularly in the eastern over-
turned limb of the Captains Flat syncline, have been attributed to 
faulting, but since the complex structure is not fully understood, 
the unconformity postulated by Oldershaw should not be discounted. 
The thickness of the Carwoola Beds was sta ted by Oldershaw 
to be greater than 4,000 feet. 
The lower part of the Carwoola Beds is dominantly 
quartzite (47) and the upper part of the formation is meta-siltstone 
(202) with some sandstone interbeds. The topmost beds consist of 
phyllite with paper thin slaty cleavage interbedded with quartz 
greywacke that contains upward-facing bedding and sole structures. 
The meta- sediments of the Carwoola Beds were dominantly quartz 
arenites with small amounts of feldspar; the original interbeds of 
pelitic material are indicated by bands in which there is a higher 
percentage of phyllosilicates. 
Folding of the beds has produced intergranular movement 
,. 
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with comminution of quartz grains and the formation of undulose 
extinction, strain lamellae, cross fractures and ragged edges (202, 
47, 48, 84). Secondary quartz has sharp angular margins and lacks 
undulose extinction. 
The mineral assemblage of quartz-muscovite-chlorite-
(biotite) is a low-grade metamorphic assemblage. Clay minerals have 
recrystallized to form muscovite, chlorite and biotite with their 
basal planes sub-parallel to the plane ofcl.eavage in siltstone. 
Alternate sandy and micaceous bands in siltstone represent segregat-
ion banding which is indistinguishable from bedding unless coarse 
sandstone interbeds are present; segregation banding parallels the 
axial plane of the folds (Text Fig .6.c). 
5. Captains Flat Formation. 
Captains Flat Beds was the term originally used by Glasson 
(1957) for the acid and basic volcanic rocks and fine-grained 
sediment that form the topmost beds in the Captains Flat syncline. 
Oldershaw (in prep.) redefined the same beds as the Captains Flat 
Formation and defined two members of the formation; the Yandyguinula 
I I Shale Member, a sequence of alternating "siltstones and slates" near 
the base of the formation, and the Sinclair Conglomerate Member, a 
conglomeratic reworked tuff near the top of the formation . 
Glasson regards the"Captains Flat Beds" as conformable on 
the Kohinoor Volcanics in the vicinity of Captains Flat. Oldershaw 
placed an unconformity between the Captains Flat Formation and the 
l 
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underlying Carwoola Beds to explain the absence of the Carwoola 
Beds from the Captains Flat syncline; this would imply that the 
Captains Flat Formation rests unconformably on the Kohinoor Volcanics 
at Captains Flat and is not conformable as stated by Glasson. South 
of Hoskinstown (468244) the Captains Flat Formation rests with 
apparent conformity on the Carwoola Beds; however, the beds are 
steeply-dipping and a slight unconformity would not be readily 
observed. 
Oldershaw estimated the thickness of the Captains Flat 
Formation as between 2500 feet and 4000 feet in the Captains Flat 
syncline. To the west of Hoskinstown, the formation . attains a 
thickness of about 3300 feet, but the complete sequence is not 
present. 
The Captains Flat Formation crops out in the Captains 
Flat syncline east of Hoskinstown, along the north-eastern slope of 
the Central Lowlands near "Woodbine", on the Balcombe-Burke ridge 
that lies to the west of the Lake George Fault, and to the west of 
"Glenidle" homestead. (See Table II for lithological correlation.) 
a. Hoskinstown area. 
The Captains Flat Formation in the Hoskins town area 
consis ts of two limbs of an asymmetrical syncline that are separated 
by a reverse fau lt, the Orchard Fault ( Text Fig. 10 ) • The structure 
is further complicated by secondary folding of the western limb 
ymbol Lithology 
Fine-grained tuffaceous 
Smc4 meta-sediments 
Smc 
1 
Basic and intermediate(?) 
meta-volcanic rocks 
Tuffaceous meta-sediments, 
me ta-rhyodacite 
Basic and intermediate(?) 
me ta-volcanic rocks 
Sla te and tuffaceous 
slate (Yandyguinula 
Member) 
Thin-bedded and massive 
tuffaceous meta- · 
sediments 
CAPTAINS FLAT FORMATION 
Lithological Correlation 
Hoskinstown area 
Central portion of 
syncline, SE of 
Hoskinstown (475246) 
1¼ mls SSE of 
Hoskinstown (474250) 
½ml.SE Hoskinstown 
(472255) 
1¼ mls. SSE of 
Hoskins town 
(471240) 
1 ml. SSE of 
Hoskinstown (469246) 
Railway cutting 
1 ml. S of 
Hoskinstown (468242) 
"Woodbine" area 
Old homestead, 
probably underlies 
soil (446347) 
"Glenidle" area 
Roaring Bull Creek 
west of "Glenidle" 
(377247) 
Greenstone outcrop Head of Whiskers 
NE of old homestead Creek (376267) 
(448360) 
Gully opposite old 
homestead 
(450355) 
Roaring Bull Creek 
west of "Carwoola" 
(384255) 
¼ml. NW "Woodbine" On track½ ml. NE 
(452350) of "Carwoola" 
(3852 66) 
Creekbed at "Carwoola" 
"Woodbine" wools hed (388262) 
(454346) 
Creekbed SE of In creekbed E of 
"Woodbine" fault (394290) 
(457343) 
TABLE II. 
Balcom be-Bur ke 
area 
50 yar ds west of 
"The Briars" 
(402314) 
"The Briar s " mi ne 
(400319) 
E cutting Brooks Bank 
t unnel (409378) 
Nv of Bal combe Trig . 
(323392 ) 
W cut ting Brooks Bank 
Tunnel (407376) 
E of Whiskers Fault 
(37931 3) 
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accompanied by a variation of plunge from 30° south to about 30° 
north, and by numerous faults including the probable northerly 
continuation of the Norongo Fault of Captains Flat. 
The Captains Flat Formation contains the following sequence 
of beds in the Hoskinstown area (Table III). 
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Symbol 
Smy 
Smc 1 
Captains Flat Formation Table III 
Hoskinstown Area 
Thickness 
more than 
1500' 
Lithology 
Fine-grained tuffaceous meta-sediments 
70 1 Meta-basalt, basic meta-tuff 
80 1 Fine-grained tuffaceous meta -sediments 
300 1 Meta-rhyodacite, meta-tuff, tuffaceous 
meta-sediments 
20 1 Dark green meta-volcanic rocks 
450 1 Fine-grained tuffaceous meta-sediments 
350 1 Tuffaceous meta-sandstone and meta-
siltstone 
300' Intermediate(?) and basic meta-
volcanic rocks 
250 1 Meta-tuff, tuffaceous meta-sediments 
Graded beds in the basic tuff of Smc3 face upward in a 
s yncline to the south-east of Hoskinstown and have continuity with 
beds in the main part of the Captains Flat syncline to the south. 
III.20 
The lavas and tuffs, also of Smc3 , that lie adjacent to the Orchard 
Fault are tightly folded and deformed; they have the characteristic 
blue- green colour that is associated with a high percentage of 
chlorite. 
Smc1 Tuffaceous meta-sediments, meta-tuffs 2 basic and intermediate? 
volcanic rocks 
These beds crop out at two locations on the western limb 
of the Captains Flat syncline, south of Hoskinstown between the 
railway and the road and immediately to the east of Hoskinstown. A 
thin strip between the Orchard and Kangaroo Faults is regarded as 
part of Smc1 on the eastern overturned limb. 
The lowest beds crop out south of Hoskinstown in two 
railway cuttings (468242) and consist of slate with fragments of 
fossiliferous tuff ranging in length to 5 centimetres. Deformed 
moulds of corals, crinoid stems and bryozoa are present, but 
preservation is too poor for precise identification. As the amount 
of volcanic material increases, the lithology of the later sediments 
ranges through tuffaceous meta-sandstone (209) and thin bands of 
meta-tuff to a massive meta-volcanic rock that crops out on the road 
adjacent to the Norongo Fault . The beds to the east of Hoskinstown 
contain metamorphosed crystal tuff (205), slate with tuff fragments, 
tuffaceous meta-sandstone (204, 45) and massive tuff; they are 
regarded as overlying the beds to the south. Both sequences face 
to the east and are part of the eastern limb of a north-plunging 
III.21 
anticline . 
The metamorphosed crystal tuff (205) consistsof subhedral 
fragments of altered plagioclase with interstitial muscovite, chlorite, 
biotite and calcite. The plagioclase is albite with white mica 
inclusions ; accessories are zircon, opaque mineral and brown tour-
maline. Tuffaceous meta- sandstone (209, 204) consists of angular 
quartz grains with ragged margins in a matrix of fine - grained 
\ 
muscovite, chlorite, and biotite; quartz grains show undulose extinct-
ion and strain lamellae, and accessories are opaque mineral, brown 
tourmaline and zircon . These rocks are metamorphic rocks of the 
greenschist facies with the following mineral assemblages: 
Quartz - albite - muscovite-chlorite - biotite 
Quartz - albite - muscovite- chlorite- biotite- calcite 
The eastern overturned limb of the Captains Flat syncline 
contains metamorphosed tuff and tuffaceous meta-sandstone between the 
Orchard and Kangaroo Faults that is regarded as part of Smc1 • 
The beds dip steeply to the east, and graded bedding and flow casts 
in the sandstone indicate that they face to the west (Text Fig. 3); 
the latter also places the source of the sediment to the south- west 
(478271). 
The lower beds of this sequence consist of fine and 
medium- grained meta- tuff that grades upward into tuffaceous meta-
sediments . The fine - grained meta- tuff (477278) is buff- coloured 
and has t he following mineral assemblage (146, 156), quartz - albite-
III.22 
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muscovite-chlorite-green-brown) biotite-opaque mineral . Distrib~ted 
throughout this rock are "negatives" of a tabular mineral with a 
random orientation (Plate 27. 156); they show an almost round basal 
section and form penetration twins and clusters. The form of the 
mineral and its random orientation suggest that it grew in a soft 
sediment , perhaps a volcanic mud. Because the original mineral has 
been removed from all rocks, it cannot be identified, but it may 
have been marcasite . 
The tuffaceous meta-sandstone (40) contains angular 
quartz grains with ragged edges. The quartz shows undulose extinct-
ion and strain lamellae and is surrounded by fine - grained muscovite, 
chlorite, gre en biotite and opaque mineral; some plagioclase (albite) 
is present . The opaque mineral is reddish brown in reflected light 
III.23 
and forms small aggregates or trains of aggregates that favour a 
metamorphic rather than a detrital origin; it constitutes 5% of 
the rock and probably consists of hydrated oxides of iron. The 
mineral assemblage is quartz-albite-muscovite-chlorite-biotite-
opaque mineral. 
Smy Yandyguinula 'Shale' Member. 
A lithological unit consisting of slate and tuffaceous 
slate was traced northward along the eastern limb of the Captains 
Flat syncline by Oldershaw (in prep.); he named it the Yandyguinula 
Shale Member, but since the rock is essential ly slate, 'Shale' is 
used in inverted commas. Thi s member enters the Farrar- Hoskinstown 
area to the east of the Orchard Fault as part of the eastern over-
turned limb and it cuts out against the fault. It is also present 
in the western limb and it can be traced around a south-plunging 
anticline into the south-plunging syncline that lies across the 
road to Forbes Creek. An area of deeply weathered shale approximate-
ly one mile north-east of Hoskinstown is also regarded as 
Yandyguinula ' Shale ' Member, but continuity with the other areas is 
broken by faulting. 
The thickness of the Member near the church on the road 
to Forbes Creek (472257) is about 250 feet; Oldershaw estimated the 
thickness between 150 and 200 feet in the Captains Flat syncline. 
The Me mber consists of grey-green slate with a slaty 
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cleavage; weathered rock shatters to paper thin cleavage flakes. 
Porphyroblasts of brown biotite that give the s late a spotted 
app earance, are a product of low-grade regional metamorphism and 
are common throughout the Captains Flat Formation near Hoskinstown 
(Plate 28.28). The porphyroblastic biotite (76) is surrounded by 
a lighter coloured halo that is devoid of biotite, but beyond the 
halo, fine - grained biotite is associated with muscovite and 
chlorite in darker coloured rock. In rocks with slaty cleavage (77), 
porphyroblastic biotite has a random orientation that contrasts 
with the surrounding fine-grained plates of muscovite, chlorite 
and biotite that are aligned sub-parallel - to the slaty cleavage. 
Bioti te .porphyroblasts show undulose extinction and rotation 
adj acent to planes of crenulation cleavage (Plate 28.135). 
The rock is a quartz -muscovite-chlorite-biotite schist 
with opaque mineral, and the term phyllite is more applicable to 
the strongly cleaved rocks. The composition of the rock is 
reflected by its mineral assemblage, and the wide distribution of 
opaque mineral favours the presence of material of igneous origin; 
the original rock may have been a volcanic mud. 
A meta-basic rock (485250) within the Yandyguinula 
' Shale' Member (134) is 20 feet wide and crops out on the eastern 
overturned limb for a distance of a half-mile. The igneous texture 
of the rock has been destroyed and the rock is an albite-epidote-
III.25 
chlorite-calcite schist containing sphene. The original rock may 
have been a basic sill or a basic flow; it has been mapped as a 
meta-dolerite sill similar to the meta-dolerite that intrudes the 
Yandyguinula ' Shale' ember near "Woodbine" further north. 
Smc 3 Meta-volcanic rocks with interbedded slate. 
The meta-volcanic rocks range from meta-basalt to meta-
dacite and are interbedded with slate; they overlie the Yandyguinula 
1Shale 1 Member conformably (Table III). These rocks occupy the 
trough of the south-plunging syncline that lies across the road 
to Forbes Creek; they also crop out on the overturned eastern limb 
as greenstones that have been thrust against the Orchard Fault. 
A dark green meta-volcanic rock with quartz-filled 
amygdales 26) rests immediat ely on top of the Yandyguinula 'Shale' 
~ember (47024 ); it crops out on the western limb of the syncline 
and has not been identified elsewhere; it may be a flow of limited 
extent . The igneous texture of the rock has been destroyed and 
the rock is a quartz-albite-biotite-chlorite schist. Amygdales 
are lined with radiating calcite that surrounds a mosaic of quartz 
grains with undulose extinction and strain lamellae; extinction in 
the angular metamorphic quartz of the ground mass however is sharp. 
The rock lacks epidote and was probably a volcanic rock of inter-
me diate composition; small amounts of sphene and opaque mineral 
are present. 
Metamorphosed lithic and crystal tuff in the Hoskinstown 
III . 26 
area is fossiliferous and contains Atrypa, bryozoa, corals, and 
crinoid ossicles 472254 , 480247) (R1252) . The lithic tuff contains 
irregular-shaped fragments of quartz, feldspar and rock fragments 
in a recrystallised groundmass. The quartz is angular with fretted 
margins and some embayments; undulose extinction is common. The 
feldspar consists of albite with inclusions of muscovite, and 
perthite with a granophyric texture of exsolution lamellae of 
quartz and albite . Volcanic fragments with trachitic texture are 
common in the coarser tuff (Plate 29 . 33) . The mineral assemblage 
is quartz - albite - muscovite - biotite- chlorite (148) ; carbonate 
mi neral may also be present (80). 
The meta- dacite (82) consists of subhedral phenocrysts of 
albite and a few phenocrysts of embayed quartz in a groundmass of 
quartz and albite with some chlorite, biotite and muscovite; opaque 
mineral of hydrated oxide of iron is present. Planes of foliation 
in the rock are marked by trains of phyllosilicates, and comminution 
of quartz in the groundmass is common. (Plate 29.82). 
The meta- basalt is a dark green rock with laths of albite 
se t in a groundmass of chlorite and carbonate mineral; it contains 
amygdales of carbonate mineral. ear the axis of the syncline on 
the western limb , the meta- basa l t i s dark green in colour, but where 
it abuts against the Orchard Fault (157) on the eastern overturned 
limb, it contains a higher percentage of chlorite and takes on the 
light green colour that is characteristic of that mineral ( late 
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30.157). The mineral assemblages are:-
Quartz-albite- epidote-chlorite (159) 
Quartz-albite-chlorite-carbonate mineral (157) 
Smc 4 Slate and tuffaceous slate. 
The slate and tuffaceous slate of Smc 4 is indistinguish-
able from interbeds of slate in the volcanics of Smc3 and from the 
Yandyguinula 'Shale' Member. It occupies the centre of the syncline 
on the western limb south-east of Hoskinstown (474244). Beyond the 
Farrar-Hoskinstown area to the south, higher beds in the sequence 
consist of coarser- grained tuff and tuffaceous slate; they are 
followed by the Sinclair Congl omerate l_mber, a coarse-grained 
metamorphosed crystal tuff containing rock fragments and rounded 
quartzite cobbles (Oldershaw, in prep.) 
b. "Woodbine" area 
The Captains Flat Formation at "Woodbine" crops out on 
the eastern overturned limb and is separated from older formations 
of the Hoskinstown Group by the Kangaroo Fault, a reverse fault; 
another fault lies to the west of the area (445350) and is regarded 
as part of the same fault, probably a major thrust fault. 
The beds strike north-north- west and dip 80 degrees to 
the east; graded beds face to the west and indicate slight over-
turning . The sequence is as follows. 
Symbol 
Smc3 
Thickness 
750' 
Smy 250'? 
(Yandyguinula ' Shale ' 
Member) 
600 1 
III.28 
Lithology 
Meta- basalt, basic meta-tuffaceous 
rocks and slate 
eta- rhyodacite flows and tuff, slate 
Slate and tuffaceous slate 
Meta- tuffaceous rocks and sediments, 
slate , meta- basic volcanic rocks 
The Captains Flat Formation can be traced southward from 
a point one mile north- west of "Woodbine" to a point one mile west 
of "Sunny Corner" before soil blankets the area further south . 
This is the eastern overturned limb of an asymmetrical syncline that 
is regarded as the northerly continuation of the Captains Flat 
syncline. The trace of the axial plane probably strikes north- west 
and slaty cleavage dips approximately 70 degrees to the north- east. 
Two meta- basic intrusions parallel the strike of the beds; 
the larger western intrusion is a meta- gabbro and is coarser in 
texture than the smaller intrusion which is referred to as a meta-
dolerite . 
Smc1 Meta- tuffaceous rocks and sediments, slate and meta- basic 
volcanic rocks 
The lowest beds are tuffaceous meta-sandstone and slate 
that are overlain by meta-basic volcanic rocks, meta- tuff and 
tuffaceous meta-sediments. lthough continuous outcrop is lacking, 
the beds are equated to the meta- tuff and tuffaceous meta- sandstone 
t 
i 
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that abut against the Orchard Fault, one mile north-east of 
Hoskins town. 
The meta-basic volcanic rock (450392) (117) contains 
altered phenocrysts of plagioclase set in an altered groundmass 
that shows the orientation of the original plagi~clase laths. The 
plagioclase phenocrysts contain inclusions of epidote, green- brown 
biotite and sphene surrounded by albite and chlorite. A similar 
rock (129) occurs about a half-mile to the south (452378), but it 
retains little trace of igneous texture and is an albite-epidote-
chlorite-sphene schist containing quartz. 
The meta-tuff and tuffaceous meta-sediments of the 
upper part of these beds crop out in the creek bed at "Woodbine". 
Massive beds of tuff (455350) ranging in thickness to about six 
feet weather readily and form poor outcrops; the individual tuff 
beds become thinner as tuffaceous material decreases and meta-
siltstone and slate become dominant. Fragments of volcanic material 
in the meta-sediments range in size to two inches across in a few 
beds (455347), and voids form in the rock where these fragments 
weather out (R1251). The rocks in hand specimen retain the appear-
ance and texture of the original tuff or sediment, but in thin 
section the rocks are quartz-muscovite-chlorite schists containing 
biotite , opaque mineral, sphene, brown tourmaline and zircon (177). 
The more tuffaceous the original rock, the higher the percentages 
of chlorite, opaque mineral and sphene. 
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Smy Yandyguinula 'Shal e ' Member . 
The rocks that are equated to this Member consist of 
slate and tuffaceous s late with some thin tuffaceous sandstone 
interbeds. 
They can be traced from a half- mile north- east of 
"Woodlands" to one mile north- west of "S unny Corner", and have a 
thickness of about 250 feet. The rocks are quartz- muscovite-
chlorite - biotite schists with opaque mineral, but porphyroblastic 
biotite is not present. 
The Member is intruded by two meta- basic sills, the 
larger of which is coarser in texture. Bo th rocks are albite-
epidote- actinolite- chlorite schists with traces of pyroxene cores 
in the actinolite. 0phitic texture of plagioclase surrounded by 
actinolite after pyroxene is present in both the coarser meta-
gabbro (85) and the meta- dolerite (125) . 
Smc3 Meta- volcanic rocks and interbedded slate. 
To the west of the Yandyguinula ' Shale' Member, meta-
dacite, meta- tuff and slate attain a thickness of about 500 feet 
and are overlain by 200? feet of meta- basic volcanic rock. These 
rocks crop out across the gully to the east from the old homestead 
(447355), half- mile north- west of "Woodbine". The volcanic rocks 
crop out as boulders and can be traced to t he north for one mile. 
A tuffac ous meta- sediment (171 ) immediately west of the 
'Shale ' Member shows a cataclastic texture . Angular to subrounded 
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quartz grains with ragged edges and embayments range in size to 
1 mm and have their long axes aligned parallel to the cleavage 
planes which are defined by elongated zones of muscovite and 
chlorite; small decussate aggregates of green-brown biotite are 
present and the accessories are opaque mineral , brown tourmaline 
and zircon. The rock is a quartz -muscovite-chlorite-biotite schist 
with opaque mineral. 
Coarse metamorphosed crystal tuff (140) contains fract-
ured and bent quartz and plagioclase fragments with ragged edges, 
and some rock fragments; the texture is cataclastic in places 155). 
he mineral assemblage is quartz-albite·-(epidote)-muscovite-biotite-
(chlorite). 
A cream-coloured rock with reddish-brown mottling 
resembles a fine-grained sandstone or siltstone in appearance; it 
has the miner a l assemblage quartz- muscovite-epidote-garnet (133, 
173). The mottled areas consist of dusty grey aggregates of 
garnet, muscovite and epidote, and the pale-coloured areas are 
occupied by a mosaic of quartz grains . The texture suggests that 
the rock was a fine-grained siliceous tuff; however, the mineral 
assemblage indicates that carbonate was present in the rock or has 
been introduced. Since the mottled area of the rock occupies zones 
that are parallel to the cleavage in the surrounding rocks, 
introduction of carbonate material may have taken place along 
fractures parallel to cleavage. 
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egatives of a tabular mineral are present in a fine-
grained quartz-muscovite -chlorite schist containing epidote and 
green-brown biotite. The negatives are identical with those found 
in the tuff between the Orchard and angaroo aults to the south. 
These rocks with negatives of a similar tabular mineral undoubtedly 
occupied a similar environment during which the mineral was formed, 
and the rocks may belong to the same unit; the accompanying map 
shows them as Smc3 or Smc1 • 
Basic meta-volcanic rocks are the youngest rocks of the 
Captains Flat Formation in the "Woodbine" area; they have been 
altered to chlorite schists. The weathering out of calcite-filled 
amygdales from the meta-basalt produces a rock with a honeycomb 
appearance; in thin section some radiating epidote is also present 
in the amygdales (157, 73, 132). The meta-basalt is equated 
with the basalt which crops out in the syncline south- east of 
Hoskinstown . Equivalents of the slate and tuffaceous slate that 
overlie the meta-basalt near Hoskinstown may be found underlying 
soil to the west of "Woodbine" (447347). 
Meta- basalt (63) is a dark green vesicular rock that owes 
its vesicular appearance to the weathering out of carbonate mineral 
from amygdales that range in size to 3 mm. The rock has been 
reconstituted to an albite- epidote- actinolite-chlorite schist; 
actinolite and chlorite are interleaved and sphene, dusty opaque 
mineral and carbonate mineral are present . There is an incipient 
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cataclastic texture that has destroyed the igneous texture in 
places (73) and the minerals have a preferred orientation that is 
sub-parallel to the cleavage of the rock; clear areas of recrystall-
ised carbonate mineral are elongated in the same direction. The 
meta-basic volcanic rocks have the following assemblages. 
(Quartz)-albite-epidote-actinolite-chlorite-carbonate 
mineral with sphene and opaque mineral 
Quartz-albite-chlorite-carbonate mineral with opaque 
mineral. 
c. Balcombe- Burke area . 
The Captains Flat Formation in the Balcombe- Burke area 
occupies a quarter- mile wide strip immediately to the west of the 
Lake George Fault. Here the structure is mor~ complex than in any 
other part of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area ; correlation of rocks 
from this area with those on the eastern side of the valley is 
undoubtedly correct, but the location of boundaries be~omes somewhat 
arbitrary, and continuity of lithologies that are readily-traceable 
elsewhere is missing in this area . 
The distribution of the rock units indicates that the 
overall dip is gently to the west. Deformation of the rock has 
destroyed any graded bedding that may have been present in the 
original sediment , and facing of the beds is determined by the 
bedding-cleavage relationship and by the greater development of 
cleavage in the finer-grained part of individual beds. Minor folds 
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have an axial plane that dips at approximately 60 degrees to the 
west-north-west, and minor thrust faults dip between 10 and 50 
degrees to the west. Later deformation has produced widespread 
crenulation cleavage about an axial plan e that strikes north-east 
and dips at varying angles to the north-west. 
The lowest beds in the area occupy the eastern slope of 
the Balcombe-Burke Ridge and consist of meta-dacite with interbedded 
slate. A dark-green vesicular rock marks the t op of the volcanic 
rocks . Overlying these rocks are slates and tuffaceous slates that 
have been intruded by a basic sill (meta-gabbro). The slate and 
the meta- gabbro occupy most of the crest of the Balcombe-Burke 
Ridge . The highest points on this ridge however are occupied by 
quartzite, tuffaceous meta-sediments, and meta-basic volcanic rocks 
that overlie the slate and tuffaceous slate. 
The beds of the Captains Flat Formati on in this area fall 
into the following three mappable divisions. 
Corre l a ted 
with 
Smc 
1 
Smy 
Smc 
3 
Thickness 
400 1 (?) 
200 1 
300'+ 
Lithology 
Tuffaceous meta-sediments, meta-volcanic 
rocks including meta-basalt, meta-tuff, 
quartzite 
Tuffaceous slate and slate intruded by 
meta-gab bro 
Meta-rhyodacite flows and tuff, slate, 
dark-green volcanic rock 
The rocks of the Balcombe- Burke Ridge are regarded as 
downward-facing (see STRUCTURE III), and a reversal of the above 
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beds shows that the lithological sequence would be similar to that 
of the "Woodbine" area. The rocks of the Balcombe- Burke Ridge are 
t herefore equated to Smc1 , the Yandyguinula 'Shale' Member (Smy), 
and Smc3 of the Captains Flat Formation . 
Smc
3 
Meta- rhyodacite and slate. 
The lowest beds of the Captains Flat Formation in this 
area consist of meta-rhyodacite and meta- tuff with interbedded 
slate and are equated to Smc3 of the Formation in the Captains Flat 
syncline; a dark- green volcanic rock marks the top of the volcanic 
s equence. :etamorphosed tuffs and flows of rhyodacite composition 
occupy the hillslope to the west of "The Briars" and can be traced 
a long the scarp to the north . An agglomerate at "The Briars" mine 
(399320) contains pyrite and traces of azurite and malachite; it 
grades laterally into a tough light grey rhyodacite flow (401316) 
t hat shows traces of pyrite in hand specimen (243) . 
T E XT F I O U P£ 4-
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The meta- rhyodacite (243) is a quartz - albite rock with 
traces of sphene, muscovite, chlorite and opaque mineral. Subhedral 
and anhedral phenocrysts of albite and aggregates of quartz are 
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enclosed in a fine - grained mosaic of quartz and feldspar. The 
quartz shows strain extinction, but otherwise there is little 
evidence of the deformation that has affected the adjacent slates. 
A ligh t grey quartz - chlorite- muscovite schist with traces 
of sphene, opaque mineral and clusters of hydrated iron oxide (242) 
is interpreted as a metamorphosed shale interbedded with the 
volcanic rocks. It was probably deposited as a fine - grained tuff 
or volcanic mud. 
A dark-green vesicular volcanic rock north-west of 
"The Briars" mine (402325) is less than 15 feet thick but is discon-
tinuous; it marks the top of the volcanic succession. 
Smy Yandyguinula 'Shale' Member. 
The tuffaceous slate and slate that overlie the meta-
volcanic rocks are equated to the Yandyguinula 'Shale' Member in 
the Captains Flat syncline. The slate can be traced northward 
along the crest of the ridge from the eastern slope of Balcombe 
Trig . to the eastern slope of Burke Trig ; it has been strongly 
deformed by crenulation cleavag e and is intruded by a basic sill 
(meta- gabbro). Reconstitution of the rock has produced a quartz-
muscovite-chlorite schist containing hydrated iron oxide and opaque 
mineral ( 174). The l1ydrated iron oxide lines planes of crenulation 
cleavage that transect the slaty cleavage; slaty cleavage is 
defined by the direction of preferred orientation of muscovite and 
chlorite (Plate 31.60). 
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Smc
1 
Tuffaceous meta- sediments and meta-volcanic rocks 
The rocks of Smc 1 comprise the upper beds of the Captains 
Flat Formation in the Balcombe- Burke area, but they lack continuity 
along the ridge; they crop out to the north of Burke Trig. , on 
Balcornbe Trig., and on the hill to the north of Balcombe Trig . 
The area north of Burke Trig. 
In the area north of Burke Trig ., folded rocks of Smc 1 
have an overturned eastern limb; they can be traced beyond the 
Farrar- Hoskinstown area to the north. The sequence of beds is as 
f ollows. 
Thickness 
200 1 
100 1? 
Lithology 
Tuffaceous meta- sediment 
Meta- volcanic rock (including meta-
basalt) and slate 
Tuffaceous meta-sediments and meta- tuff 
Tuffaceous meta- sediments crop out below meta- volcanic 
r ocks on the Kings Highway at the top of the scarp above the Lake 
Ge orge Fault (407388) and in the eastern approach to Brooks Bank 
tunnel (408377) ; they also form a south- plunging anticline on the 
old road nearby (407386). 
Meta-volcanic rocks and slate overlie tuffaceous meta-
sediment near the Kings Hi ghway (426386), in the eastern a pproach 
to Brooks Bank Tunnel and in the adjacent area to the south. 
Meta- volcanic rocks from the eastern approach to Brooks 
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Bank Tunnel are green-brown in hand specimen and have phenocrysts 
of microcline ranging in length to 3 mm. Small plagioclase pheno-
crysts in the groundmass (length 0•75 mm.) are surrounded by 
a l bite , muscovite , gre en- brown biotite and hydrated iron oxide. 
The rock is an albite - muscovite-biotite- microcline schist (14, 175). 
Phenocrysts of plagioclase range in length to 6 mm . in a dark-
gree n amygdaloidal rock (163) with a groundmass of albite, epidote, 
chlorite , muscovite , and green- brown biotite ; elliptical areas con-
taining fibrous intergrowths of chlorite and green-brown biotite 
may repre s ent inclusions (Plate 30.163) . Phenocrysts of plagio-
cl ase (albite) (167) are surrounded by a groundmass containing 
a lbite , muscovite , green biotite, hydrated iron oxide, epidote, and 
carbona te mineral; the amygdales contain carbona te mineral . Skeletal 
aggregates of opaque mineral and epidote lie within a groundmass of 
albite , green biotite, muscovite, epidote and opaque mineral (188) . 
Tuff and tuffaceous sandstone overlie the meta-volcanic 
r ocks and slate at the western approach to the Brooks Bank Tunnel. 
Thes e are quartz - muscovite-chlorite-(green-brown) biotite schists; 
s ome rocks are brecciated (1 3) . 
Balcombe Trig . and the hill to the north . 
Tuffaceous meta- sediments on the western shoul der of 
Balcombe Trig. dip westward below meta-volcanic rocks and slate 
into the axis of a synform . The same synform also occupies the 
cres t of the hill to the north of Balcombe Trig . The irregular 
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distribution of meta-basalt on the saddle to the west of Balcombe 
Trig . indicates the complex folding that has taken place in the 
axis of the synform. The sequence of beds is as follows. 
Thickness Lithology 
40 1? Meta- dacite and tuffaceous slate 
50 1? Meta-volcanic rocks (including meta-
basalt) and slate 
20 1 Meta-doleri te sill 
50 1 ? eta-tuff, tuffaceous meta- sediments 
The meta-tuff and tuffaceous meta- sediments near the top 
of.Balcombe Trig . are schistose cataclastic rocks with strongly 
deve loped slaty cleavage and crenulation cleavage . The same rocks 
occur on the eastern shoulder of the hill to the north where they 
are not cataclastic and consist of meta-erystal tuff, meta-tuff and 
slate. 
The meta-dolerite sill ( 23) is a basic schist with the 
follo wing assemblage , albite-chlorite-carbonate mineral-opaque 
mineral. It retains remnants of ophitic texture. 
The meta-volcanic rocks range from calcium- rich rocks 
containing carbonate mineral and epidote to rocks rich in potassium 
that contain biotite, muscovite, and microcli ne . Igneous texture 
is usually retained and amygdales are common. 
The lowest meta-volca ic rock (24) from the western slope 
of Balcombe Trig . (391317) is porphyritic with amygdales (length 
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5 mm .) filled with a mosaic of quartz crystals. Closely spaced 
phenocrysts of plagioclase (An?) have a maximum extinction o( '.I\ 
010 of 17 degrees and an R.I. < C.B. The groundmass occupied only 
a small part of the original rock (5%) and has recrystallised to 
albite , chlorite, and sphene with traces of epidote. The rock is 
an albite-epidote-chlorite schist. 
A dark-green meta-volcanic rock with amygdales of radiat-
ing epidote and carbonate mineral crops out to the west of Balcombe 
Trig , (392323). No trace of i gneous texture remains in the fine-
grained groundmass of albite, epirlote, chlorite, carbonate mineral 
and sphene that surround the amygdales (29). The rock is probably 
a me ta-basalt (Plate 31 .29). 
Interbedded with the meta-volcanics is a grey-green to 
dark green schist (25). The mineral assemblage is quartz-albite-
chlorite-muscovite. The high percentage of chlorite and hydrated 
iron oxide favours a volcanic source for the fine-grained material. 
Meta-dacite and tuffaceous meta-sediment crop out in the 
axis of the synform on the hill to the north of Balcombe Trig . a nd 
at the top of Burke Trig , (241) . 
d, "Glenidle" area. 
The Captains Flat Formation between Whisker s Fault and 
the olonglo River further south lies to the south and west of 
"Glenidle". It consists of meta-volcanic rocks, tuffaceous meta-
sediments and slate . The upper part of the sequence is intruded by 
r 
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meta- gabbro . 
The best exposures are in Roaring Bull Creek as it crosses 
the Roaring Bull synform west of "Carwoola". The synform is :flanked 
to the west by an antiform, and to the east by a reverse fault with 
downthrow to the east. Folds in this area plunge to the north at 
approximately 20 degrees and have a slaty cleavage which is parallel 
to the axial plane and dips steeply to the west; crenulation cleav-
age dips north- westward at angles ranging from 20 to 80 degrees 
(Plate 31 .b). 
The sequence of beds is as follows. 
Symbol Thickness 
Smy 200 1? 
( 350'? 
Smc
3 
( 20 1 ( 
( 2500'? 
Lithology 
Slate and tuffaceous slate, calcareous 
slate, limestone lenses 
Me ta-tuf:f and tuf:faceous meta-sediments 
Dark green meta-volcanic rock 
Coarse and :fine- grained meta-volcanic flows 
and tuff, siliceous tuff, greenish meta-
volcanic rock, tu:ffaceous slate 
The above sequence is regarded as overturned Captains Flat 
Formation similar to that of the Balcombe - Burke area, but the upper 
part of the sequence (S mc 1 ) is missing. A thin band of tu:ff 200 
yards west of "Glenidle" is located on the western limb o:f a synform 
and contains graded bedding tha t faces to the west; this indicates 
a downward-facing sequence. The cleavage-bedding relationship 
outlined in the section on structure (Text fig. 19 ) is also in 
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accord with downward- facing structures. Correlation based merely 
on lithological similarity would not be conclusive, but as downward-
facing has structural support in both areas, the similar lithologies 
can probably be equated . 
The coarse meta-tuff and slate in the lower part of the 
synform have no counterparts elsewhere in the Farrar-Hoskinstown 
area , but they resemble beds that are found near the top of the 
formation in the Captains Flat syncline; this would make them the 
youngest Silurian rocks in the Farrar- Hoskinstown area . 
Smc3 Meta- volcanic lavas and tuff, slate 
The meta- volcanic rocks consist of quartz- albite - mus covite-
biotite- chlorite schists that were originally deposited as tuff sand 
flows. They varied in texture from coarse crystal tuff and rhyodacite 
to finer-grained greenish grey tuff devoid of quartz and feldspar 
fragments . The mineral assemblage of the pelitic material is 
quartzy muscovite, chlorite, bi~tite and opaque mineral; euhedral 
and subhedral plagioclase that is present in the crystal tuff has 
been altered to albite. 
All variations from coarse crystal tuff (216, 22 1 ) with 
quartz, plagioclase and rock fragments and little interstitial 
material to greenish- grey fine - grained pelitic schist devoid of 
quar tz and plagiocl ase fragments (224, 222) are present ; the latter 
were probably deposited as a volcanic ash . Slaty cleavage is 
developed throughout the formation but is most pronounced in the 
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fine - grained pelitic rocks. Crenulation cleavage is common. 
1edium to fine - grained siliceous tuff is present; tuff 
that is dominantly composed of quarta fragments is almost white in 
colour (46); similar tuff, but with lesser amounts of quartz is 
light grey in colour (49). 
Smy Yandyguinula 'Shale' ember. 
The tuffaceous slate of the Yandyguinula 'Shale' Me mber 
lies on the western side of the Captains Flat road near "Carwoola" 
and continues to the south as far as the Primrose Valley Road. It 
abuts against a minor fault in the north , and is tben folded into 
the Roaring Bul l Synform . The member consists of tuffaceous slate, 
fine - grained meta-tuff, calcareous slate and small lenses of lime-
stone. 
The slate has the mineral assemblage quartz-muscovite-
chlorite-biotite and opaque mineral, and it is identical with the 
slates that are interbedded with the underlying meta-volcanic rocks. 
A very small outcrop of limeston·e in Primrose Valley is 
the northernmost of a number of lenses of limestone that crop out 
to the south . Limestone cuttings surround the bore ss) near 
"Carwoola" and confirm the drillers log of "limestone and porphyry" 
between 142 and 202 feet (Appendix IV). This limestone occupies 
the same stratigraphic position as the limestone in Primrose Valley, 
but it fails to crop out because of its lenticular nature, or because 
it is down-faulted. Bedded ligh t grey limestone (50) from a lens 
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found further south in Primrose Valley (386200) is recrystallized, 
but a line of quartz fragments i n the thin section probably 
defines a bedding plane . 
The formation is intruded by a basic sill (meta- gabbro) 
in Primrose Valley, and calcareous slate marginal to the meta- gabbro 
has been regionally metamorphosed to a quartz - chlorite- grossularite 
schist (15) . Similar tough light- coloured rocks to the west of 
"Carwoo l a 11 (385254) are thought to indicate the proxirni ty of the 
meta-gabbro sill below the surface . If the meta- gabbro does under-
lie the area near the bore (ss) , ·tis possible that the drillers 
entry 11 lirnestone and porphyry 11 in the log of the bore (S8) could 
in fact be limestone and meta- gabbro; however , no trace of meta-
gabbro was found in the cuttings. 
The thickness of the Captains Flat Formation in the 
"Glenidle 11 area is greater than 3000 feet. 
C. I NTRUSIONS 
The Farrar- Hoskinstown area contains minor intrusions of 
bo th acid and basic composition; subsequent deformat ion and meta-
morphism of the dyke- rocks took pla ce and they have been mapped as 
me ta-rhyodacite, me t a-dolerite and meta- gabbro . 
Dykes of meta- rhyodacite and meta- dolerite intrude the 
western part of the Foxlow Beds ; they have irregular forms and are 
so intimately associated in outcrop that they are regarded as having 
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followed similar paths of intrusion. Deformation of both dyke-rocks 
and country rock has brought about an irregular surface distribution 
of dyke-rocks that shows only part of their complex three-dimensional 
form. Dyke-rocks that intrude the Foxlow Beds in the eastern part 
of the area have a more re lar form; this is attributed to less 
severe deformation after intrusion. Intrusions into Silurian rocks 
consist of a few dykes of m4ta-rhyodacite, and sills of meta-
dolerite and meta-gabbro. 
1. Petrography of the meta-rhyodacite dykes. 
a . Greenschist fac i es 
Rhyodacite dykes have intruded rocks of the Foxlow Beds 
and the Captains Flat Formation; they were subsequently meta-
morphosed to low-grade schists of the greenschist facies and they 
now contain the fol lowing mineral assemblages . 
(i) Quartz-relict oligoclase- epidote- chlorite-(muscovite)-
~paque mineral) (182, 184 ) 
(ii) Quartz-albite- epidote - ohlorite (191) 
(iii) Quartz -albite-epidote-chlorite-brown biotite-(muscovite)-
(microcline) (4, 7, 10, 219) 
Me ta-rhyodacite dykes that intrude the western Foxlow Beds 
The texture of meta-rhyodacite ranges from porphyritic 
(191) to felsitic, and from non- schistose to schistose. The dykes 
range in size from 50 feet across (182) to stringers 0 •5 mm . wide 
t 
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(219); the larger dykes are porphyritic, ligh t grey-green in colour, 
and have pale-coloured, finer-gr ained margins. The smaller dykes 
contain few phenocrysts and are white to pale cream in colour; 
they resemble aplites in appearance. 
In the larger dykes (1 82 , 184 ), g lomerophenocrys ts of 
plagioclase, 8 mm. across, and phenocrysts of corroded quartz, 5 mm . 
in diameter, are enclosed in a groundmass of fine - grained recrystall-
ised quartz and feldspar averaging 0•2 mm. across. The plagioclase 
contains inclusions of epidote crystals that range in length to 
0•5 mm. The composition of the plagioclase is An 25 (Oligoclase) 
wi th R.I. P (Refractive index /9 ) = 1•544 and extinction angle 
010 = 7 degrees. Quartz in the groundmass is interlocked 
with plagioclase (R.I. > C.B .) in a manner resembling relict gr ano-
phyric fabric . Areas of pale green chlorite, 0•7 mm . across, and 
muscovite are also present. The rock is interpreted as a gr ano-
phyre of rhyodacite composition that has been metamorphosed to 
greens chist facies . 
Meta-rhyodacite in the smaller dykes is generally 
porphyritic with embayed quartz and subhedral plagioclase pheno-
crysts set in a fine-grained groundmass of quartz and plagioclase 
(0•2 mm. in length); the plagioclase is albite (R.I P = 1 •532), and 
epidote is miss ing (191); Other dykes have a finer-grained ground-
mass (average size 0·05 m~ .) with fewer and smaller phenocrysts of 
subhedral plagioclase (albite) (37). nether fine-grained rock has 
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a felsitic texture with sub-parallel alignment of plagioclase laths 
(0•1 mm. in length) in the groundmass and contains opaque sulphide 
mi neral probably pyrite (1). A mylonite C12) from the thrust fault 
a quarter-mile north of "Widgeewah11 has bee n derived from a crushed 
rhyodacite dyke. 
Cata.elastic texture is common in the dykes near Whiskers 
Fault. Augen of plagioclase and aggregates of interlocking sutured 
quartz are common; some of the quartz grains are fractured while 
others have an elongation suggestive of stretching . The groundmass 
surrounding the augen consists of muscovite, chlorite, some biotite 
(179), and fine-gr a ined quartz. 
A more extensive intrusion in the south-west of the area 
(362237) r anges in texture f rom felsitic (4) to porphyritic ( 6 ). 
A f i ne-gr a ined rock with a felsitic texture contains albite, quartz, 
epidote, brown biotite, muscovite and microcline (4); albite is 
pr esent as discrete laths, 0•2 mm. in length, that contain numerous 
inclusions; quartz is present as aggregates of crystals with 
sutured interlocking boundaries or as intergrowths with albite t hat 
suggest a relict granophyric fabric. The rock is a gr anophyre of 
rhyodacite composition that has been metamorphosed to greenschist 
f acies. A f ine-grained rock of similar composition (7) shows an 
alignment of albite laths, quartz aggr~gates, and phyllosilica tes 
t hat resembles primary flow banding in the intrusion. The 
E.,9rphyritic rock (6) contains l ar ge embayed phenocrysts of quartz 
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(5 mm. across) and large crystals of plagioclase (albite, 6 X 4 mm .) 
with inclusions of epidote that are set in a groundmass that consists 
of a mosaic of quartz grains (0•02 mm. across) and feldspar laths, 
0•2 mm . long . Granophyric intergrowths are present around the 
margins of the quartz and plagioclase phenocrysts . Epidote, muscovite, 
brown biotite, chlorite and opaque mineral are scattered throughou t 
the groundmass. The rock is a meta- rhyodacite. 
eta-rhyodacite dykes that intrude the Hoskinstown Group 
~eta-rhyodacite dykes intrude the Hoskinstown Group along 
the Balc ombe-Burke ridge (241), in the bed of the Molonglo River 
(389297) (20), and north west of "Carwoola" (388268). Phenocrysts 
of euhedral plagiocl ase have an R.I. > C.B. and an extinction angle 
rl. 1/\01 0 = 17 indicating a composition An36; phenocrysts of 
embayed quartz are also present (240, 21) . The groundmass consists 
of quartz and feldspar with s mall amounts of biotite and opaque 
mineral; the plagioclase phenocrysts are fr actured ad bent. The 
country roc k is a quartz-muscovite- chlorite schist showing slaty 
cleavage and crenulation cleavage; absorption of this material near 
the margin of the intrusion produces a schistose ' rock in which the 
Phyllosilicates are wrapped around phenocrysts (241); muscovite 
plates that were aligned with the slaty cleavage in pelitic rocks 
become misaligned close to the mar gin of the intrusion, and 
crenulation cleavage in the country rock does not extend into the 
i h trusion (170). The intrusion postdates form tion of the s laty 
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cleavage in the Silurian rocks. 
b. Amphibolite facies. 
~eta-rhyodaci t e dykes that intrude the eastern Foxlow Beds 
eta- rhyodacite intrudes the eastern Foxlow Beds in the 
Forbes Creek Road area and in the Lockhart area beyond the eastern 
margin of the map further to the north. The intrusions crossing 
the Forbes Creek Road are quartzo - feldspathic schists that contain 
quar tz, albite, epidote, muscovite , biotite, chlorite, and micro-
cline. Phenocrysts of quartz and plagioclase, and aggregates of 
interlocking quartz grains are contained in a groundmass of quartz 
and feldspar showing granophyric texture. The plagioclase is 
albite, but some phenocrysts have the characteristic cross- hatching 
of microcline (113 , 114, 115). 
In the Lockhart a rea the rhyodacite intrusions range in 
texture from fine - grained and porphyritic (92, 101, 103) to a coarse 
texture that is akin to a granitic texture (91 , 100) . The rocks 
with a fine - grained groundmass contain subhedral phenocrysts of 
plagioclase and large irregular shaped quartz grains and aggregates 
of quartz and feldspar with some granophyric texture ; the assemblage 
(103) is quartz - andesine - (blue- green)hornblende- (green)biotite-
muscovite and chlor i te . The coarser- grained rocks contain subhedral 
Phenocrysts of zoned plagioclase (91 ) , irregular shaped quartz with 
r agged margins ; the interstitial material consists of aggregates of 
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quartz with sutured contacts, green and brown biotite , blue-green 
hornblende and epidote. The plagioclase is zoned andesine (An28, 
R.I. /3 = 1 •546) ; the R.I. appeared to be greater at the margin 
than in the core; but there was no gradual change in R.I . with 
zones, instead the R.I . appeared to alternate with zones. Another 
coarse-grained rock (100) contains zoned plagioclase in which the 
cores are packed with inclusions of muscovite , epidote, and chlorite; 
the margin of the plagioclase has the composition An23 (J'~ 0/0 
= 3) and the core, An40 (extinction angle J 11\ 010 = 22°) . Large 
phenocrysts of microcline and aggregates of brown biotite are 
present. The groundmass is an interlocking sutured aggregate of 
quartz. The coarse-grained rocks would have the composition of a 
meta- granodiorite, but the texture of the quartz groundmass 
resembles the texture of a metamorphic rather than an igneous rock. 
The rock is referred to as a meta- ?granodiorite. 
2. Petrography of the meta- basic dykes 
a . Greens chist facies 
Meta- dolerite . 
Meta-dolerite dykes of the greenschist facies intrude the 
western part of the Foxlow Beds. Complete alteration of augite to 
ac tinolite has taken plac e (8, 52, 189) in which the actinolite 
retains the form and optical orientation of the augite ; the actin-
olite often has a dull yellowish brown appearance probably as a 
result of the numerous finely- divided dusty brown inclusions of 
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iron oxides. Marginal alteration of actinolite to clear blue-green 
hornblende is common. In the larger dykes, euhedral plagioclase 
phenocrysts (labradorite) are relics of the original dolerite (8, 
181, 186); reconstitution of the plagioclase in smaller dykes has 
produced porphyroblastic clear albite studded with epidote, musco-
vite, and chlorite (183, 52?). Relic augite sometimes remains as 
cores within actinolite and may be twinned (186, 181, T9, 74); 
0 
the augite has a refractive index fi of 1 •687 and a 2V of 48 
which according to Hess (1949) indicates that it has a composition 
that is more characteristic of tholeiitic or high alumina basalt 
magmas. The groundmass of the original dyke-rock has been complete-
ly reconstituted . 
A sill of meta- dolerite (125) intrudes the eastern part 
of the Hoskinstown Group at "Woodbine". The rock is an albite-
epidote- actinolite-chlorite schist with relic ophitic texture and 
traces of augite cores in the actinolite. The R.I. of the actin-
oli te is ~ = 1 •625 and that of the chlori te is // = 1 •616. Opaque 
mineral is common and shows a marginal alteration to a white 
opaque mineral probably leucoxene after ilmenite. 
A meta- dolerite sill within the Captains Flat Formation 
on the Balcombe- Burke ridge is separated from underlying basalt 
by shale and appears conformable with the basalt. Plagioclase 
Phenocrysts range in length from 1 to 1 •5 mm. and in width from 
I I 
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0•3 to 0•5 mm; the extinction angle tl'/\ 010 = 17° and the R.I. is 
less than that of Canada Balsam indicating a composition of about 
An5 . Actinolite is present as subbedral prisms with ragged termin-
ations or as clusters of needles intergrown with plagioclase (32); 
some actinolite contains cores of chlorite . Irregular shaped 
aggregates of epidote (32) range in size to 0.75 mm. across . 
Actinolite and epidote are missing from parts of the intrusion (23), 
and chlorite and sphene form a higher percentage of this rock ; 
chlorite fills the interstitial areas as interlocking fibrous 
aggregates with anomal ous brown interference colours; irregular-
shaped areas of sphene range in size to 1 mm. across and aggregates 
of small calci te pl ates are found throughout the rock. The mineral 
assemblages are alb ite-epidote- actinolite- chlorite (32) with some 
sphene , and albite-chlorite - calcite-sphene (23) . The different 
assemblages are attributed to the breakdown of epidote and actin-
olite in the more deformed rock to chlorite, sphene and calcite . 
Meta- gabbro. 
A basic sil l that intrudes Silurian roc1s has been meta-
morphosed to the greenschist facies and is regarded as a meta-
gabbro . The mineral assemblages are as foll ows : 
(i) (quartz) - albite-epidote- actinolite- chlorite-(muscovite)-
(sphene) - (opaque mineral )- (calcite) (16,160,1oa,125,151) 
(ii) (quartz) - albite - epidote-chlorite-carbonate mineral-
(muscovite) - (opaque mineral) (109) 
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(iii) (quartz) - albite - actinolite - chlorite-calcite- sphene 
(128,106) 
(iv) (quartz) - albite - chlorite- calcite- opaque mineral (141) 
The meta- gabbro sill is found on the eastern overturned 
limb of the Captains Flat syncline where it strikes north- north-
west through "Woodbine" , near the crest of the Balcombe- Burke ridge , 
and on the souther n margin of the area in Primrose Valley . The 
rounded outcrops of meta- gabbro consist of a tough, dark- green 
rock; large amphiboles can be distinguished in the hand specimen 
(160, 125, 16). Near the margin the rock may be finer- grained with 
interlocked laths of plagioclase and a mphibole ( 105 , 1 8) . 
The coarser- gr ained rocks have a ophitic texture in 
which phenocrysts of plagioclase are enclosed in large areas of 
dtMQ -
amphibole after pyroxene. Very small cores of~ pyroxene are 
dmo-
present within the actinolite, but the composition of the pyroxene 
A 
could not be determined. The actinolite varies in habit from a 
complete psuedo- morph of pyroxene to wispy acicular laths with a 
random orientation; the actinolite after pyroxene generally has a 
margin of wispy needles . The primary igneous calcic plagioclase 
has been altered to albite and contains inclusions of epidote, 
whi te mica and chlorite; the phenocrysts of albite are between 1 
and 1 •5 mm . in leng th and 0 •3 and · 5 mm . in width . uartz was 
formed during the breakdown of calcic plagioclase and occupies small, 
clear irregular- shaped interstitial areas • . ggregates of epidote 
I I 
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mineral ~ay be 1 mm . across with individual grains a proximately 
0·3 mm. by 0 ·1 mm . in size . Chlorite forms wispy fibrous aggreg-
ates in which the individual er stals are •02 mm . by 0 •005 mm. in 
size. Calcite when present forms either as large porphyroblasts 
or as microcrystal line aggregates . phene, is closely associated 
with opaque mineral and occupies irregular and sometimes skeletal 
areas that range to 1 mm . in diameter; a white opaque mineral 
(probably leucoxene) is closely associated with skeletal areas of 
dark opaque mineral , probably ilmenite . 
The approximate percentages of the minerals are, albite 
40-60$, actinolite 30- 40% , epidote minerals 0- 5%, chlorite may range 
to 40% and carbonate mineral to s%; the higher percentages of calcite 
coincide with the absence of epidote mineral . Opaque minerals and 
sphene average 2% . Tourmaline, apatite and zircon are present as 
accessories . Microcrystalline aggregates of chlorite exhibit a 
relic texture of sub- oriented laths within a partly aligned finer-
grained groundmass that resembl es basaltic texture (53) ; they may 
represent inclusions of basalt . 
Contact metamorphic rocks at the margin of the meta- gabbro 
have the assemblage albite- epidote- chlorite-ca l cite- (muscovite) 
(237, 109) along t he Bal combe- Burke ridge , and the assemblage 
quartz - (albite) - epidote- chlori te- garne t (1 5 ) i n Primrose Valley • 
Unstrained veins of epidote , cal cite and actinolite- albite inter-
It 
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growths are present in the margins of the meta- gabbro on the 
Balcombe- Burke ridge (105). 
The original intrusive rock was probably a gabbro with 
the composition of about 60% labradorite and 40% pyroxene. The 
most common metamorphic assemblage is (quartz)-albite- epidote-
actinolite- chlorite- (muscovite) - (sphene) - (opaque mineral) - (calcite), 
but an axcess of chlorite and calcite and a shortage of actinolite 
anj epidote is found in the meta- gabbro of the Balcombe- Burke ridge 
and Primrose Valley. The chlorite and calcite may be retrograde 
minerals after actinolite and epidote and their formation may have 
been facilitated by deformation of the me t a- gabbro . 
A small meta- basic intrusive rock one mile north- north-
east of Hoskinstown may be part of the meta- gabbro; it contains 
assemblages (1 ) and (iii) (151 , 128) . A thin sil l north- west of 
"Sunny Corner" (141) contains mineral assemblage (iv) and is devoid 
of igneous texture; it may belong to either the meta- dolerite or 
the meta- gabbro that intrude the easter n overturned limb of the 
Captains Flat syncline . 
b. Amphibolite facies. 
Meta- do l erite of the amphibolite facies crops out as 
lenticular areas of tough dark green rocks that are elongated sub-
parallel to the cleavage of the country rock . These rocks are best 
exposed near "Lockhart" which is just beyond the eastern margin of 
the sheet near "Gidleigh ' . Phenocrysts of plagioclase ran e to 
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2 mm. in length ad usually contain inclusions of epidote and 
white mica ; zoning and multiple twinning of the plagioclase is 
common and it has a composition of either andesine (66, 94, 95, 112) 
or labradorite (99, 97, 98). Blue - green hornblende is the dominant 
amphibole , but actinolite is present as cores within blue-green 
hornblende in the lower-grade part of the amphibolite facies . 
Cores of pyroxene sometimes remain in the hornblende. Biotite shows 
an increase in size with grade of metamorphism and ranges in colour 
from greenish-brown (92, 97) to red-brown (98). Opaque mineral 
forms cores surrounded by sphene or occupies angular and irregular-
shaped areas . 
3. Age and association of intrusions. 
Dyke-rocks of similar composition intruding both 
Ordovician and Silurian rocks may be contemporaneous although the 
forms of the intrusions may differ. If folded and partly consolid-
ated rocks of Ordovician age formed the floor to a basin of 
Silurian unconsolidated deposits at the time of intrusion, the 
intrusion of magma would take place along dykes that transgressed 
the structure of the Ordovician rock, and on entry into the 
Silurian sediments the magma may have migrated laterally to form 
Sills or vertically to erupt at the surface. 
Meta- gabbro sills intrude the Captains Flat Formation 
(Middle Silurian) and meta- dolerite intrudes the Foxlow Beds 
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(Ordovician) as dykes and the Captains Flat Formation as sills . 
The mineral assemblages of the meta-gabbro and the meta- dolerite 
are such that they may have be_en derived from a common magma ; it 
is also possible that this same magma erupted at the surface as 
the basalt in the Captains Flat Formation; if such assumptions are 
correct , the age of the meta-gabbro intrusions would be iddle 
Silurian. The distribution of the meta- gabbro sills in the 
Silurian rocks indicates that its intrusion predates recumbent 
folding. 
The rhyodacite dykes require a longer period of time to 
account for the observed relationships. Some dykes may have acted 
as feeders for the Silurian rhyodacite lavas and such dykes would 
predate the main period of deformation; the rhyodacite dyke that 
has been cut by the Widgeewah Thrust Fault may be such a dyke. 
Other rhyodacite dykes appear to cut across downward-facing idle 
Silurian rocks and are regarded as post-dating the age of recum-
bent folding (388268). The small mass of microgranodiorite in the 
south-west of the area is probably related to the main intrusions 
of granite into the Southern Tablelands of New South ales, and 
the ages of these granites range from Upper Silurian to Middle 
Devonian (Evernden aad Richards , 1962). The intrusion of rhyo-
dacite dykes into the area probably ranges from Middle Silurian to 
iddle Devonian. 
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D. POST- SILURIAN RO CKS 
1. Pleistocene(?) 
a. Partly silicified gravel (Ptg ) 
Partly silicified gravel , conglomerate, coarse sandstone 
and siltstone occupy the lower slopes to the east of the entral 
Lowlands and rest unconformably on Palaeozoic rocks. The silicified 
portions , referred to as silcrete , form a resistant capping on many 
of the deposits. The l ocations of the gravel are given below ; in 
addition, similar gravels from outside the Farrar- Hoskinstown area 
are also listed ( see n9, T <:; pa~e VII. 11), 
Deposit Reference 
Farrar- Hoskinstown Area 
a . B434400 
b. B458259 
C • B458288 
Other areas 
d. B474209 
e. LG375460 
.f • LG345650 
LG347626 
g. C177382 
B Bungendore 
Location 
North of "Woodlands" 
outh of " /oodbine" 
II II II 
South of Yandyguinula Creek 
South of Gearys Gap (Grove 
outh- west of Gearys Gap 
Canberra (Fyshwick Gravel) 
C Canberra LG 
Creek) 
Level 
2350 1 
245 I 
2450 1 
2600 1 
2450 1 
2350 1 
1850 I 
Lake George 
The gravel consists of sub- rounded and rounded pebbles 
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and cobbles of quartz and quartzite; it also contains pebbles of 
schist, gneiss , sandstone and shale, but quartz rocks dominate. 
Finer-grained material consists of grit, coarse sandstone and 
micaceous siltstone. The gravel is white or cream in colour, but 
a brown ferruginous capping is often present overlying a mottled 
yellow and reddish zone. The gravel of deposits b,c, and d 
contairnsub- rounded blocks of quartz . ilcrete forms bands within 
the deposits that may attain a thickness of two feet (Plate 13.a). 
The underlying Palaeozoic rocks are deeply weathered and partly 
leached to a white clay. This vertical arrangement of colour is 
similar to that developed during laterj_tization, and similar deposits 
in Canberra (g) have been referred to as having been lateritized 
(Opik, 1954). The gravel is not well exposed in the ' Farrar-
Hoskinstown area, but road cuttings to the south of the area in 
depos it 11 d 11 show gravel of the same f ormation resting unconformably 
on leached and weathered rocks of the Captains Flat Formation. 
The gravel 11 d11 south of Ya.ndyguinula Creek consists of 
an upper and a lower quartzose gravel and conglomerate that are 
separated by a micaceous siltstone Plate 1 .b). The lower gravel 
contains sub- rounded to angular quartz cobbles (Plat~ 11 . a), and 
large partly rounded quartz bould~rs have been excavated from this 
gravel to form the road cutting (Flate 12 .a). The micaceous silt-
stone contains angular fragments of quartz and both white and brown 
micas. The grains range in size from 0•01 mm . to •2 mm. and show 
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no appearance of rounding; near the surface the siltstone merges 
into a dark red soil. The siltstone grades upward into a sandstone, 
then into a grit with pebble bands and slump structures (Plate 12.b) 
whi ch is overlain by the upper gravel consisting of angular quartz 
pebbles and cobbles with no apparent rounding and some larger 
angular blocks (Plate 11 .b). 
The gravel near Grove Creek, south of Gearys Gap (e), 
occupies the top of the scarp to the west of Lake George, 15 miles 
nor th of the arrar- Hoskinstown area; the Brooks Creek gravels (f) 
lie further to the west. These gravels were described by Griffith-
Taylor (1907) as river gravels of the ancestral Yass River whose 
course was diverted by faulting when Lake George was formed. There 
is no apparent lithological difference between these gravels and 
the gravel of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area. 
The Fyshwick Gravel at Canberra (Opik, 1954) is similar 
in appearance to the partly silicified gravels of the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area. Opik described large blocks of shale and more 
resistant rock from the Fyshwick Gravel and concluded that the 
blocks were transported by ice and that the gravel had a fluvio-
glacial origin. A well- defined mottled zone and remnants of a 
ferruginous crust within the ~yshwick Gravel were attributed to 
lateritization which Opik regards as pre - Pleistocene in age. To 
reconcile a fluvio - glacial origin and pre- Pleistocene lateritization, 
Opik favoured a Permian age for the ¥yshwick Gravel . 
" 
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Correlation with the Fyshwick Gravel in Canberra cannot 
be soundly based on lithology alone; nevertheless, there is a 
similarity and the partly silicified gravels of the Farrar- Hoskinstown 
area may also be fluvio- glacial deposits, but a ermian age is not 
acceptable. Opik attributes the ferruginous and mottled zones of 
the Fyshwick Gravel to lateritization, and accepts a pre - Pleistocene 
age fo r the process. The ferruginous and mott led zones in the 
silicified gravel of the Yandyguinula deposit (d) are regarded as 
having derived their reddish colour from iron oxides of the over-
lying dark red soil, and the soil does not appear to be connected 
with extensive lateritization. The high level beaches of Lake George 
als o have a red soil developed within them and contain ferruginized 
rock fragments , and development of this soil would postdate form-
ation of Lake George which is regarded as post- Pleistocene. If 
Opik ' s assumption of a pre- Pleistocene laterite is unnecessary, the 
age of the Fyshwick Gravel could be Pleistocene. Because the partly 
silici f ied gravels of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area have features 
tha t also suggest a fluvio - glacial deposit , its age has been tentat-
ively assigned to the Pleistocene(?). 
b. Sand (Pts) 
A deposit of reddish sand occupies the lower hillslopes 
to the east of the Molonglo River opposite "Carwoola". The maximum 
thickness of sand is probably less than 15 feet and the deposits 
' r . 
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have been partly dissected. 
The sand is a quartz sand with grains of quartz ranging 
in size to 2 mm; grains of quartz- mica schist form flat sub- rounded 
grains up to 7 mm. a cross and with a thickness of less than 1 mm . 
The schist fragments are rounded; the quartz is sub- rounded. The 
grain size ranges from 0•01 mm . to 2 mm. and the reddish colour of 
the sand is derived from iron oxide stains on the grains. 
Similar sands occupy the western slopes of hills in 
Canberra between Fairbairn Airport and the Molonglo River , and 
they have been used as a source of bricklayer ' s loam. It has been 
regarded as a wind- blown sand that formed on the gentle slopes of 
hills that face the direction of strongest wind (sw). 
The form of the sand deposits in the Farrar- Hoskinstown 
area and near Canberra cannot be directly related to that of 
aeolian sand. and ridges are not developed; the deposits occupy 
the slopes of rounded gently sloping rises that are being dissected 
by the present drainage system. The sand appears to rest directly 
on rock rather than soil or clay. If a windblown origin is assumed, 
then the problem arises as to whether the material was derived locally 
or f rom outside the area. If the material were derived locally, 
a reasonable source could be found in the sediment filled expanse 
that would have existed after filling of the submerged Molonglo 
Valley. However , i f this were the case then the sand would overlie 
Soi ls that formed during accumulation of the lake sediment. This 
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does not appear to be the case as the sand rests directly on rock 
rather than on soil or other detritus. 
If the sand were derived locally , it would be expected 
to have a form simi l ar to that of the aeol ian sands that lie to 
the south- east of Lake George; these sand ridges trend west- north-
west and clearly indicate a windbl own origin. 
The other alternative is to postulate a source of the 
material from outside the local area . This is supported by the 
occurrence of similar sand deposits at widely separated areas on 
the southern tableland at Canberra, the Farrar- Hoskinstown area , 
and the Sandhill s Ridge , eight miles east of Bungendore . Similar 
sands are interbedded at three levels within the fluvial deposits 
of the ancient Murrumbidgee River in the Mu rrumbidgee Irrigation 
Area; these sands were deposited over a wide area and are regarded 
as aeolian sands that were transported during the dry glacial 
Periods of the leistocene (3tephens, 1958). 
At Lyneham (Canberra) , sand that is interbedded with the 
soils is similar in character to the interbedded sands of the lower 
hurrumbidgee area and it has been tentatively correlated with them 
(van Dijk , 1959) . 
The sand of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area ism.milar in 
lithology and form of deposit to the aeolian(?) sands of Canberra 
and the Sandhills Ridge ; these sands were probably derived from 
~eas tha t lie to the south- west during dry glacial periods of the 
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:Pleistocene . 
2 . Pleistocene to Recent 
a. Old outwash fans ( f) 
Deposits of angular gravel , sand and soil along the 
eastern slo~es of the Central Lowlands form outwash fans that may 
have originated prior to formation of the Lake eorge scarp and its 
associated fan deposits . These fans are sti l l being built out at 
lower levels , but the older and higher parts of the fans are 
dissected by the present drainage system . 
An extensive outwash far. lies a hal f - mile north- north-
east of II foodlands 11 and is being used for road base material by t 1e 
Yarrowlumla Shire (444386) . similar deposit lies to the south-
west of" unny Corner" (47 290). 
b. Lake sediments Qy ) 
iater bores in the ~ol onglo f l oodplain have penetrated 
considerable thi cknesses of cl ay and sandy clay before encountering 
leached Pal aeozoic r ock . At D1 the thickness of these sediments 
was 178 feet , and at S2 , 150 feet ( ppendix IV ). Bores in the 
' olonglo valley indicate a l a custrine origi n fo r these sediments 
based on the fo l lowing r easons . 
(i) The domi na~t deposit i s clay 
(s2 , S5 , S6 , and S7 - Bl ack clay (dr illers l og) ; 
D1 - Yellow and white clay ; 
B1 - Yel low s i lty clay ) 
I r 
' I 
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(ii) The black clay is characteristic of a reducing environment 
common to lakes. 
(iii) The clays in the olonglo valley further upstream are 
prone to cave - in in bores. This could be attributed to 
an increase in both the amount of silt ana the size of 
silt particles in the clay as the point of entry of 
sediment into the lake is approached. 
These clayey sediments overlie the alaeozoic rock 
unconformably, but their relationship with the Pleistocene(?) 
gr avel and sand is not known. The yellow and grey clays are regard-
ed as lake sediments deposited in the lake formed by drowning of 
the Molonglo River valley on the upstream side of the Lake George 
Fault; the basal unconsolidated sand may be part of the leistocene 
(?) sand that was submerged when the lake was formed. The white 
clay between 120 and 150 feet in D1 overlies unconsolidated sand 
and it must be regarded as a sedimentary clay and not leached bed-
rock. X-ray analysis shows it to be a mixture of kaolin a nd silica 
(Appendix II). The only source of white clay in the area would be 
the residual clays of leached Silurian rocks that are found under-
lying the partly silicified gravel on the lower east4rn slope of 
the Central Lowlands , and dissection of the residual clay would 
have followed dissection of the gravels. As the Pleistocene(?) 
gravel 11 d II is 150 feet above the present bed of the i1olonglo River, 
dissection of the gravel took place during development of a mature 
• r 
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Molonglo River valley. It is possible that the white sedimentary 
clay was deposited in an early lake associated with the mature 
. 
development of the north- westerly flowing ~olonglo River, and that 
these sediments were preserved below more recent lake sediments 
following subsidence of the area during movement along the Lake 
George Rault. 
c . Talus slopes and outwash fans (Qt) 
Talus slopes and outwash fans have developed on the 
downthrow side of the Lake George Fault. Gullying in the original 
fau lt scarp has redistributed the earlier talus deposits on to 
outwash fans that have spread out across the flat from the foot of 
the gullies ; adjacent gullies have coalesced to form an outwash 
slope (Plate 7.a) . 
Talus deposits are present on the western side of 
Balcombe Trig; they have been partly dissected following entrench-
ment of the Molonglo River system into the Cullarin Highlands. 
d. Soils (Qb) 
A thick cover of clay soil is present over all the lower 
slopes of the area and the older soils have been dissected by the 
existing streams. Formation of some of the older soils took place 
prior to formation of the gravel and sand spits of early Lake 
George. 
The older soils are dense yellow- brown clay soils that 
are found on the lower slopes of the Central Lowlands. younger 
( 
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reddish clay soil is developed on some of the beach deposits 
(Plate 6.a), and on basic schists of the Captains Flat Beds near 
"Woodbine" and on the meta-gabbro in Primrose Valley . The youngest 
soils are dark grey to black clays in areas of poor drainage . The 
older soils, in particular those commonly found in harrow Flat, 
have been modified by surface leaching ; pisolites of iron oxide 
and layers of kunkar (concretionary carbonates) have formed 
extens ively within the soil. The soils range in age from Pleistocene 
to Re cent, but individual soils have not been differentiated. 
3. Recent 
a. lluvium (Qra) 
Alluvium includes slope wash , soil , sand, and gravel that 
has accumulated in Recent times throughout the area. Most of the 
material was deposited by intermi ttent streams over a wide area of 
Sharrow Flat. The olonglo floodplain has a cover of alluvium, and 
Turallo Creek and the tributaries of the Molonglo have deposited 
small amounts of alluvium along their banks. 
l. 
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IV. STRUCTURE. 
The structure of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area is complex. 
Tightly folded rocks have been cut by transcurrent, high-angle 
reverse, and low-angle faults; the major structure is partly obscured 
by innumerable minor folds. A major difficulty is the lack of data 
in regions covered by Cainozoic sediment. 
A. TERMINOLOGY. 
Folds that are large enough to be shown on the accompany-
ing geological map (Fig. 1) at 1:20,000 scale, are referred to as 
maj or folds. Folds that are clearly visible within a single outcrop 
are called minor folds; crenulations between cleavage planes are 
referred to as micro folds. 
The terms syncline and anticline will be reserved for folds 
in which the facing is known; folds in which the facing is in doubt 
or is unknown will be termed a synform or antiform. 
High-angle faults will be referred to as normal or reverse; 
if the dip of a reverse fault is less than 30 degrees, it is referred 
to as a low-angle fault or slide. A slide or low-angle fault is a 
fault along which the relationship of the beds adjacent to the fault 
is not clearly defined. If older rocks have been thrust over younger 
rocks, the slide is a thrust fault; whereas if younger rocks are 
Pushed over older rocks, the slide is a lag. Transcurrent 
~ult is preferred for faults along which the major displacement is 
( 
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strike-slip; the sense of displacement is indicated by dextral or 
sinistral. 
The term slaty cleavage is used for "the cleavage depend-
ent on the parallel arrangement of mineral constituents of the rock" 
(Leith, 1905) (see Plate 16.a). Redistribution of rock constituents 
to produce alternate layers of siliceous and pelitic material is 
referred to as segregation banding; recrystallizatioh• of the pelitic 
fraction produces a parallel arrangement of phyllosilicates that is 
by definition slaty cleavage. Segregation banding is confined to 
siltstone in the Farrar-Hoskinstown area. Quartz sandstone that is 
interbedded with the siltstone also displays a cleavage; this 
cleavage is attributed to the comminution of quartz grains and the 
recrystallization of the small pelitic fraction as discontinuous 
trains of phyllosilicates in planes that become a plane of weakness 
in the rock in the same manner as slaty cleavage. Parting is used 
for this cleavage in quartz sandstone and it implies a wider spacing 
of cleavage planes than is consistent with slaty oleavage. The 
three forms of cleavage that are described above, are parallel to 
the axial planes of the major folds; their different character is 
a function of the physical properties and mineral constituents of 
the rocks. 
Crenulation cleavage involves planes, whether they are 
Sharp breaks or are defined by micaceous layers, that separate thin 
c-
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s l ices of rock containing a crenulated cross-lamination (Rickard, 
1961) (see Plate 17.a). Turner (1936) in referring to strain-slip 
cleavage (crenulation cleavage) remarked that it is an early stage 
in the deformation of anisotropic rock (i.e. rocks with well-
developed S planes such as bedding or a previously developed c l eav-
age). 
Schistosity is regarded by Ric~ard (1961) as synonymous 
with s laty cleavage by definition; in this paper it will be reserved 
f or rocks in which the planar parting of slaty cleavage is replaced 
by cleavage across individual plates of phyllosilicates that are 
readily visible in hand specimen. The coarser texture of the 
phyllosilicates may have been attained by a higher grade of meta-
morphism. Where two or more such surfaces of schistosity are present 
in rocks, they can usually be identified with bedding, slaty 
cleavage and crenulation cleavage; partial reconstitution of a 
rock during metamorphism may produce a sohistosity in one or more 
of the reoognisable pre-existing planes (see Plate 21.a), but 
advanced recrystallization may render inherited planar structures 
unrecognisable (Plate 22.a) or may impart a new planar structure 
unrelated to the earlier ones. 
Bedding schistosity is a schistosity that is parallel to 
t he bedding; it is common in siltstone and sandstone in which thin 
bands of pelitic material mark the original bedding planes. 
Recrystallization of this material when accompanied by movemant 
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between adjacent silty bands develops a schistosity that i s parallel 
to t he . bedding (Plate 22.b). It is possible that other pelitic 
material in the rock which is not associated with bedding planes 
becomes segregated into bands parallel to the planes of slip (in 
this case, the bedding plane) in the same way as segregation band-
ing and that such a mechanism accounts for the numerous parallel 
(7 )bedding planes in low-grade metamorphic rocks that bear little 
resemblance to sedimentary structures in sandstone and siltstone 
(Pl a te 17). 
Joint drags are generally found in fine-grained rocks that 
alr eady possess a slaty cleavage. The displacement takes place 
between two parallel planes, generally less than an inch apart, 
that i ntersect the cleavage at an acute angle. The movement involves 
rotat ion of the cleavage planes as in a pack of cards (i.e. 
rotational shear, see Text Fig. 5). The sense of rotation in any 
one outcrop is uniform although the orientation of individual joint 
drags may not be the same. 
Chevron folds follow the same form of displacement as the 
joint drags, but the pairs of planes are closely spaced and the rock 
exhibits a zig-zag pattern of pre-existing cleavage or of bedding 
that is characteristic of chevron folding . The stress is a 
rotational shear similar to that of joint drags (Text Fig. 5). 
• 1 I 't-
TEXT FIGURE 5 
JOINT DRAGS 
3 im; 
~
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Cl-/c l/RO/V FOLOINO 
First generation structures (f1) may be either major or 
minor folds. They have an axial plane cleavage (S2) that is slaty 
cleavage in pelitic rocks, segregation banding in silty pelitic 
r ocks, and a definite partingin sandstone. Cleavage is poorly 
developed or may be absent from meta-volcanic rocks and massive 
greywacke (see Table IV). 
Lineation L1 is the intersection of bedding (s1) and 
cleavage (S2); it is common at fold hinges and in areas of open 
fo l ding , but is poorly defined or absent on attenuated limbs of 
f olds. The lineation indicates the fold axis on S2 surfaces that 
have not been affected by later deformation. 
Second-generation structures (f2) are the forms developed 
by deforma tion of first-generation structures. Second-generation 
f olds are shear folds with the axial plane generally at an acute 
angle to the axial plane of f1 folds. The two generations of folds 
(_ 
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Initial structure 
First-generation 
structures (f1) 
Second-generation 
structures (f2) 
Sur.faces (s1) 
S1-bedding 
S2-preferred orient-
ation of phyllo-
silicates; slaty 
cleavage in pelitic 
rocks 
S3-surfaces bounding 
crenulated and 
partially transposed 
S2 
Lineation (L) 
L1-intersection 
of S1 and S2; bands 
of differing 
lithologic 
character on S2 
L2-intersection of 
s1 and S3; bands of 
differing lithologic 
character on S3 
L3-intersection of 
S2 and S3; 
crenulation on S2 
TABLE IV. 
Fold (:f) 
Possible prelithification, 
slumping and contortion. 
No designation. 
f1-axis of folds in S1 with 
S2 as axial plane; axis is 
parallel to L1 
f2-axis of folds in s1 with 
S3 as axial plane; axis is 
parallel to L2 
f2-axis of folds in S2 with 
S3 as axial plane; axis is 
parallel to L3 
~ ~ 
~ 
" 
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can be distinguished by the type of surfaces involved . Second-
generation folds are folds of s1, designated f2 51 , and of S2, 
des ignated f232 ; f2 folding may be indicated by visible folding 
of i ntersecting S1 and S2 planes (Plate 18.a), coincident S1 and 
S2 (Plate 17), or S2 planes only in rocks in which S1 bas been 
obl i terated (Plate 22.a). The magnitude of f2 folds varies from 
micro f olds associated with crenulation cleavage to chevron folds 
with inches between crests. 
The second-generation cleavage, designated S3, is a 
surface of cleavage oblique to S2. S3 surfaces are widespread, but 
they differ in character; they may be fully developed throughout 
an area as closely spaced crenulation cleavage, or they may only 
deve lop in the axial planes of minor folds; wider spacing of S3 
produces chevron folding. S3 surfaces may f orm at an acute angle 
to reverse fault planes (Text Fi g 29). 
The lineation defined by the intersection of S1 and S3 is 
des i gnated L2 and it is parallel to the axis of folds in S1. The 
lineation defined by the intersection of S2 and S3 is designated 
13, and it is best observed as elongate crenulations on surfaces of 
s l a ty cleavage, S2 (Plate 22.b). A lineation that curves around 
second-generation folds is equated to L1. 
B. STRUCTURE OF THE SILURIAN ROCKS 
The Silurian rocks of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area may be 
8 
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divided into a number of areas of structural uniformity that are 
separated by faults or areas without outcrop (Fig. 5). The structure 
of each area will be outlined, and the main faults will be described; 
the relationship of the areas one to the other and the part played 
by faulting in modifying the structure will be discussed. 
1. Anthill Anticline 
2. Captains Flat Syncline 
a. The western limb 
b. The eastern overturned limb 
3. Downward-facing limb of an overturned syncline 
a. Criteria for downward facing 
b. The Railway synform 
c. Roaring Bull synform 
d. Slaty cleavage relationship 
e. Whiskers Fault 
1. Anthill Anticline 
The Anthill Anticline is a major fold that plunges north 
at about 30 degrees (Fig. 5.1). Closely spaced minor folds on the 
western limb have an amplitude of 10 to 20 feet, but on the eastern 
limb the folds are larger. Axial plane cleavage (S2) is developed 
as slaty cleavage in pelitic rocks, as a parting in meta-sandstone, 
and as segregation banding in meta-siltstone; the latter can only be 
distinguished from bedding where it is crossed by thin sandstone 
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beds (Text Fig. 6.c). 
a 
TEXT F IGU R E 6 
ANTHILL · ANTI CLINE 
~vJJJl';~7 J ~ \ V\~ 1:it1r 
1 t mi le 1 
b C 
Minor Faul t (437253) Segregario n Band ing ( 4 60 2.SO) 
Section -~~ P lan 
~ '~ · EAST 
.l ~60 
WES T I ,. ·.. -Sondsfor.e (S 1) 
, Fr 
L----1"'° S2 L1g/,/ co.ou,-ed .slits/one 
v'n:-y shale 
Cleavage in meta-greywacke is poorly defined or is absent, but the 
in terbedded pelitic sediment has a well-developed slaty cleavage. 
Graded beds in meta-greywacke (Railway cutting, 467240) and in minor 
tuff bands of the Carwoola Beds (452250) face upward. 
Post-folding deformation in the Anthill Anticline consists 
of minor reverse faults that cross the anticline in a north-west 
direction; downthrow is to the south-west (Text Fig. 6.b). 
2. Captains Flat Syncline 
The Captains Flat syncline lies to the east of the Anthill 
Anticline and is separated from it by the Norongo Fault. The 
syncline has been traced from Captains Flat northwards to a point 
east of Hoskinstown where a south-plunging syncline appears to close 
the fold; however, this is only a partial closure on the western 
limb of the main syncline and it was brought about by a reversal 
8 
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of plunge. The overturned e stern limo of the syncline is not 
affected by the partial closure and extends as far north as 
"Woodbine". The limbs of the syncline are separated by the Orchard 
Faul t. 
a. The western limb 
The western limb of the Captains Flat syncline lies 
between the Norongo Fault and the Orchard Fault; it shows first 
generation folding with axial plane cleavage S2, but the plunge of 
lineation (L1) is not consistent (Fig. 5. 3 & 4). The reversal of 
plunge and the formation of second generation structures such as 
drag-folds, joint drags and crenulation cleavage are attributed to 
movements along the Norongo and Orchard Faults. 
Norongo Fault 
South-plunging syncline 
Orchard Fault 
(i) The Norongo Fault was named in the Captains Flat 
(,r1 prep.) 
area and was traced northward by Oldersha~ it passes to the east 
of Hoskinstown, but its position is less well defined further 
north where it is mapped as a concealed inferred fault. South of 
Hoskinstown the fault separa tes north-plunging overturned tuffaceous 
meta-sediments that have been dragged into the western side of the 
fault from meta-volcanic rocks to the east; both sequences are part 
of the Captains Flat Formation (Text Fig. 7.a). 
8 
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A minor fault "a" joins the Norongo Fault from the north-
west. The area between the two faults is exposed in the railway 
cutting near the church at Hoskinatown (464258). A drag-fold to 
the east of fault "a" plunges north-west at approximately 40 degrees; 
poor graded bedding indicates that the drag-fold is downward-facing, 
but the adjacent beds face to the east. Formation of the drag-fold 
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is attributed to movement along fault "a" of the east block to the 
south. 
A few dolerite dykes and quartz veins strike north-west 
and may indicate tensional joints. Three small dolerite dykes 
strike 295° in the railway cutting (466250); in the creek bed just 
to the east of the railway (467245), quartz veins and stringers, 
and another dolerite dyke strike 310° and 290° respectively. 
Meta-siltstone to the west of fault "a" (460268) contains 
joints and joint drags. The axial plane of joint drags strikes 
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north-wes t and dips about 65 to the south-west; the sense of 
rotation is anti-clockwise looking north-west. 
The beds to the east of the Norongo Fault are tightly 
fo lded within 50 yards of the fault and show a reversal of plunge 
fr om 30° north abeam of Hoskinstown to 20° south half a mile south 
of Hoskinstown. A second subsidiary fault ot' shear 11 b" is indicated 
by a line of quartz reefs about 100 yards east of the Norongo Fault; 
fo lded meta-volcanic rocks to the west of fault 11 b 11 appear to have 
been pushed to the east over s i milar rocks of the same sequence. 
Faul ts ''a" and 11 b 11 are regarded as minor faults associated 
with the main displacement of west block to the north along the 
Nor ongo Fault which Glasson (1957) estimated as 12,000 feet near 
Cap t a ins Flat. The Carwoola Beds of the Anthill Anticline have not 
been recognised in the Captains Flat syncline although they attain 
a t hickness of 4,000 feet; if the absence of the Carwoola Beds from 
the Captains Flat syncline is due to transcurrent movement along 
the Norongo Fault, then Glasson 1 s estimate of horizontal displace-
ment is of the right order, and his direct i on of movement is 
supported by the structure near Hoskinstown. 
(ii) The south-plunging syncline south-east of Hoskinstown 
(Text Fig. 8) consists of meta-volcanic rocks and meta-sediments 
With upward-facing graded bedding . In the area north-east of 
Hoskins town the beds plunge to the north and the reversal of plunge 
is s imilar to that found between the Norongo Fault and fault "b". 
I 
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The syncline is cut obliquely by two north-west striking 
faults "c" and "d", and displacement of the crest separating north-
erly plunge from southerly plunge indicates that block D has been 
displaced to the north. ~He eeaee ef mevemeat ebewa by jeint &Pago 
1nd1cafe 
-&QQ. 0 eformed quartz lenses in block D imJillies the operation of a 
Sitiisfrq/ 
lienii•aa. shearing couple (Text Fig. 9). If -sbie ee1:1)ille is the 
L 3ins 
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Block E contains an asymmetrical dome that is elongated 
in a north-north-west direction (Text Fig. 8). The eastern limb 
dips steeply to the east adjacent to the Orchard Fault; the western 
limb dips gently to the west and contains numerous minor folds. A 
definite facing could not be obtained from graded bedding in block 
E, but if the cleavage-bedding relationsh~p is a reliable guide, 
the block is upward-facing. (Text Fig.10). 
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(iii) The Orchard Fault is a reverse fault that separates 
block E from block F. The tuff of block Fis regarded as basal 
Captains Flat Formati on (Smc1 ), and the meta-sediments of block E 
are higher in the sequence and include the Yandyguinula Shale 
Member. Load-casts, graded bedding and bedding-cleavage relation-
ships in block F face to the west and are overturned. If the 
format ion of axial plane cleavage was contemporaneous in blocks E 
and F, then block F was overturned at a later date; this could have 
been achieved by reverse movement on the Orchard Fault associated 
with overturning of the eastern limb. 
b. The eastern overturned limb 
The eastern overturned limb is contained between the 
Orchard and Ballallaba Faults; it strikes north-north-west and dips 
steeply to the east. The overturned limb is divided by the Kangaroo 
Fault into tuffaceous meta-sediments of the Captains Flat Formation 
to the west, and meta-volcanic rocks and meta-sediments to the east; 
the latter can be traced southwara into the Kohinoor Volcanics and 
the Copper Creek Shale at Captains Flat. If these beds are assigned 
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to their correct position in the stratigraphic column, the Carwoola 
Beds which are missing must have been faulted out by the Kangaroo 
Fault. 
The eastern overturned limb will be discussed under the 
fo llowing headings. 
Captains Flat Formation 
Kangaroo Fault 
Kohinoor Volcanics and Copper Creek Shale 
Ballallaba Fault 
The Captains Flat Formation crops out in two areas on the 
eastern overturned limb; a wedge of meta-tuffaceous sediment in the 
south (block F), and a half-mile strip of similar rocks including 
meta-volcanic rocks to the north-west of "Woodbine". 
In block F load casts and graded bedding face westward 
(Text Fig.10), and the initial bedding-cleavage intersection 
plunges to the south. 
Graded beds and slump structures in the creek-bed near 
"Woodbine" (454347) also indicate a westerly direction of facing; 
the sub-parallel cleavage and bedding dip steeply to the east and 
the bedding-cleavage intersection where it can be identified plunges 
north. Crenulation cleavage (s3) is encountered in slate adjacent 
to the meta-gabbro (Plate 14.b); the microfolds of slaty cleavage 
(s2) plunge south at about 24 degrees (L3). On the western side of 
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the Kangaroo Fault, cleavage has been offset by conjugate joints 
that strike 040 and 120 degrees (Text Fig.11). 
OFFSET CLEAVAGE 
0 335° 
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-I 
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The Kan~aroo Fault is an easterly-dipping reverse fault 
tha t strikes north-north-west; a zone of brecciated shale, 20 feet 
wide, marks the fault at the only point where it is visible (east 
of "Woodbine"). The beds intersect the fault at an acute angle 
and the position of the fault can be inferred from changes in lith-
ology; in the north the trace of the fault is sinuous and its 
position is less precise. 
The Kohinoor Volcanics and the Copper Creek Shale of the 
eastern overturned limb strike north-north-west and dip steeply to 
t he east; graded beds face to the west and drag-folds (482266) and 
0 
the bedding-cleavage intersection plunge north at about 40 • (Text 
Fi g . 12). The sequence of beds is disrupted by reverse faults that 
strike sub-parallel to the bedding. Meta-rhyodacite flows of the 
Kohinoor Volcanics abut against the Kangaroo Fault and contain 
elongated amygdales that plunge 45 degrees to the west-north-west; 
crenulation cleavage in the same rock strikes 343 degrees and dips 
58 degrees to the east (475288). 
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The crenu l a t i on cleavage is associated with reverse movement of the 
east block against the Kangaroo Faull. South of "Sunny Corner 11 , 
cleavage and bedding in the Copper Creek Shale are sub-parallel 
and have been disrupted by minor reverse faults (Text Fig .13); 
graded-bedding, the bedding-cleavage intersection and drag-folds 
indica te tha t the beds are overturned and that they plunge to the 
north . Deformation of cleavage in the Copper Creek Shale near the 
Ball allaba Fault indicates that a dextral shearing couple acted on 
the beds (Te xt ftg. Ill-), 
The Ballallaba Fault separates the Foxlow Beds on the east 
from the Hoskinstown Group; the fault plane dips between 50 and 70 
degrees to the east. A strong cleavage is developed in meta-
thyodacite of the Hoskinstown Group near the Ballallaba Fault which 
is sub-parallel to the fault plane; further north siliceous slates 
of the Copper Creek Shale (459345) abut against the fault at an 
acute angle. 
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3. Downward-facing Recumbent Limb 
a. Criteria for downward- facing. 
Axia~plane cleavage is commonly sub-parallel to the 
bedding in the attenuated limbs of a fold, and it crosses the bedding 
in the crests and the troughs. Cleavage is commonly sub-parallel to 
the bedding in the western Silurian rocks of the Farrar- Hoskinstown 
area but it can be recognised as axial plane cleavage where it 
transgresses the bedding in the culminations of the minor folds. 
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Fine-grained rocks that are interbedded with the meta-volcanic 
rocks contain a slaty cleavage that has completely destroyed most 
of the bedding. 
The following methods have been used to determine facing 
in the recumbent limbs. 
(i) The bedding-cleavage relationship indicates facing only 
if it is assumed that the beds were upward facing when 
the cleavage was formed. 
(ii) The preferential development of cleavage in the finer part 
of a graded bed can be used to determine facing. If cleav-
age cuts the graded beds at significant angles, numerous 
observations of facing are possible and consistent results 
are conclusive (Text. Fig.1 .a). This method is valid 
irrespective of the age of the cleavage. 
(iii) In an attenuated limb where the cleavage is parallel to 
the bedding, there may be a closer spacing of cleavage 
planes tn the finer part of graded beds. To interpret 
such a close spacing of cleavage planes as graded bedding 
however requires the assumptions that a graded condition 
existed in the rock, and that it also indicated the facing 
of the beds. 
In the eastern approach to Brooks Bank Tunnel, there is 
a Schistosity parallel to the bedding in quartzose meta-sediments 
that is regarded as the equivalent of cleavage in an attenuated 
J 
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limb; the planes of schistosity are closely spaced in the fi ner 
par t of a bed. Individual quartz meta-sandstones appear to grade 
consistently in one direction from sand to silt size grains; however, 
' 
the change from silt to sand size grains is invariably sharp. This 
grai n size relationship is regarded as a primary sedimentary 
feature, an.d since it appears to be consistent, it may represent a 
f orm of graded bedding that is akin to the graded bedding of 
turbidites (Text Fig . 15)~ 
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(iv) In the meta-volcanic rocks west of "The Briars", a 
volcanic agglomerate commonly grades downward into fine-
grained tuffaceous slate. If it is assumed that the grad-
ation indicates graded bedding on a l arge scale, the beds 
would face down; such an assumption however is open to 
argument because inverted graded bedding in tuff is not 
un common. 
Rocks of the recumbent limb lie between the Lake George 
Faul t and Whiskers Fault. The lower beds consist of meta-volcanic 
r ocks and tuffaceous meta-sediments that are correlated with the 
Cap t a ins Flat Formation; the upper part contains meta-sediments 
IV.20 
that in places are tuffaceous, and are regarded as part of the 
Carwoola Beds. An area to the south of Balcombe Trig . is excluded 
from t he overturned recumbent limb and is regarded as t he core of 
an an ticline that is separated from the overturned limb which lies 
beneath it as a result of a thrust fault; it is known as the 
Balcombe Outlier, and it separa tes the Railway synform in the north 
fr om the Roaring Bull synform in the south. The overturned recum-
bent limb contains minor folds and a number of faults; however, the 
general form of the limb is t hat of northward- striking sequence 
of beds that dip gently westward, and the western slope of the 
Balcombe-Burke Ridge is in fact a gentle dip slope (Plate 1.a) 
despite the complexity of the minor structures. 
b. The Railway synform 
The Railway synform lies to the west of Brooks Bank 
Tunne l and its axis plunges to the north. The approaches to 
Brooks Bank Tunnel and the cutting that lies a quarter- mile south-
west of Brooks Bank display excellent cross - sections and diagramm-
atic sections of these cuttings are shown on Fi g . 4, c and d . The 
cuttings at Brooks Bank co nsist of meta- sedimentary and meta-
volcanic rocks that were intruded by a gabbro sill prior to 
foldi ng about a westerly- dipping axial plane; low- angle f aults dip 
to the west and microfolding ha s taken place about westerly- dipping 
axial pl anes of crenulation cleavage. The axis of minor f olding 
Plunges south- south- west at an angle ranging between 10 and 40 
IV.20a. 
degrees (Fig. 5.10). 
The railway cutting to the south-west of Brooks Bank 
(400370 ) consists of meta-sediments of the Carwoola Beds, and in 
section it is a shallow synform with minor asymmetrical folds that 
are associated with crenulation cleavage. The axis of the synform 
l ies near the eastern end of the cutting where it is disrupted by 
faults. In the west of the cutting the axis of minor folding plunges 
to the north, but towards the eastern end of the cutting the beds are 
• 
sub-horizontal (Fig .4.d). The northerly plunge of polar diagram 11 
and the southerly plunge of diagram 10 (Fig. 5) result from late 
minor folding, and the reversal of plunge is attributed to minor 
folding of a pre-existing synform about a north-north-east axial 
plane. The rotation of plunge in the minor folds can be traced as 
far south as the Molongl o River and the synform that it represents 
is known as the Railway Synform. 
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Downward-facing of the Railway Synform is supported by 
fo llowing observations. 
(i) The stratigraphic sequence of Carwoola Beds overlying 
Captains Flat Formation demands a downward-facing struct-
ure if the lithological correlation of these beds with the 
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formations in the Captains Flat Syncline is valid. 
(ii) Downward-facing graded bedding is present in the meta-
sediments (Text Fig.16). 
(iii) Facing deductions from a schistosity that is parallel to 
the bedding in the eastern approach to Brooks Bank Tunnel 
indirectly support a down-facing hypothesis (iext Fig.15). 
(iv) The tuffaceous meta-sediments that crop out to the west 
of "The Briars" are downward-facing if the apparent large 
scale graded-bedding in tuff that they display is not 
anomalous. 
The western slope of Balcombe Trig. has good exposures 
f or the study of minor structures (Plate 18). The main features 
are bedding (s1) and slaty cleavage (S2) which may be either 
par allel to the bedding (Plate 18.b), or sub-parallel to it (Plate 
18 .a); both S1 and S2 are folded by planes of crenulation cleavage 
(s3 ) that dip to the west-north-west. Bedding may be completely 
erased by slaty cleavage in the fine-grained tuffaceous meta-
sediments. 
Low-angle west-dipping faults in the cutting to the east 
of Brooks Bank Tunnel (Fig . 4.c) resemble thrust faults with dis-
placement of the west block upward and to the east; however, the 
apparent displacement of meta-volcanic rock is the reverse of such 
movement and thrusting from the west is questionable. An alternative 
hYl)othesis is based on the acceptance of these beds as downward-
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facing. A downward-facing limb would probably be separated from 
underlying rocks by a slide, and if the movement of beds above the 
slide was from east to west, which would vonform with the direction 
of overturning in the eastern limb of the Captains Flat Syncline, 
the minor offshoots of the main slide may produce faults similar 
to those of Fig. 4.c (Text Fig.17). 
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c. The Roaring Bull Synform 
I 
I 
The Roaring Bull Synform lies to the west of Carwoola and 
its axis strikes north at Roaring Bull Creek and plunges 30 degrees 
to the north (Fig. 5.15). The beds consist of meta-volcanic rocks 
of the Captains Flat Formation. 
Slaty cleavage is sub-parallel to the bedding and forms 
microfolds about axial planes of crenulation cleavage (Plate 31.60); 
the latter dip to the west at angles ranging from 10 to 70 degrees. 
Small tension gashes are associated with the development of cren-
ulation cleavage and are often filled with quartz (Text Fig.18). 
A diagrammatic cross-section (Text Fig.19) shows the relationship 
between bedding (s1), ·slaty cleavage (S2) and crenulation cleavage 
(s3) on the eastern limb of the synform, and a similar relation is 
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shown for the western limb (Text Fig.20). It is clear that the 
synform has been formed on the overturned limb of a recumbent 
sync line; it post-dates the formation of the slaty cleavage and may 
have formed at the same time as crenulation cleavage. Facing in 
this area depends on a single graded tuffaceous bed that lies to 
the west of "Glenidle"; it places tops to the west and supports a 
downward-facing hypothesis; the bedding-cleavage relationship also 
supports downward facing. 
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The western limb of the Roaring Bull Synform is close to 
Whiskers Fault and the frequency of crenulation cleavage increases 
with proximity to the fault. 
d. Slaty cleavage relationship 
The downward-facing 
recumbent limb contains sub-
parallel bedding and slaty cleavage; 
f ormation of the slaty cleavage may 
have t aken place prior to, or at the 
same time as the limb attained a 
re cumbent position. If cleavage 
predates recumbency, the cleavage 
may initially have been parallel to 
the main cleavage of the area which 
is that of the Anthill Anticline. 
The fact that slaty cleav-
age transgresses the bedding and is 
axial-plane to minor folds would 
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seem to indicate that the cleavage is the axial plane cleavage of 
an a ttenuated limb, and that recumbency followed as the result of 
thrust faulting. If the cleavage were formed as the result of 
re cumbent folding, the cleavage might be expected to parallel the 
bedding more consistently (bedding schistosity) and to have formed 
as the result of bedding-plane slip r a ther than axial-plane slip . 
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The distinction between the two cases may not be as precise as the 
above statement suggests because thrust faulting merges with 
recumbent folding in many well-documented areas, and each is merely 
a different expression of the one deformation. If the above 
distinction is valid however, recumbency of the limbs in the 
Farrar- Hoskinstown area results from thrust faulting rather than 
recumbent folding. 
e. Whiskers Fault. 
Whiskers Fault extends from south to north through the 
Cullarin Horst, and has brought Ordovician rocks to the west against 
Silurian rocks to the east; however, a small area of Silurian rocks 
lies to the west of the fault near the Molonglo River. Crenulation 
cleavage to the east of the fault strikes 355 and dips 25 degrees 
to the west near Roaring Bull Creek (Text Fig. 20); further north 
joint drags strike 300 and 325 degrees; tension gashes on the 
western side of the fault (376307) strike045 degrees; the sense of 
south 
movement indica ted by these structures is E block se~~R and W block 
north ~~~h (Text Fig.21). The displacement of the fault would be 
approximately 10,000 feet if the rhyodacite dykes to the east of 
the fault near Farrar Siding (380360) are the same as those trun-
cated by the fault further south near the Molonglo River (376315). 
The Whiskers Fault Zone is 30 feet wide near the Molonglo 
River and breccia from an old shaft on the fault containsmanganese(3). 
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C. STRUCTURE OF THE ORDOVICIAN ROCKS 
Rocks of Ordovician age, the Foxlow Beds, crop out in 
two main areas; the Gidleigh block to the east and the Farrar 
block to the west. Other parts of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area 
that are correlated with the Foxlow Beds are referred to as the 
Balcombe Outlier, an area extending south from Balcombe Trig., and 
the Halfway Trig. area which extends west from Halfway Trig. to 
the Lake George Fault. Another small area to the east of "Carwoola" 
may also form part of the Foxlow Beds. The structure will be 
discuss ed under the following headings. 
1. The Gidleigh Block 
2. The Farrar Block 
3. The upward-facing limb of a recumbent anticline 
a. Balcorobe Outlier 
b. Widgeewah Thrust Fault and Balcombe Slide 
c. Halfway Trig. area 
d. Lake George Fault 
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1. The Gidleigh Block 
The Foxlow Beds of the Gidleigh Block have a metamorphic 
grade that is ~ower amphibolite facies, and the phyllosilicates in 
this area attain a coarser texture. Plates 21 and 22 indicate t he 
manner in which axial plane cleavage develops into schistosity. 
Plate 21a shows schistosity in two planes t hat can be related to 
slaty cleavage and crenulation cleavage. Plate 21.b demonstrates 
similar slaty cleavage and crenulation cleavage in which schis t-
osity is not so well developed. Well-developed cylindrical folds 
in quartzite with bedding sohistosity are sometimes developed 
(Pl a te 22.b), and the adjacent pelitic meta -sediment has a folded 
schistosity that gives little indication of its origin (Plate 22.a). 
Quartz veins (Plate 23) penetrate along planes of weakness in rock 
and quartz rods are found in the same locality; the quartz rods 
could be attributed to folding of a pre-existing quartz vein, or 
the entrapment of quartz in a pre-existing fold culmination. The 
latter is regarded as more likely for the quartz rods shown on 
Plate 23.a, and in this case the quartz would have been emplaced 
during metamorphism which post-dated t he main periods of deformation. 
Polar diagram6(Fig . 5) shows that a well-developed cleav-
age plane dips steeply to the east, and that bedding and cleavage 
are coincident in places; crenulation cleavage dips to the west, 
and the plunge of lineation may be slightly west of north or 
Slightly east of south . The distribution of lineation suggests 
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that there may have been two periods of folding. The orientation 
of the main deformation in Ordovician rocks is identical with that 
of the adjacent Silurian rocks (N-S axial plane), and we shall 
assume that it is the same deformation. Because the Silurian rocks 
do not have any variation in plunge apart from localised areas in 
which such variation seems to be controlled by faulting, folding 
about the north-south axis in the Ordovician rocks is the only 
folding that post-dates the Silurian rocks; if two periods of fold-
ing exist, the Ordovician rocks were folded prior to deposition of 
the Silurian sediments. 
2. The Farrar Block 
The Foxlow Beds of the Farrar Block are folded about 
axes that strike 15 degrees east of north (Fig. 5.14); the axial 
plane cleavage strikes014 degrees and dips about 77 degrees to the 
west. The folds plunge both to the north and to the south, and 
the angle of plunge ranges from 30 to 60 degrees; such a variation 
in plunge is consistent with prior folding about an axis that is 
oblique to the later axis of folding. 
Diagrammatic cross-sections (Fig. 4.e and f) show the 
complexity of folding that has taken place; in many areas the beds 
are downward-facing. 
3. The upward-facing limb of a recumbent anticline 
An upward-facing recumbent limb has been deduced from 
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the study of two areas that will be referred to as the Balcombe 
Outlier and the Halfway Trig. area. The evidence for upward-
facing in the Balcombe Outlier depends on graded-bedding in meta-
greywacke, and although it is difficult to establish facing, the 
observations were consistent and the upward-facing conclusion is 
considered reliable. A cross-section through the Balcombe Outlier 
suggests that it is the upward-facing limb of a recumbent anti-
cline (Text Fig. 22). 
A low-angle fault is postulated between the Balcombe 
Outlier and the underlying downward-facing Silurian rocks, and 
this fault is ~quated to the Widgeewah Fault which dips to the 
west at a low angle near the Molonglo River. The fault below the 
Balcombe Outlier is referred to as the Balcombe Slide. 
Slumping ia quartzite on the ridge at Halfway Trig. 
indicates an upward-facing syncline (Plate 15.b), and facing 
observations in the railway cutting to the east of the Lake George 
Fault support an upward-facing hypothesis, but the condition of 
the rock in this area casts a reasonable doubt on any facing con-
clusion. 
a. Balcombe Outlier 
The Balcombe Outlier extends south from Balcombe Trig. 
to a half-mile beyond the Molonglo River. The outlier consists 
of quartzite, black slates, and interbedded meta-greywacke and 
Slate; meta-rhyodacite is associated with numerous quartz veins and 
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is regarded as an intrusion (Text Fig.22). 
The upward-facing limb is faulted to the west against 
downward-facing Silurian meta-sediments; however, reliable data on 
facing in this area are not present west of the Balcombe Slide. 
The Balcombe Slide is regarded as a thrust fault separating 
Ordovician rocks in the core of an overturned anticline from an 
envelope of downward-facing Silurian rocks. If this is correct, 
the Balcombe Slide is part of a thrust fault that probably origin-
ates in the east of the area, (e.g. the Kangaroo 
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Quartzi te is tightly folded in the bed of the Nolonglo River 
(Plates 19, 20; text Fig.22) and faulting is common. Facing has 
been determined from micro cross-bedding in meta-siltstone and 
graded bedding in meta-sandstone; observations were difficult to 
make, but the results were consistent and are regarded as reliable. 
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The black slate displays a folded cleavage whose relationship to 
bedding is not known; brecciated rhyodacite with a slate matrix 
is f ound near the top of ' the slate and may represent small brecc-
iated veins of rhyodacite or a breccia formed during displacement 
along the margin between the rhyodacite and the adjacent black 
slate. The rhyodacite contains numerous quartz veins and its 
relationship to the surrounding rock is obscure; however, quartz 
veins in the adjacent meta-sediments probably indicate an intrusive 
origin for the meta-rhyodacite. 
Meta-greywacke and slate present a less complex appearance 
and the relationship between bedding , slaty cleavage and crenulation 
cleavage is well displayed (Fig. 5.13). Slaty cleavage has formed 
throughou t the sequence although it is not as well formed in meta-
greywacke as in slate. Crenulation cleavage deforms slaty cleavage 
in the slate but is not present in the meta-greywacke; however,$ -
shaped slaty cleavage in the meta-greywacke is undoubtedly the 
result of deformation that was associated with the formation of 
(Text f,q 25) 
crenulation cleavageA. '"Second generation structures in the rock are 
regarded as forming in two ways, simple shear in slate associated 
with the development of crenulation cleavage, and secondary folding 
in the meta-greywacke which is indicated by the S-shaped slaty 
cleavage that is bent towards the areas of tension in the meta-
greywacke. 
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The Widgeewah Fault dips 25 degrees to the west near 
the Molonglo River (Plate 24.a), and it can be traced a half-mil e 
to the north. Meta-volcanic rocks of the Captains Flat Formati 
dip steeply to the west below the fault and face to the east; e 
overthrust block consists of meta-sediments regarded as part of e 
Foxlow Beds that are intruded by meta-rhyodacite dykes. The la r 
forms a mylonite about an inch thick at the fault plane The 1 
in the overlying block averages 45 degrees to the west near a 
fault , but the structure is complicated by minor folding. T 
cross-section in text figure 26 . b representsexposures in a er 
bed to the west of the Molonglo River; a thrust fault has been 
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deduced from the facing of the rocks and it is regarded as part 
of the Widgeewah Fault. 
The movement on the Widgeewah Fault is not readily 
apparent. If the attitude of the fault were any criteria, the 
movement would be from west to east; such a movement is supported 
by overturning to the east of minor folds in the overlying block, 
but this is not conclusive. Crenulation cleavage in slate is 
common adjacent to reverse fault planes, and it intersects the 
fault plane at an acute angle that points in the direction of 
mot ion of the block (Text Fig.29). The crenulation cleavage in 
the rock below the Widgeewah Fault dips to the west at a steeper 
angle than the fault so that the acute angle between fault and 
crenulation cleavage points east-south-east; the direction of move-
ment of the overlying block would then be to the west-north-west 
(Text Fig.27). 
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The Balcombe Slide is a hypothetical fault that has been deduced 
from the variations in lithology and the structures that are found 
between Balcombe Trig. and the Molonglo River (Text Fig. 22). It 
is possible that the Balcombe Slide and the Widgeewah Fault are 
parts of a single thrust fault. 
c. Halfway Trig. Area 
Outcrop between the eastern and western sides of the 
Farrar-Hoskinstown area is only found in the Halfway Trig. area. 
Meta-sediments of the Halfway Trig . area are separated from meta-
basic volcanic rocks of the Captains Flat syncline by a narrow 
zone (~bout 10') of brecciated shale with quartz veins that is 
regarded as a west-dipping low-angle fault (445350). 
On the western side of the valley the meta-sediments are 
separated from meta-volcanics of the downward-facing Captains Flat 
Formation by an easterly-dipping low-angle fault that is located 
immediately to the west of the Lake George Fault. (Fig. 4.b). The 
fault appears to transgress the folds of the underlying meta-
volcanic rocks and is regarded as a thrust fault. If the extensive 
crenulation cleavage in the cutting is associated with movement on 
this thrust fault rather than movement of the Lake George Fault, 
then the direction of movement indicated by the acute angle inter-
section of crenulation cleavage and fault plane supports a movement 
of the overlying block from the east to the west. This would appear 
to be supported by some of the displacements along minor faults and 
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along crenulation cleavage (Text Fig.28). If the displacement were 
to be attributed to the Lake George Fault, the upper part should be 
moved to the east over the lower part; the displacement is the 
reverse of this movement and is more likely to be related to the 
low-angle thrust fault. 
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Polar diagrams 8 and 9 refer to the Halfway Trig. area 
and Railway Cutting No. 2 respectively. Folds plunge to both north 
and south in both diagrams and cleavage parallel to the bedding in 
diagram 9 predates folding (Plate 17). Two independent determinat-
ions of facing based on the preferential development of cleavage 
parallel to bedding in the finer-grained part of sandstone support 
an upward-facing conclusion; however, the severity of deformation 
in this area casts a doubt on facing determinations. In the Halfway 
Trig . area, axial plane cleavage shows a preference for siltstone 
ana bedding schistosity shows a preference for sandstone (Plate 15.a). 
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Slump structures in sandstone (Plate 15.b) indicate upward-facing. 
There are two areas of structural uniformity in the 
Halfway Trig. area, but the exact relationship of beds one to the 
other is not clear. The meta-sediments of Halfway Trig. form an 
upward-facing syncline on top of fine- grained meta-sediments con-
sisting of meta-siltstone and slate. Quartz reefs are associated 
with the contact which has been mapped as a fault and a well 
defined talus slope is found on the western slope of Halfway Trig. 
A well-developed axial plane cleavage cuts across the bedding in 
t he Halfway Trig. area, but bedding schistosity is also present; 
in the fine-grained meta-sediments of the railway cuttings, bedding 
schistosity is present or a slaty cleavage forms that is sub-parallel 
to the bedding; minor folds (f2) affecting both cleavage and bedding 
may be attributed to either movement of the Lake George Fault or 
movement of an underlying thrust plane; the latter is preferred 
be cause it would account for the widespread deformation in the area 
and the displacement along minor faults and crenulation cleavage 
t ha t cannot be at~ributed to movement of the Lake George Fault. 
Quartzite and slate to the east of the Molonglo River 
opposite "Carwoola" appears to be separated from the underlying 
Carwoola Beds by a low-angle west-dipping fault. These meta-
sediments are placed with the rocks of Balcombe Outlier and Halfway 
Trig ., and are tentatively regarded as part of the Foxlow Beds. 
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d. Lake George ~ault 
The Lake George Fault is exposed in the railway cutting 
(414386) , a quarter-mile north-east of Brooks Bank Tunnel, and in 
a gully south-west of the Queanbeyan-Captains Flat Road (394290). 
The fault plane dips 50 degrees to the west and the movement is 
east block down, a reverse fault. The adjacent beds have been 
dragge d into the fault which is marked by a 20 foot zone of 
brecciation (249~) and in the railway exposure, the beds to the 
east form minor folds about an axial plane that dips to the west 
and intersects the fault plane at an acute angle (Fig. 4.b). The 
amplitude of the minor folds ranges from crenulations to chevron 
folds. 
In the creek-bed exposure to the south, drag on both sides 
of the fault is accomplished by the formation of crenulation cleavage 
that intersects the fault plane at an acute angle (Text Fig . 29). 
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In the railway exposure, the Lake George Fault cuts across 
the upward-facing recumbent limb, but at the western end of the same 
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cutting, meta-volcanic rock of the Captains Flat Formation is 
exposed below a thrust fault at the base of quartz meta-sediments 
of the upward-facing recumbent limb; on top of the scarp, similar 
meta-sediments overlie meta-volcanic rock and a thrust fault is 
postulated between the two lithologies; if displacement of this 
thrust fault is attributed to drag on the western side of the 
Lake George Fault, the total displacement of the fault is about 
200 feet at this point. 
D. STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS 
1. Ordovician rocks. 
In general appearance the Ordovician rocks are more 
complex than adjacent Silurian rocks. The main feature of the polar 
diagrams is the plunge maxima to the north as well as to the south, 
whereas the Silurian rocks have a consistent plunge in one direction. 
This could have been brought about by folding of the Ordovician 
rocks prior to deposition of the Silurian rocks, but such an uncon-
formity is not proven, and all contacts between Ordovician and 
Silurian rocks are faulted. 
2. Silurian Rocks. 
The Silurian rocks of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area were 
tightly folded about a north-south axis and subsequently subjected 
to faulting. Deformation of the Siluriah rocks will be treated in 
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chronological order under the following headings. 
(i) Folding 
(ii) Thrust Faulting 
(iii) Transcurrent Faulting 
(iv) Block Faulting 
(i) Folding of the Silurian rocks took place about a north-south 
axis and a strong axial plane cleavage was developed; the folds 
plunged to the north and the polar diagram of the Anthill Anticline 
(Fi g . 5.1) probably typifies this folding . The ampli t ude of the 
fo lds increased from west to eas t and attained a maximum in the 
Cap t ains Flat syncline where tightly folded attenuated limbs show 
sub-parallel bedding and cleavage. 
(ii ) Thrust Faulting . The correlation of thrust faults in one 
part of the area with thrust faults elsewhere is pos tulated because 
such a correlation seems logical and pertinent to the structural 
history of the area. Thrust faulting is considered to have taken 
Place along two planes, and each of t hese planes is made up of one 
or more thrust and reverse faults. 
The main slide (A) is the Kangaroo Fault in the east, 
and it is correlated with the slide that is postulated below the 
Hal f way Trig. area, the Balcombe Slide, and the Widgeewab Fault. 
I t is a true thrust fault in which older rocks have been thrust 
over younger rocks, and it may continue to the west below the 
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Foxlow Beds of the Cullarin Horst. 
Another important slide (B) marks the axial plane of the 
Captains Flat syncline; this fault crops out as the Orchard Fault 
in the east of the area and is regarded as an extensive slide on 
t op of which the eastern overturned limb of the Captains Flat 
syncline has been pushed westward to form the overturned recumbent 
l i mb of the Balcombe-Burke Ridge. This slide is not exposed in 
the west of the area, but if the overturned Silurian rocks rest on 
older rocks, the slide may be a lag. 
(iii) Transcurrent Faulting 
Transcurrent movement has taken place along two faults, 
Whiskers Fault and the Norongo Fault. 
Whiskers Fault is a sinistral Transcurrent f ault with a 
strong fault breccia and it displaces the Widgeewah Fault. 
The Norongo Fault is a dextra l transcurrent fault; it was 
ful ly described in the section on the Captains Flat syncline. 
(iv) Block Faulting 
Block faulting so far as is known is confined to the 
mo vement of the Lake George Fault. The fault is a reverse fault 
With displacement of the east block down. 
Garretty (1936) and Noakes and Jennings (1954) stated 
that the Lake George Fault was an old Palaeozoic fault mainly on 
the basis of the extensive deformation to the east of the fault 
Which they attributed to the Lake George Fault. If this extensive 
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deformation can be attributed to a nearby low-angle fault of 
Palaeozoic age, there is no longer any need to regard the Lake 
George Fault as a Palaeozoic fault; it can be a Recent fault of 
l esser displacement. Displacement along the fault can be estimated 
fr om the apparent topographic effect of Recent faulting , and it can 
also be estimated from the displacement of a low-angle fault t hat 
is certainly of Palaeozoic age, and which has no topographic 
expression whatsoever. The displacement is between 200 and 300 
feet by both of these methods, and it seems that onl y one movement 
of t he fault is necessary; if topographic expression of the f ault 
is considered, the age of the movement is probably Recent. 
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V. METAMORPHISM. 
A. INTRODUCTION. 
1. Previous metamorphic studies. 
The Palaeozoic metamorphic rocks of south-eastern 
Aus tralia crop out in elongated belts trending north. Joplin (1942) 
divided those of the Cooma district into five zones in order of 
increasing metamorphic grade; two zones applied to low-grade meta-
morphic rocks. 
(i) Chlorite zone - phyllites with chlorite and muscovite. 
(ii) Biotite zone - schists with biotite, muscovite and 
chlorite. 
Vallance (1953a) in the Wantabadgery-Adelong-Tumbarumba 
district distinguished four zones in order of increasing grade; 
the two lowest zones are as follow. 
(i) Low-grade zone - slates and phyll i tes with chlorite 
and muscovite. 
(ii) Biotite zone - schists with biotite and muscovite. 
The lower limit of the biotite zone of the S.E. Hi ghlands 
of Scotland was defined by Tilley (1925) as the incoming of brown 
biotite, and Joplin and Vallance used the same criteria. Tilley 
noted the presence of green-brown biotite in the chlorite zone 
before the incoming of brown biotite, and Vallance made a similar 
Observation; Vallance reports muscovite and a greenish mica within 
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his low-grade zone (Chlorite zone) as the biotite zone is 
approached. 
In the Farrar-Hoskinstown area, schists containing 
chlorite, muscovite and green-brown biotite are dommon; brown 
biotite has a rather patchy distribution in the east. The incoming 
of brown biotite in accordance with Tilley's definition would 
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approximate the broten line on text Figure,_,., but green-brown 
biotite persists to the east for a half-mile beyond the line. 
2. Metamorphic facies series. 
Miyashiro (1961) reviewed the concept of metamorphic 
facies and observed that no one mineral facies series applies 
throughout the world. He regards the Barrovian series of green-
schist, epidote-amphibolite and amphibolite as only one of a number 
of possible metamorphic facies series that can be represented by 
a curve or group of curves in a temperature-pressure diagram. 
Miyashiro nominated the following three main facies series as well 
as two intermediate facies series corresponding to intermediate 
conditions. 
(i) Kyanite - sillimanite type 
(ii) Andalusite - sillimanite type 
(iii) Jadeite-glaucophane type 
The kyanite-sillimanite type is characterised by the 
stability of kyanite in medium grades and sillimanite in higher 
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grades. The type metamorphic terrain is given as the Grampian 
Hi ghlands of Scotland studied by Barrow (1893), Tilley (1925) 
and others, and the facies series is greenschist, epidote-
amphibolite, amphibolite facies in order of increasing temperature. 
The andalusite-sillimanite type is characterised by the 
stability of andalusite in the lower grade and sillimanite in a 
higher grade. fhe type metamorphic terrain is the central part of 
the Abukuma Plateau in Japan (Shido and Miyashiro, 1959). The 
facies series is composed of the greenschist and amphibolite facies; 
the epidote-amphibolite facies is practically absent. 
The jadeite-glaucophane type is characterised by the 
stability of glaucophane in the assemblage jadeite-quartz. The 
type metamorphic terrain is in the Kanto ountains of Japan (Seki, 
1958 ). This facies series is composed of the glaucophane schist 
and greenschist facies. 
3, Andalusite - Sillimanite type of metamorphic series. 
In the type region of the central Abukuma Plateau 
Miyashiro (1958) mapped the following zones of progressive meta-
morphism. 
Zone A Greenschist facies 
Zone B ) 
) Amphibolite facies 
Zone C ) 
Zones A, Band C were defined by progressive changes in 
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the calcic amphibole of basic rocks with increasing metamorphism. 
In zone A, the characteristic calcic amphibole is actinolite in 
which the axial colour of n is colourless or very pale green. In 
zone B, the predominant calcic amphibole is bl ue- green to greenish-
blue; however, actinolite and blue-green hornblende are often 
present in the one rock and Miyashiro placed the boundary between 
zone A and zone Bat the point where blue-green hornblende becomes 
as abundant as actinolite. Zone C is characterised by green-brown 
hornblende in which the axial colour of ~ ranges from yellow- brown 
to green-brown; it lacks the distinctive bluish colour of zone B. 
4. Schists of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area. 
Miyashiro regards the metamorphic belts of Cooma and 
Wantabadgery- Adelong-Tumbarumba as belonging to the andalusite -
sillimanite type of metamorphic series ( iyashiro, 1961), but basic 
schis ts in the low grades have not been recorded from these terrains. 
The zonal mapping of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area is s hown 
in text Fi gure 30. Most of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area can be 
ass i gned to zone A of Miyashiro (greenschist facies), but a thin 
strip along the eastern edge cf the area belongs to zone B (lower 
amphibolite facies). The rise in metamorphic grade eastwards is 
attributed to a large mass of adamellite beyond the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area. Schists of zone C were not encountered but they 
Probably lie to the east of zone B, two miles beyond the eastern 
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margin of the area. Beyond the western boundary of the area, 
blue-green hornblende dominates over actinolite in basic schists 
and they are regarded as part of zone B; however, there is no 
outcropping intrusion to which the higher grade can be attributed. 
The rocks of zone A in the Farrar-Hoskinstown area will 
be referred to as schists although a schistose structure is 
unc ommon; there appears to be little textural alteration of the 
sedimentary and igneous rocks in hand specimen; however, reconstit-
ution of the rocks has taken place, although the presence of relic 
minerals and relic textures indicates that it may not have been 
carried to completion. Metamorphic minerals in zone B attain a 
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l ar ger grainsize and show a preferred orientation; it is only in 
t his zone that a true schistosity is developed. The rocks of the 
Farrar- Hoskinstown area comprise basic schists, quartzo-feldspathic 
schists and psammitic and pelitic schists. 
The basic schists are derived from both extrusive and 
i ntrusive basic igneous rocks. The basic meta-volcanic rocks were 
ori ginally basalt and basic pyroclastics of the Captains Flat 
Formation (Middle Silurian). The schists of intrusive origin 
comprise dykes of meta-dolerite and small sill-like masses of meta-
gabbro. The meta-dolerite dykes mainly intrude meta-sediments 
ranging in age from Ordovician to Lower Silurian; meta-dolerite 
dykes are also associated with the intrusion of meta-gabbro into 
t he Captains Flat Formation (M. Sil.). 
The guartzo- feldspathic schists are also derived from 
both extrusive and intrusive i gneous rocks. The acid meta-
vo lcanic rocks consist of rhyodacite and associated pfroclastics 
of the Kohinoor Volcanics and Captains Flat Formation (M. Sil.); 
t he intrusions comprise dykes of rhyo-dacite within meta- sediments 
of Ordovician to Lower Silurian age. A few dykes intrude the 
Middle Silurian volqanic rocks. 
The psammitic and pelitic schists are derived from silica 
and alumina- rich sediments. The psammitic schists were originally 
deposited as greywacke-siltstone and sandstone-siltstone rocks with 
Pelitic interbeds that range in age from Ordovician to Middle 
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Silurian. The pelitic schists were originally siltstone and fine -
grained aluminous sediments that were interbedded with volcanic 
rocks during periods of lesser volcanic activity in the Middle 
Silurian. 
B. ZONE A (Greenschist Facies). 
1. Basic Schists of Zone A. 
a. Basic meta-volcanic rocks 
The basic meta-volcanic rocks of zone A are in the 
Cap tains Flat Formation. An igneous texture is retained in some 
ro cks but has been completely removed from ethers. Calcite and 
epidote-filled amygdales are common. Inclusions within the meta-
volcanic rocks consist of irregular areas of interlocked minerals; 
aggregates of quartz (24), quartz and chlorite (65, 129), chlorite 
and muscovite, or quartz and brown biotite (62) represent rock 
fragments that were enveloped by the lavas. The following 
as semblages were recognised. 
i. Albite-epidote-actinolite-muscovite-chlorite-sphene (61) 
ii. Albite-epidote-actinolite-chlorite-calcite-sphene (63) 
iii. Albite-epidote-actinolite-(green-brown)biotite-muscovite-
chlorite (117) 
iv. Albite-epidote-actinolite-(green+biotite-chlorite (163) 
v. Albite-(green-brown)biotite-muscovite-chlorite-calcite-
sphene (154) 
Minor amounts of metamorphic quartz and dusty brown 
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aggregates of opaque mineral were present in all assemblages. 
Brown tourmaline was also present (128). 
Actinolite is the only amphibole and it forms wispy 
aggregates; it occupies between 7 and 40% of the rock in one third 
of the rocks sectioned. Chlorite forms as patchy areas within 
actinolite (63, 117) or as a margin to it and is the most abundant 
mineral in the basic meta -volcanic rocks. Chlorite and biotite, 
and chlorite and muscovite may be interleaved one with the other 
(15 9, 154), and where chlorite is marginal to actinolite, or is 
interleaved with biotite, it is regarded as a psuedo-morph of those 
minerals. Calcite and epidote mineral are present in varying 
proportions; calcite may form margins about epidote (1~9), and 
opaque min er a l may have a margin of either epidote or sphene (154). 
Albite is always present in relic plagioclase laths or as clear 
areas in the reconstituted groundmass. 
A high percentage of chlorite in a roc k is generally 
associated with the complete destruction of i gneous texture, and 
such rocks have the characteristic blue-green colour of chlorite. 
b. Meta-dolerite dykes 
Ophitic texture is still retained in many meta-dolerites 
of zone A; phenocrysts of labradorite are enclosed in large crystals 
of augite or actinolite after augite. Complete alteration of augite 
to actinolite has taken place (8, 52, 189) and the actinolite 
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retains the form and optical orientation of the augite. The dykes 
have the following metamorphic assemblages. 
i. Albite-epidote-actinolite-chlorite-sphene (181, 186) 
ii. Albite-epidote-actinolite-muscovite-chlorite-~I{'ene (183) 
Quartz and opaque mineral are present in all assemblages; 
accessories are apatite, and tourmaline. 
Euhedral plagioclase (labradorite) phenocrysts in the 
larger dykes are relics of the original dolerite; reconstitution 
of the plagioclase in the smaller dykes has produced porphyro-
blastic clear albite studded with epidote, muscovite, and chlorite 
(183 , 52). Relic augite occupies cores within actinolite in 
slides 186, 181, 79, and 74. 
c. Me ta-gabbro sheet intrusions. 
The meta-gabbro retains some op hitic texture with subhedral 
plagioclase phenocrysts surrounded by actinolite after clino-
pyroxene; small clino-pyroxene cores are retained. The primary 
igneous calcic plagioclase has been altered to albi1Band contains 
inc lusions of epidote, white mica and chlorite. The meta-gabbro 
contains the following metamorphic assemblages. 
i. Albite-epidote - actinolite-chlorite-(muscovite) -(sphene)-
~alcite) (16,160,108, 125) 
ii. Albite-epidote-chlorite-calcite-(muscovite) 
iii. Albite-actinolite-chlorite-calcite-sphene (128, 106) 
iv. Albite-chlorite-calcite (141) 
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Quartz is present in all assemblages; tourmaline, apatite, 
and zircon are accessories. Leucoxene is associated with skeletal 
areas of opaque mineral, probably ilmenite. 
2. Quartzo-feldspathic schists of zone A. 
The mineral assemblages of the quartzo-feldspathic schists 
of zone A show little variation, but the percentages of minerals vary 
and reflect the range in chemical composition of the original rocks. 
a. Acid meta-volcanic rocks 
The acid meta-volcanic rocks of the Hoskinstown Group 
crop out along the eastern side of the valley from Hoskinstown to 
"Woodbine", and along the western side of the valley from Primrose 
Val ley to Brooks Bank Tunnel. They consist of rhyodacite flows 
and agglomerates, coarse-grained crystal tuff and tuffaceous slate. 
The rocks are grey to green in colour and the texture varies from 
porphyritic to aphyric; amygdales contain quartz and calcite (26) 
or quartz and biotite (Plate 27.142). Coarse crystal tuff generally 
contains lithic fragments of both volcanic and sedimentary origin; 
some of the latter contain calcite derived from fossils (Plate 29.33). 
The acid meta-volcanic rocks of zone A have the follwwing mineral 
ass emblages . 
i. Quartz - albite-muscovite-(green)biotite-microcline (14) 
ii. Quartz-albite-epidote-( green-brown)biotite-chlorite-
sphene-calcite (155) 
Dusty aggregates of opaque mineral are found in all 
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assemblages and the main accessories are apatite, tourmaline and 
zircon. Albite contains inclusions of white mica, epidote and 
sometimes biotite (14). Epidote may form radiating aggregates in 
amygdales. Biotite is common and is generally brownish green in 
colour, but both green and brown biotite may be present in the 
one rock (142); small plates of green biotite may be present in the 
groundmass, but decussate aggregates of dark brown biotite are 
present in amygdales. Chlorite is abundant and is commonly inter-
leaved with biotite and muscovite (34). Microcline (14) forms a 
patchy or marginal alteration of albite but is not abundant. 
b. Meta-rhyodacite dykes 
The meta-rhyodacite dykes range in size from 50 feet 
across to thin quartzo-feldspathic stringers 0.5 mm. wide; there is 
a range in composition with the smaller dykes resembling aplites 
and containing less ferromagnesium minerals. The mineral assemblages 
are as follow. 
i. Quartz-oligoclase(relict)-(green-brown)biotite-
muscovite-chlorite (180, 182, 184, 179) 
ii. Quartz-albite-epidote-(brown)biotite-muscovite-chlorite (33) 
iii. Quartz-albite-epidote-(green-brown)biotite-muscovite 
iv. Quartz-albite-(muscovite)-opaque mineral (37) 
Dusty opaque mineral and sphene are present in most rocks; 
access ories are tourmaline, zircon and apatite. Greenish-brown 
biotite is common, but brown biotite is also present. 
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Two rocks from beyond the western margin of the Farrar-
Ho skinstown area have the following assemblages. 
103 . Quartz-oligoclase-epidote-actinolite(plus blue-green 
hornblende)-(green-brown)biotite-chlorite-
(microcline?) 
101. Quartz-albite-epidote-chlorite-(green-brown)biotite-
calcite-sphene. 
\ 
3. Psammitic and pelitic schists of zone A. 
The psammitic and pelitic schists are the most abundant 
ro cks of zone A and they consist of meta- greywacke, slate, quartz-
ose meta-sediments and tuffaceous slates. The following assemblages 
are present. 
i. Quartz-muscovite-chlorite (202, 203, 206) 
ii. Quartz-(albite)-muscovite-(green-brown)bio tite-chlorite-
(opaque mineral) (229, 233, 193) 
iii. Quartz -(albite)-muscovite-( green-brown)bio tite-chlorite 
epidote-opaque mineral (144, 140, 133) 
Assemblage i. is confined to quartzose meta-sediments of 
the Carwoola Beds in the Anthill anticline; assemblage ii. generally 
consists of meta-greywacke and tuffaceous sandstone, and the last 
ass emblage consists of tuffaceous slates of the Hoskinstown Group. 
C. ZONE B (Amphibolite Facies) 
The schists of zone B occupy a strip of country half-a-
mile wide along the extreme eastern edge of the Farrar- Hoskinstown 
~ ea. The rocks are mainly psammitic and pelitic schists with 
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in trusions of meta-dolerite and meta-rhyodacite forming basic and 
quartzo-feldspathic schists respectively. A large mass of foliated 
adamellite (96) lies two miles beyond the eastern margin of the 
area; the grade of metamorphism and the frequency of dykes increases 
with proximity to the adamelli te. 
1. Basic schists of zone B. 
The most extens ive outcrop of basic schists in zone B 
lies beyond the eastern margin of the area on the road to 
"Lockhart''· The following mineral assemblages include assemblages 
fr om rocks near "Lockhart". 
i. Quartz-labradorite-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende-brown 
biotite-sphene (97) 
ii. Quartz-labradorite(andesine margin)-epidote-(blue-green) 
hornblende-brown biotite (98) 
iii. Quartz-labradorite-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende-
microperthite-sphene (99) 
iv. Quartz-andesine-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende (94) 
v. Quartz-andesine-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende-( green-
brown)biotite (95) 
vi. Quartz-andesine-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende-chlorite-
muscovite-brown biotite-spbene (66+ 
vii. Quartz-andesine-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende and 
actinolite-chlorite-apatite-sphene (112) 
An ophitic texture of plagioclase crystals enclosed within 
l arge blue-green hornblende after pyroxene is characteristic of the 
me ta-dolerite dykes. The plagioclase may be either labradorite or 
andesine, generally with epidote mineral inclusions. Biotite is 
. r 
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pr esent in small amounts and it ranges in colour from greenis h-
brown (95) to red-brown (98); chlorite is found only in the lower 
par t (66) as also is spbene. Microperthite is present i n small 
amounts (99). 
2. Quartzo-feldspathic schi s ts of zone B • 
The quartzo-feldspathic schists of zone B are derived 
fr om rbyodacite dykes that range in size from a few feet across to 
100 feet wide. The mineral assemblages are as follow 
i. Quartz-andesine (oligoclase margin)-epidote-brown bioti te-
muscovite-microcline (100,90+ 
ii. Quartz-oligoclase-epidote-(blue-green)hornblende-brown 
biotite-opaque mineral (91, 93) 
Dark brown biotite is common and t he colour of the 
hornblende is a deeper blue-green than that of t he blue-green horn-
blende margins to actinolite in zone A. Plagioclase is generally 
zoned and the altered core contains inclusions of epidote and 
mus covite. Microcline is an alteration product of plagioclase and 
consists of albite exsolution lamellae i n microcline forming 
microcline micro-perthite(100). 
3. Psammitic and pelitic schists of zone B. 
The psammitic and pelitic schists consist of meta-
gr eywacke, and slate. They have been tightly folded and cleaved, 
and quartz veins and stringers intrude along bedding and cleavage 
Planes. They contain the f ollowing minera l assemblages. 
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i. Quartz-muscovite-(green-brown)biotite-epidote 
(130, 126, 145, 137) 
ii. Quartz-albite-muscovite-(green-brown)biotite-chlorite 
(146, 40) 
iii. Quartz-muscovite-(green-brown)biotite-chlorite-opaque 
mineral (58, 59) 
Quartz has ragged edges and undulose extinction; quartz 
veins contain an interlocking mosaic of grains with sharp extinction, 
and their emplacement probably post-dates deformation of the rocks. 
Albi te is present in minor amounts; muscovite constitutes between 
15 and 50% of the rock and is the most common phyllosilicate. 
There is an increase in grain size of the phyllosilicates 
in zone B; the phyllosilicates of zone A form an interlocking matt 
of thin plates averaging 0.02 mm. across, but in the higher grades 
the grain size increases to 0. 3 mm. across, with a thickness of 
0.05 mm. The larger phyllosilicates have a preferred orientation 
that defines the planes of schistosity. Opaque mineral shows a 
marked preference for planes of schistosity and is usually 
acc ompanied by greenish brown biotite that is darker than the 
bio tite that is scattered throughout the rock. 
D. PROGRESSIVE METAMORPHISM O• THE SCHISTS. 
Progressive metamorphism of the area is illustrated by 
the changes that take place in the basic rocks. The basic schists 
contain actinolite, epidote, chlorite and albite. Actinolite is 
more abundant than chlorite in some rocks, but the rocks in which 
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chlorite dominates are invariably in a zone of deformation. 
Miyas hiro (1958) noted that there was no difference i n t he C 0 
a 
content of roc ks regardless of whether chlorite was greater in 
amount than actinolite or vice versa; me attributes the decompos i t -
i on of actinolite to f orm calcite and chlorite to higher H20 a naj 
or Co 2 pressures; these conditions may have been facilitated by 
faulting in the Farrar-Hoskinstown area. 
The basic metamorphic rocks in the lower part of zone B 
contain blue- green common hornblende associa ted with actinolite; 
·ac tinolite disappears with increase in grade and the blue- green 
colour of the hornblende becomes deeper. Chlorite and epidote 
are found only in the lower part of zone B. The plagioclase may 
be oligoclase in the lower part of zone B; but the anorthite 
content increases to andesine and labradorite . The aluminous 
molecules of hornblende and the anorthite content of the plagio-
clase would have been f ormed by the reaction of chlorite, epidote, 
actinolite and albite ( Miyashiro, 1958) . 
The pelitic and psammitic rocks show little change in 
as semblage with the t r ansition from zone A to zone B; chlorite 
does not persist in zone Band plagioclase if present would be 
oligoclase . The main change is textural with an increase in the 
grain size of phyllosilicates and the development of compositional 
banding . 
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VI. MINERALOGY . 
A. PLAGI0CLASE. 
The plagioclase of zone A is clear albite with ihclusions 
of muscovite and epidote in the meta-volcanic rocks (142,38) and 
me ta- gabbro; relic igneous plagioclase is labradorite in the meta-
dolerite (R.I. ,.6' 186,187 = 1 .565) and oligoclase in meta-rhyodacite 
(R.I. ft 184 = 1.544); the smaller dykes lack relic plagioclase and 
contain al bite (R.I. ,8 191 = 1 .528) (R.I. jJ 183 = 1 .536). 
The plagioclase of zone B ranges from albite and oligo-
t'o om:li!.s ine qnd lafn•t:u:lol'iTt!J. 
clase in the lower part of the zone~ In the lower part of zone B 
me ta-rhyodacite dykes contain albite (R.I. ,8 113 = 1 .532) and meta-
do lerite dykes contain andesine (R.I • .,8 66 = 1.549). In the higher 
grade of zone B the cores of zoned plagioolase in meta-dolerite 
contain inclusions of epidote and muscovite and have an extinction 
angle o<''-"" 010 = 30 to 36 degrees indicating a composition of An54- 64; 
the margin consists of clear plagioclase with the composition of 
andesine ( ~'./\ 010 = 21-23°) (93,94). The quartzo- feldspathic 
schists of the higher part of zone B contain a zoned plagioclase 
in which there is little change in refractive index between adjoin-
ing zones the composition of which is close to the oligoclase-
andesine boundary (R.I.,.8 91 = 1.546). 
Extrusive rocks have been reconstituted to a complete 
me tamorphic assemblage, but the intrusions retain relic phenocrysts 
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of igneous origin. The primary igneous mineral of the meta-
r hyodacite dykes in zone A was oligoclase (An 37) and of the meta-
dolerite dykes, labradorite (An 64); subsequent metamorphism produced 
albite in zone A, and oligoclase to andesine in zone B. In the meta-
dolerite of zone B the cores of labradorite develop a margin of 
andesine, but in the quartz-feldspathic schists the igneous plagio-
clase which was probably oligoclase (An 37) is almost in equilibrium 
with the metamorphic assemblages; numerous outer zones are visible 
in the plagioclaee but there is little change in R.I. between zones 
(91); however, a small central core contains inclusions of epidote 
and may represent the relic igneous mineral , but the bulk of the 
zoning is in the clearer plagioclase that surrounds the core. It is 
possible that the outer zoning reflects changes in the formation of 
metamorphic plagioclase and is not a relic igneous structure (Text 
Fig . 33). 
The extrusive rocks attain metamorphic equilibrium before 
the intrusive rocks and this may be attributed to the development 
of structures in the extrusive rocks that enable fluids to penetrate 
the rock. Such structures could be the primary depositional texture 
and subsequent deformational structures in the extrusive rocks. The 
intrusive rocks remain more resistant to such penetration because 
they were intruded either after deformation or were more resistant 
to deformation. 
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The amphiboles are virtually confined to the basic 
schists. The amphibole of zone A is dominantly actinolite and that 
of zone Bis blue-green hornblende in accord with the definition of 
zones A and B by Miyashiro (1958). The distribution of calcic 
amphiboles is shown in text Fig. 34. 
The actinolite of the basic meta-volcanic rocks and meta-
gabbro of zone A is colourless to very pale green and slightly 
Pleocbroic. 
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Actinolite varies in form from ragged bunches of acicular 
needles to well-formed prisms with acicular terminations (Text Fig. 
36 ). Actinolite after augite may retain cores of augite (2V = 48°, 
R.I . ,8 181 = 1.678) in meta-dolerite and the actinolite may have a 
dusty brown colour that is attributed to flecks of hydrated iron 
oxides. The cleavage of the augite frequently passes into the 
actinolite and a cross fracture in the actinolite is regarded as 
belonging to the original augite. Margins of blue-green hornblende 
surround actinolite in meta-dolerite of zone A but were not observed 
in the meta-volcanic rocks. The ratio of actinolite to blue-green 
hornblende is reduced in the higher grades, and in the lower part 
of zone B small dusty brown cores of actinolite are surrounded by 
clear blue-green hornblende (Text Fig.35). 
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The blue- green hornblende of zone Bis sometimesporphyro-
blastic in habit, but it is more commonly a pseudo-morph after 
augite with inclusions of plagioclase in an ophitic texture; traces 
of augite are rare. The blue-green colour of the hornblende is 
deeper in zone Band has the following pleochroic scheme. 
X Pale yellowish brown 
y Brownish green 
z Deep blue-green 
Blue-green hornblende in the higher part of zone B may 
show twinning and zoning; the latter may be a thin margin of a 
paler colour and lower birefringence; alteration within blue-green 
hornblende appears patchy in other areas (93). 
Miyashiro (1958) in the Gosaisyo-Takanuki District found 
that there was only a slight overlap in the refractive indices (j ) 
of actinolite and blue-green hornblende; actinolite ranged from 
about 1.646 to 1.662 and hornblende from about 1.661 to 1 .687. The 
actinolite and blue-green hornblende of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area 
have lower refractive indices than those of the Gosaisyo-Takanuki 
District; the R.I. f actinolite ranges from 1 .625 (125) to 1.648 (187) 
and that of hornblende from 1 .640 (94) to 1.653 (66). Although only 
eight measurements of R.I. ! were made, these ranges show a much 
l arger overlap than that found by Miyashiro (1958). Actinolite with 
a margin of blue- green hornblende had an R.I. 6 aotinolite of 1.648, 
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and the R.I. I of the hornblende was 1.651 (187). 
Alteration of the amphiboles to chlorite is common in 
the meta-volcanic rocks of zone A and a schistose texture may 
develop; a similar texture is also found in the lower part of 
zone B but the schistose mineral in this case is blue-green 
hornblende (Text Fi g . 37). 
C. BIOTITE. 
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Most quartzo-feldspathic and psammitic and pelitic schists 
contain biotite; it is also a minor constituent of basic schists. 
The distribution, and colour of the biotites is shown in Text Fig.38. 
The colour of biotite in the quartzo-feldspathic and 
Psammitic schists of zone A ranges from brownish green to greenish 
brown; however, a brown biotite is also found to the east of 
Hoskinstown. Greenish-brown biotite is generally fine-grained and 
evenly distributed throughout the rocks; it may form small decussate 
aggregates along planes of schistosity (Plate 26.136). The brown 
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bi otite is porphyroblastic and larger with ragged edges and many 
i nclusions (Plate 28.76) or it forms large decussate aggregates 
along cleavages or in amygdales lPlate 27.142). 
In the pelitic schists east of Hoskinstown the porphyro-
blasts of brown biotite are surrounded by a halo in the groundmass 
that is almost devoid of small dusty flecks of iron oxides that are 
abundant elsewhere throughout the rock; the iron oxides are thought 
to have been taken up by the biotite during recrystallization to 
produce a biotite richer in iron and therefore darker in colour 
(87, 28, 136, 142). Decussate aggregates of brown biotite along 
pl anes of weakness are generally associated with red brown iron 
oxides, but the rock adjacent to these planes may contain s maller 
gr een-brown biotite. 
In zone B the colour of biotites ranges from green to 
r eddish-brown. An increase in the grain size is apparent, and the 
denser colour of the biotite, either green or brown, is generally 
associated with the formation of opaque minerals magnetite and 
i l menite and with a decrease in the fine dusty reddish-brown inclus-
ions of hydrated iron oxides that abound in the rocks of zone A. 
Biotites from the Farrar-Hoskinstown area are listed in 
Table Vin order of increasing refractive index. Thereis no 
apparent relationship between R.I.ft and metamorphic grade; the only 
trend is a change in colour from less pleochroic green-brown to 
s trongly pleochroic dark brown; notable ~xceptions to this are the 
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quar tz-muscoyite-green biotite-chlorite schist (111) of zone B with 
R.I .~ = 1.632, and the meta-rhyodaoite (142) of the upper part of 
zone A with green biotite (R.I.ft = 1.654) that retains cores of 
brown biotite. The X-ray data for biotites is summarised in 
Table VI. 
TABLE V. 
Zone, colour, and refractive indices of biotites . 
Slide 
ref-
erence 
number 
113 
149 
111 
175 
116 
91 
135 
148 
142 
96 
Field 
Rock 
Number 
713 
1013 
372 
317 
1127 
443 
888 
1012 
394 
150 
Zone 
lower 
B 
A 
B 
A 
lower 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
Colour 
green-
brown 
If 
green 
If 
green-
brown 
brown 
brown 
II 
green 
brown 
p 
R.I. 
1.630 
1 .632 
1 .632 
1 .632 
1.646 
1.647 
1.650 
1.650 
1 .654 
1 .654 
X-ray 
Diffraction 
Chart 
Num'ser - Type of Schist 
1?µ~,zd11( 11 
-a C 
-4 G 
-5- J 
~ H,1 
4- D 
Meta- dolerite 
Me ta-crystal tuff 
Psammitic 
Quartzo-feldspathic 
Psammitic 
Quartzo-feldspathic 
Pelitic schist 
Pelitic schist 
Meta-rhyodacite flow 
Adamellite 
The incoming of brown biotite may result from a decrease in 
the oxidation ratio, and would account for the following changes in 
the biotites according to Chinner (1960). 
TABLE VI 
X-ray Data - Biotites 
Synthetic 
Phlogo- Phlogo- Glauco- Synthetic 
96 91 142 135 148 102 220 51 pite pite nite annite 
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Synthetic annite (Eu~gster and Wones, 1962) 
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Greenish biotite Brown biotite 
Oxi dation ratio decreases 
Magnesium content decreases 
Manganese content decreases 
Ti tanium content increases 
2 Fe2 03 plus 100 hematite decreases hematite 
2 Fe2 03 plus FeO bearing free 
If the change in colour of biotite from greenish-brown 
to brown is regarded as a function of t he oxidation ratio, t he 
change must have commenced at a grade of metamorphism slightly 
be low the selected boundary between zones A and B. This change 
cou ld be regarded as the start of t he biotite zone proper as defined 
by Tilley (1925). The colour of biotite in the low-grade zone 
wou ld be dependent on the oxidation ratio that was fixed in the 
r ock during sedimentation. A s ediment with a low oxidation ratio 
would recrystallise in a low grade schist to produce brown biotite 
even if the system were closed to oxygen, whereas a sediment with 
a hi gh oxidation ratio would recrystallise in a low grade schist 
to produce greenish biotite and would not produce a brown biotite 
unti l the physical conditions of metamorphism were such as to 
bring about a change in the oxida tion ratio of the rock. It 
fo llows therefore that the presence of brown biotite may not be 
r egarded as indicative a particular grade of metamorphism. 
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Whether the oxidation ratio of a rock changes during 
metamorphism is a point that has been argued at length. James and 
Howland (1955) state that the de gree of oxidation achieved by a 
rock during sedimentation and diagenesis remains virtually unaltered 
during subsequent metamorphism, and that the system must be regarded 
as closed to oxygen during metamorphism. Shaw (1955) showed that 
in general, the iron in metamorphic rocks tends to be progressively 
reduced with increasing metamorphism, and this is supported by 
Chinner, but is this change due to any change in the oxidation 
ratio? 
The outcome of this argument will have to await a more 
complete assessment of the metamorphic rocks after experimental 
synthesis of biotites has fully defined the conditions for their 
formation. The outcome of such an investigation could be that the 
oxidation ratio remains fixed during metamorphism only until such 
time as a change in the physical condition of the rock is brought 
about by changes of temperature, pressure and water pressure. If 
such a change was found to be the commencement of plastic deform-
ation, a decrease in the oxidation ratio may follow. 
D. CHLORITE. 
Chlorite is present in most of the rocks of zone A. It 
is pale blue- green in colour and is slightly pleochroic; basal 
sections are isotropic and birefringence is weak producing first 
r 
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order greys and anomalous blues or browns. 
TABLE VII. 
Zone and refractive indices of chlorite. 
Slide 
ref- Field X-ray 
erence Rock R.I. Diffraction 
number number Zone fi Chart ft.N'M«t¥ j[ Type of schist 
148 1012 A 1.656 Jj.J Pelitic schist 
142 394 A 1.644 ~H,I Meta-rhyodacite 
65 375 B 1 .611 Meta-dolerite 
125 160 A 1 .616 Meta- gab bro 
23 1104 A 1 .614 Meta-dolerite 
159 797 A 1 .626 Quartzo-feldspathic schist 
Meta-volcanic rock 
163 279 A ~ K,L Quart~feldspathic schist Meta-volcanic rock 
The R .I. /} of chlori te ( Table VII) in association with 
actinolite in the basic schists ranges from 1.611 to 1.616 (65, 125, 
23); the chlorite in the pelitic and psammitic schists is much 
higher ranging to R .I. ,8 = 1 .656. The R .I. ,8 ( 159) = 1 .626 in a 
disrupted basic schist in which chlorite appears to be a pseudo-
morp h after actinolite. These figures fall into the scheme of 
Wiseman (1934) who noted that R.I .fi of chlorite ranged from 1.605 
to 1.635 when chlorite was associated with aotinolite; the optic 
8 ign of the mineral changed in the range of association with actin-
0lite being positive if R.I.,,B 1.605 to 1 .632, and negative if 
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R.I./). 1.632. The R.I. fi of chlorites not associated with actin-
olite ranged to 1.653. 
Miyashiro (1957) plotted the relationship of R.I._,P 
chlorite against R.I. ~ actinolite for the Gosaisyo-Takanuki 
District and obtained a curve; in the Farrar-Hoskinstown area 
the same data for thin section 65 plots slightly above the curve 
of Miyashiro; another point (112) plotted well below the curve due 
t o a low R.I. ~ actinolite of 1.635. 
TABLE VIII. 
X-ray data - Chlorite (Zone A). 
hk K °A,J ASTM 1083 
163 148 Penninite 
hkl dA I dA I dA I 
001 13.95 50 13.80 15 14 .3 60 
002 7.06 100 1.00 100 7 .19 100 
003 4.71 70 4.68 30 4.80 100 
004 3.52 90 3.51 95 3.60 100 
005 2.82 40 2 .81 15 2.88 60 
The chlorite proper first order basal reflection (dA = 14) 
i s an important diagnostic feature; chlorite rich in iron, however, 
has a weak 001 and 003 reflection and a strong 002 and 004 reflect-
ion. Chlorite in the Farrar-Hoskinstown area (Table VIII) gives a 
/3, 95 
cl ear basal reflection 001 (dA = 14.12), but the first order basal 
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reflection is 002 (dA = 7.06) with 004, 003, and 001 reflections 
in decreasing order of intensity. The relative strengths of the 
basal reflections indicates that the chlorite is a leptochlorite 
with a significant iron content (Miyashiro, 1957). 
E. MUSCOVITE. 
Muscovite is common in all schists of the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area. It is present in all zone A assemblages of the 
psammitic and pelitic schists and is common throughout zone B. In 
quartzo-feldspathic and basic schists muscovite is associated with 
epidote mineral as inclusions in plagioclase; it is less common in 
the quartzo-feldspathic schists of zone B, and is a minor constit-
uent only in the basic schists of zone B. 
The occurrence of muscovite in the psammitic and pelitic 
schists of zone A differs from the distribution of muscovite in 
the Gosaisyo-Takanuki District (Miyashiro, 1958) where muscovite 
was rare in the psammitic and pelitic schists of zone A and more 
common in zones Band C. 
Muscovite in the psammitic and pelitic rocks of zone A 
is fine-grained and evenly distributed throughout the rock; it may 
be oriented sub-parallel to the slaty cleavage. Muscovite in zone 
B is similar in form, but the grain-size is larger and preferred 
orientation is more noticeable. 
In the quartzo-feldspathic and basic schists plates of 
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muscovite are associated with aggregates of epidote as i nclusions 
1n 
in albite (zone A) andAthe cores of more calcic plagioclase (zone 
B) (Text Fig~. 33, 39). 
F . EPIDOTE. 
TEXT FIGURE .39 
t m,rz 
Clear ,o/a J.-es of' ,nJ.1scov1/e st.1rrounded 
by e,o/c!ol'e m1~ era/ (C/;17Gro1s/ re) 
Meta -de,ler/re, fhm sect1011 118 
Epidote mineral is common in the basic and quartzo-
fe ldspathic schists of zone A; it persists in the quartzo-feldspa thic 
schists of zone B but it is much less common in the basic schi sts 
of zone B particularly the bigher part of the zone. Epidote is 
present in small amounts only in the psammitic and pelitic eohists. 
The marginal alteration of opaquemi.neral to epidote is 
common in the meta-rhyodacite dykes and volcanic rocks (Text Fig . 
40 ) • 
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TEXT FIGURE 40 TEXT F"IGURE 4-1 
Imm l 
pcu1ue n-11ne>ral w ith rnary111 f ep,dote ~,ner I, offer pynte 
'1/efo - rhyoc/qc/fe : lh/11 spcf/on 2 
G. GROSSULARITE. 
(}r05S Lt lorlfe Sf/rr oumerf by /-',17e -g ra /,1ec/ 
q1.1or~ - ch/of 'iTe - C<7n-racl ,me f ,un.,rp/J; ,; 
er margin c .;: mero - .906 .bro ,.. 
P n"l"/rose volley - thtn section 15 -rcssed 
M1col.s 
Contact metamorphic rocks at the margin of the meta-gabbro 
in Primrose Valley (15) and north of "Woodbine" (173) contain 
grossularite . It forms dark dusty-grey aggregates that are 
iso tropic in thin section with an R.I. 
= 1.742 (15) (Text Fig. 
41). 
The rock at the margin of the meta-gabbro is a tuffaceous 
slate that elsewhere has the regional metamorphic mineral assemblage 
quartz-epidote-muscovite-biotite-chlorite-opaque mineral . The 
Presence of large amounts of grossularite in the contact rock which 
is only about 15 feet thick suggests that calcium was added to the 
country rock during the intrusion of the meta-gabbro. 
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X-raJ. data - Grossula.ri te (15) C qr/- A - /?/'pendnc ff 
hkl dA I 
400 2.96 50 
420 2.65 100 
332 2.52 15 
642 1.58 25 
800 1.48 10 
H. CALCITE. 
Calcite is common in the quartzo-feldspathio and basic 
schists of the lower part of zone A. It forms clear aggregates 
along planes of scbistosity and is most abundant in rocks contain-
ing chlorite after actinolite generally filling amygdales. The 
refractive index = 1 .662 ( 132). 
I. MICR0CLINE. 
Microcline is present in quartzo-feldspathiC Bobists of 
meta-volcanic origin in the lower part of zone A (14). It forms 
as an alteration of plagioclase in volcanic rocks whose initial 
composition was probably in the intermediate range. It is common 
in the adamellite (96) that lies beyond the area to the east and 
it may also occur in the quartzo-feldspathic schists of the upper 
part of zone B. 
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J. TOURMALINE. 
Brown tourmaline occurs as a minor constituent in the 
basic and quartzo-feldspathic schists of both zones. It is 
pleochroic from dark brown to a gol~en brown. 
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VII. GEOMORPHOLOGY. 
The Farrar-Hoskinstown area has two main features of 
geomorphological interest, the Balcombe- Burke ridge and the 
relatively mature topography with a maximum relief of about 700 
fe et. (Fig. 3). The linear scarp that forms the eastern margin of 
the Balcombe- Burke ridge contrasts with the gentler slopes else-
where in the area. The continuation of this scarp to the north 
along the western margin of Lake George has provoked much discuss-
ion on the origin of Lake George (Plate 7.a). In the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area the scarp separates the Central Lowlands from the 
Cullarin Horst. 
A. THE CULLARIN ESCARPMENT. 
The name Cullarin was first used by Griffith- Taylor (1907) 
to describe the linear scarp that forms the we s tern margin of Lake 
George. This scarp extends south to Molonglo Ford in the Farrar-
Hoskins town area, and is dissected by V- shaped gullies that open on 
t o outwash fans. The fans coalesce at lower levels to form an out-
wash slope (Plate 4.a). Griffith-Taylor described the Cullarin 
Scarp as a fault scarp resulting from comparatively recent normal 
faulting; he called the downthrown block to the east the Lake George 
Senkungsfeld, and the upthrown block to the west the Cullarin Horst. 
The Central Lowlands of the Farrar- Hoskinstown area would be part of 
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Griffith- Taylor's Lake George Senkungsfeld, but the Cullarin Scarp 
is subdued to the south and is only 50 feet high south of Molonglo 
Ford . The fault to which the Cullarin Scarp is attributed was 
named the Cullarin Fault by Griffith- Taylor; however, the associat-
ion of this fault with Lake George has led to the use of the name 
Lake George Fault on the Canberra 1:250,000 Geological Series Sheet 
(S econd Edition, 1964), and the name Lake George Fault will be 
r etained for this feature. 
Griffith-Taylor regarded the gravel on the hilltops near 
Grove Creek as river gravel of the ancestral Yass River whose upper 
t ributaries were truncated by the Lake George Fault (Plate 7.a). 
Garretty (1936) discounted recent normal faulting in favour of 
differential erosion and attributed formation of the scarp to 
erosion of the softer Silurian rocks to the east leaving the hard 
r ock (Ordovician) as a scarp. Garretty presupposed that drainage 
of the Lake George area in earlier times had been northward via 
the Fish River into the Lachlan River, and that this drainage was 
i nterrupted by down warping of the lake area about an east-west 
hingeline located north of Lake George (the Norwood Warp in the 
Goulburn District postulated by Craft, 1928). Noakes and Jennings 
(1954) regarded the fault at the base of the scarp in the Farrar-
Hoskinstown area as a Palaeozoic fault, and they attributed the 
Cullarin Scarp to differential erosion rather than to recent fault-
i ng . Cleary (1963) plotted many shallow earthquake centres in a 
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north- westerly line extending from immediately west of Collector 
to the Gunning- Dalton area; a few other epicentres were more close-
ly related to possible faults on the western side of Lake George . 
The case for Quaternary movement of the Lake George Fault is still 
largely based on geomorphological interpretation rather than direct 
observation of fault planes or present- day seismic studies. 
The change in character of the Molonglo River downstream 
fr om Molonglo Ford can be explained by uplift of the Cullarin Horst 
in comparatively recent times. The same movement would also account 
for the formation of Lake George in accordance with the theory of 
Griffith- Taylor (1907). The theory of differential erosion for 
formation of the Cullarin carp is not supported because litholog-
ically similar Silurian rocks occupy the scarp as well as the 
lowlands in the Farrar- Hoskinstown area. If uplift of the Cullarin 
Hors t is attributed to Quaternary faulting, the Cullarin and 
Queanbeyan scarps would be fault - line scarps (The Queanbeyan scarp 
marks the western margin of the Cullarin Hors~ , and is a strong 
topographic feature . ) 
A gravity survey by geophysicists of the Bureau of Mineral 
Re eources was carried out in the Lake George area in 1963 (Kevi, 
1964 ). An analysis of the gravity pattern indicates a fault near the 
~estern margin of Lake George with a downward displacement of between 
3,ooo and 5 , 000 feet of the eastern block. 
Griffith-Taylor (1907) estimated the throw of the Lake 
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, Ge orge Fault near Geary ' s Gap at about 370 feet which was made up 
of 270 feet , the difference in level between the gravel on top of 
t he scarp near Grove Creek and the surface of Lake George, and 100 
fe et, a minimum estimate of the material deposited on t he western 
bed of the lake and assumed to have been deposited after formation 
of the lake by faulting . The estimate of 100 feet for lake sedi -
men t has not been proved but is probably conservative and Griffith-
Taylor regarded it so; a recent barometric traverse put the 
differen ce in level between the base of the Grove Creek r avel and 
the l a ke a s 230 feet. Allowi ng for disparity in l ake level which 
was lower in Griffith- aylor 1 s time, and in the arbitrary levels of 
the gravel, Griffith- Taylor ' s estimate of displace ment of 370 feet 
on geomorphological evidence is still sound . 
If the drilling of the lake sediment or seismic work prove 
Griffith- Taylor ' s estimate to be correct , two alternatives present 
themselves . 
1. Two movements could have taken place a l ong the Lake 
George Fault, t he first in the alaeozoic (displace-
ment of 3 , 000 to 5 , 000 feet) , and the second in the 
Quaternary , a muc h s maller displacement (370 1 ) . 
2 . Whiskers Fault which lies a half- mile to the west of 
Lake George Fault has little or no topographic express -
ion and may be the fault with large downward displace-
ment to t he east (3 , 000 to 5 , 000 feet) , and Lake 
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George Fault would be a Quaternary fault of lesser 
displacement (370 1 ). 
B, DRA! AGE, ( ig. 6) 
The Molonglo River, a tributary of the •1urrumbidgee 
Ri ver, representsprimary drainage for most of the Farrar- oskinstown 
area; it flows in entrenched meanders in a transverse valley that 
cuts across the structure of the underlying rock. The secondary 
streams, Dairy Station Creek and Whisker s Creek, tributaries of the 
Molonglo River, and Turallo Creek flow in a north- south direction 
in subsequent valleys that follow lines of weakness in the rock. 
Turallo Creek and its tributary Halfway Creek flow north into Lake 
Ge orge. The tertiary drainage of the area is supplied by gul lies 
and rills whose course is dictated by the resistance of the rocks 
to erosion. 
1. Molonglo River System 
The olonglo River flows north- westward across the 
Cullarin Horst and the Central Lowlands. The steepest grade of the 
Mo longlo River is in the western part of the Cullarin Horst (Text 
Fig . 42 ); it is 1 : 30 near the Queanbeyan Fault, and it falls to 
about 1 : 100 two miles upstream. The grade of the stream is 1 : 350 
at Burbong, in the middle of the Cullarin Horst ; further upstream 
t he river is sluggish and maintains a grade of 1 : 500 as far 
Upstream as "Foxlow" homestead. 
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In the Cullarin Horst the Molonglo flows in entrenched 
meanders in a transverse valley that transgresses the structure 
of the underlying rock (Plate 2 .a). The river is still grading 
its bed and at one point (355327) the river bed is several feet 
bel ow the bed of a billabong in an adjoining out-off entrenched 
meander (Plate 3). Valley-in-valley cross-section is present in 
the Molonglo valley (Plate 2); the wide upland part of the valley 
is a relic of the mature valley that existed prior to rejuvenation; 
incision of the narrow meandering lower valley post-dates rejuven-
ation. Whiskers Creek and Dairy Station Creek are tributaries of 
the Molonglo River and their course is controlled by Whiskers 
Fault, a well-established line of structural weakness in the 
Cul larin Horst . 
The Molonglo River floods a large area of the Central 
Lowlands after rain . When in fl ood, the flow of water is restricted 
where the olonglo enters the incised channel in the Cullarin Horst 
and a f lood plain known as the Carwoola Flat has formed (Plate 1 .b). 
The river is slightly incised into Carwoola Flat, but just prior to 
entering the Cullarin Horst the olonglo flows in braided channels. 
Old meander scars, the highest of which is about 20 feet above the 
Pres ent river bed are visible on air-photographs of the plain north 
of "Carwoola". Formation of the present shallow valley in the 
Sediments of the plain must post-date a higher level of the 
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sediments of the flood plain. The Molonglo River at "Foxlow" 
(458183), south of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area, is entrenched 10 
f eet into sediments of the flood plain, and meanders are actively 
engaged in valley widening within the floodplain. The valley mar gins 
r ise gently out of the floodplain and the cross-section presents t he 
app earance of a wide valley that has been partly filled with sediment. 
Sharrow Flat (Plate 1.b, Fi g . 3) is a basin-shaped 
depression that drains into the Molonglo iver along poorly defined 
intermittently flowing streams. Streams from the surrounding 
gu llies debouch on to the flat after rain and deposit their loads; 
braided channels form in the outwash fans and the streams become 
los t in the flat. A small claypan marks the centre of Sharrow Flat. 
2. The Lake George Drainage Basih. 
The north-eastern part of the Farrar-Hoskinstown area drains 
into Lake George. The main stream is Turallo Creek and it is j oined 
by its tributary, Halfway Creek, near the town of Bungendore. The 
Lake George drainage basin is separated from the olonglo catchment 
by a low divide (2475') to the east of Halfway Trig . that is referr-
ed to as Halfway Gap ( late 8.a). 
A much older Lake George must have been larger than the 
Lake George of today; the mar gin of this early lake . is indicated by 
l agoon spits, old beaches and traces of wave-cut cliffs at a level 
of about 2330 feet around the southern and eastern margin of the 
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lake (Plate 5). It is probably significant that Gearys Gap (Plate 
7.b), a notch at about 2330 feet in the scarp to the west of Lake 
Ge orge, has been incised into a broad depression in the Cullarin 
Scarp that contains a gravel deposit near Grove Creek ( late 7.a). 
The base of the Grove Creek gravel is about 130 feet above jhe 
leve l of the gap, and the gap is about 100 feet above the present 
level of Lake George . 
Contraction of Lake George to its present size could 
have been brought about by a reduction in rainfall associated with 
an increase in evaporation as the result of climatic change, or 
by loss of catchment as the result of stream capture. Extensive 
beach features are associated with the gradually decreasing water 
levels bellow 2330 feet (Plate 4.b) and l owering of the lake level 
has caused the stream bed of Turallo Creek to become incised into 
its older flood plain (Plate 8.b) . 
Preliminary studies on the hydrology of Lake George 
(Jennings, Noakes and Burton) indicate that there is a close 
balance between the average run- off into the lake and the average 
evaporation from it. The total dissolved solids in the water of 
Lake George averages about 1400 parts per million and this concen-
tration must have built up in the water over many years ; however, 
since the lake has been dry on a number of occasions, it is 
possible that large amounts of salt are fixed in the deposits of 
the lake bed . Burton (personal communication) has calculated on 
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the basis of the chloride content that a minimum of about 400 
years would be required for Lake Ge orge to attain its present 
salinity in a closed basin; however , the salt that is fixed in the 
be d of the lake has had to be disregarde d in this calculation. 
It seems reasonable to assume from the levels of the 
highest beach features in the area that Lake George overflowed 
through Geary ' s Gap . Geary ' s Gap is incised below the level of the 
Grove Creek Gravel and this incision could predate formation of 
Lake George; however, if overflow from the lake through Geary ' s Gap 
to ok place over an extended period of time, it would be reasonable 
to expect some incision of the Gap after formation of the lake, 
therefore the highest water-level in the lake would have been above 
2330 feet. 
C. LAr D SURFACES . 
Remnants of the oldest land surface in the area are 
preserved below partly silicified gravel and consist of dee ly 
weathered Palaeozoic rocks (Plate 10.a). These rocks are all that 
remain of the most important geomorphic event in the area , pene-
Planation. Craft (1 931-32- 33) ut the main period of peneplanation 
as pre-Permian in age, and he demonstrated that a north-south 
sys tem of drainage was in existence before deposition of the drifts 
and basalts of Tertiary age. Peneplanation was undoubtedly well 
advanced in pre-Permian times, and there is a l ar ge a gular uncon-
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f ormity below rocks of Permian age; however , peneplanation continued 
throughout the Mes ozoic as a continuation of the earlier process. 
The main tectonic modification of the surface in post - Permian times 
was probably block faulting. The Palaeozoic shales below the 
gravels have been extensively leached to form kaolin clay, but the 
leaching probably took place during and after gravel deposition and 
is not necessarily a product of peneplanation. 
The land surface that is preserved below the lacustrine 
sediment of Carwoola Flat is the wide gently sloping valley of the 
mature Molonglo River that existed prior to deposition of the 
sediments of Carwoola Flat . Partly silicified gravel rema-ns as 
cappings on rises or as shoulders on the gen~ly sloping hillslopes 
of this mature valley, and the gravel must have been deposited by 
a prior system of drainage. The wide upland valley of the holonglo 
River in the eastern part of the Cullarin Horst is also a relic of 
this surface . 
The present- day surface is that represented by the gently 
sloping depression in the surface of the lacustrine sediments of 
Carwoola Flat, and by the V-shaped incision of the lower ~olonglo 
valley in the Cullarin Horst. Both features are attributed to 
rejuvenati on of the Molonglo River in recent times. 
D. GEONOR HIC HI TORY OF THE AREA. 
The oldest landsurface was a peneplain, part of which is 
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preserved below remnants of partly silicified gravel. The initial 
drainage on t he Palaeozoic rocks of this area would consist of 
gently flowing streams aligned with the structura l trend of the 
underlying rock. As peneplanation progressed, gravel deposited in 
broad alluvial valleys would be reworked to produce a gravel of 
resis tant pebbles of quartz and quartzite. Outcrops of partly 
si licified gravel in the Farrar- Hoskinstown area are regarded as 
remnants of such a fluvial deposit and belong to the earliest known 
drainage system in the area . Craft placed the main period of pene-
planation as pre - Permian; the process continued and peneplanation 
be came advanced in the Me sozoic. Craft also recognised the exist-
ence of a north- south drainage system before deposition of the 
drifts and basalts of Tertiary age; however, it seems like ly that 
stream gravels of various ages were formed and are not restricted 
t o the age of the silicified gravel in the Farrar- Hoskins towo area 
that is tentatively regar, ed as Pleistocene . 
Uplif t of the Southern Tableland probably commenced in 
late Tertiary time and is generally referred to as the Kosciusko 
Uplift . The effect of the uplift was to immediately increase the 
gradient of streams flowing northward so that they incised their 
beds into the sediments and volcanics of Palaeozoic age . In 
addition the gradients to the east and to the west increased so that 
headward erosion by easterly and westerly flowing streams resulted 
in the cap~1re of the north- south streams. The Farrar- Hoskinstown 
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area lies west of the divide and the mature north- west drainage 
system of the Murrumbidgee River evolved from rejuvenation of the 
area and an extended period of stream capture by headward erosion. 
The Molonglo River which probably began as a minor tributary of 
the Murrumbidgee River, probabl y attained its present form by 
capturing the north-flowing Queanbeyan and upper olonglo rivers 
and widening its valley until it became a ma ture stream in a broad 
r iver valley. This broad river valley was incised into the older 
land surface and the earlier stream channels were vacated follow-
ing strea capture; remnants of dissected gravel remained on the 
valley flanks. The Molonglo River at this time was a graded stream 
flowing to the north- west in a mature valley that approximates the 
course it follows today; the Lake George area probably came within 
the Yass River catchment, and Turallo, Butmaroo and Taylor's Creeks 
may have been tributaries of Brooks Creek (Fig. 7,a), a tributary 
of the Yass River. 
Uplift of the Cullarin Horst was brought about by the 
movement of two faults, the Lake George Fault to the east and the 
Queanbeyan Fault to the west. The displacement on the Lake George 
Fault near the r olonglo River would be about 175 feet, which is 
made up of 75 feet, the difference in levels between Molonglo Ford 
and the top of the scarp which is rather low and dissected at this 
Point, and 100 feet, a conservative estimate of the thickness of 
lacustrine sediments near the fault . Displacement on the Queanbeyan 
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Fault would exceed 200 feet which is the difference in level 
between the Molonglo River west of the Queanbeyan Fault and the 
knick point in the Cu~larin Horst that is attributed to movement 
of the Queanbeyan Fault (Text Fig. t,.2; . Both faults crossed the 
path of the Molonglo River which ceased to flow to the north- west 
because uplift of the horst adjacent to the Queanbeyan Fault ponded 
water to the east around Eurbong; in the Central Lowlands of 
Carwoola and Sharrow Flats , downthrow to the east of the Lake 
Ge orge ault formed a deeper and more extensive lake (Fig . 7.c). 
This double lake is referred to as the Eurbong- Carwoola Lake and it 
overflowed into Lalce George through Halfway Gap (2475 1 ) . The 
Burbong- Carwoola Lake acted as a l arge sediment trap; the upper 
1o longlo River on entering the lake near 11 Foxlow 11 deposited its 
load and commenced to build a delta; as distance from the entry 
of tpe upper Molonglo River into the lake increased, progressively 
finer sediment was depositea on the lake floor , and in the bores 
be tween "Carwoola 11 and "The Briars " clayey sediment is dominant. 
Lake George was formed by ponding of Turallo, Eutmaroo 
and Taylor ' s Creeks agair.st the Lake George Fault scarp and the 
lake overlowed into Jrooks Creek through Geary ' s Gap (23 32 '). 
Headward erosion by the truncated Molonglo River near 
Qu eanbeyan cut back eastward a cross the Queanbeyan Fault scarp into 
the Cullarin Horst and eventually tapped Lake Burbong- Carwoola 
(Fi g . 7.c). As the water level in Lake Burbong was lowered, the 
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bed of the l ake again became t he bed of a mature river the meanders 
of which were superimposed on the Palaeozoic rocks of the Cullarin 
Hors t to form the valley-in-valley cross section (Plate 2 . b) . 
Be nches of rounded polymict gravel (2450 1 ) in the areas two miles 
nor th of Burbong (334400) and one and a half- miles north of 
"Yalgum" (2450 1 ) are the remnants of gravel deposits that a ccumul-
a ted at the margin of Lake Burbong . Rounded quartz gravel on the 
north bank of the tolonglo iver at Burbong (331363) is probably 
a relic gravel deposit (2280') of the mature 1olonglo River that 
was drowned to form Lake Burbong. A small outcrop of grave l near 
Burbong (2260 1 ) contains sub- rounded boulders and cobbles of grey-
wacke mixed with smaller well-rounded cobbles and pebbles of quartz 
and quartzite ; this deposit seems to be a mixture in which the old 
rounde d river gravel was reworked and deposited with boulders of 
greywacke after Lake Burbong was drained. Silty clay soil occupies 
the ri ses to the east of Burbong (337354) at a level of 2360 feet 
and this material ma have accumulated as a sediment in Lake 
Burbong . 
'.l.'he 6rade of the r:o longlo i ver indicates that the main 
incis ion of the river into the Cullarin Horst does not extend 
beyo nd Burbong ; above Burbong the stream has a constant grade of 
about 1 : 500 . With lowering of the water level of Lake Burbong-
Carwoola, the lacustrine sediments of the lake floor near Carwoola 
. t 
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were exposed ; the present stream bed of the lo longlo occupies a 
wi de shallow valley within the lake sediments, and the river bed is 
20 feet below the topmost lacustrine sediments . Gravel de osits 
that accumulated around Lake Carwoola at 2475 1 level are present 
in Primrose Valley (386 220) and near 11 Foxlow" (456190); a large 
area of polymict gr a vel (2475 ') to the south of "Sunny Corner" 
(472290) may have been depos ited at t he same time. 
It seems reasonably certain that overflow from Lake Geor ge 
through Geary ' s Gap into the Yass River ceased when Lake Bur bong-
Carwoola was dra ined. Since that time Lake George has gradually 
been reduced in size due to a slight dominance of evaporation from 
the lake over run- off into the lake after rainfall. 
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VIII, ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 
Silver-lead mineralization is present at "The Briars" and 
south of the area at Captains Flat. Gold mining in the early part 
of the century met with little success, but traces of alluvial gold 
can be found in the creeks near Halfway Trig. Underground water is 
tapped for stock water and could be used more extensively, although 
earth dams have proved satisfactory whi e rainfall is reliable; 
nevertheless, water bores would ensure a permanent supply of water. 
Sources of road base, brick shale, rock and building stone are 
available in the area. 
A. BASE METALS 
Silver-lead mineralization is present at "The Briars". 
A short drive and a shaft were sunk into a mineralised volcanic 
agglomerate on the side of the hill west of the woolshed. The 
leached ferruginous gossan contained traces of azurite and malachite, 
and small amounts of pyrite and galena are present in fresh rock. 
No ore was produced. A diamond drill hole was sunk to 101 feet 
near the shaft in 1957 by the Lake George Mining Co. of Captains 
Flat; the log of this hole is given in Appendix III. 
Pyrite is present in the Kohinoor Volcanics and in the 
dacites of the Captains Flat Formation. Small cubes of pyrite that 
are scattered throughout the dark coloured slates of the Copper 
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Creek Shale and the Bullongong Shale Member are regarded as 
sedimentary in origin, andmve been considered as a possible source 
of material for the formation of ore bodies during metamorphism 
(Oldershaw, in prep.). 
B. GOLD 
Quartz reefs abound in the area but appear to be barren. 
Many shafts were sunk on quartz reefs to the south of "Woodlands", 
and gold was reported from one of these shafts. Traces of alluvial 
gold are present in the nearby creeks. 
C. WATER 
1. Sedimentary aquifers 
Good supplies of water are found in sand that underlies 
the thick clay deposits below the Molonglo floodplain (see logs 
of the following bores B3, S7, s2, S5, S6 and D1 in Appendix IV). 
The yield from the unconsolidated sand (170 feet) in D1 is about 
1,000 gallons per hour (g.p.h.) and the aquifer is weakly artesian; 
the water contains approximately 300 parts per million (ppm) of 
disolved salts. A common aquifer in the area is a fine-grained 
unconsolidated sand with silt-size particles; bores require 
effective screening for the recovery of water from thisaiuifer 
(S2, B3). 
2. Fractured aquifers 
Supplies of water have been obtained from factured 
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aquifers of meta-gabbro (M10), greywacke and slate (Gidleigh bores 
and S3 and S4), caloare~usshale and slate (M6), calcareous mud-
stone and limestone (s10), and sandstone and slate (H1 and H4). 
Dry bores were encountered in limestone and . calcareous shale (ss) 
and in shale ("Woodlands" and M7). The fractured rock aquifers 
generally yield less than 600 g.p.h., and the total dissolved 
solids in the water ranges to about 1,400 ppm. 
Greater use of bores for water is possible in the grey-
wacke-slate sequence of the Foxlow Beds. These rocks are well 
fractured and would give permanent supplies of stock water. 
D. SAND AND GRAVEL. 
1. Sand 
Reddish sand deposits occupy an area on the eastern side 
of the Molonglo River opposite "Carwoola". Similar sands in the 
Canberra area are used for plasterers sand (see aeolian sand Pts). 
A small deposit of fine white sand lies between Whiskers 
Fault and the Molonglo River; it is a fine-grained sand that was 
probably deposited during flooding of the Molonglo River; it 
contains a few boulders. 
2. Sand and gravel (mixed) 
Sand and gravel may be obtained from the bed of the 
Molonglo River north of "Carwoola" and from the adjoining floodplain. 
A large deposit of sand, soil and angular gravel lies a half-mile 
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north of "Woodlands''· It is part of an old alluvial fan and it is 
being worked by the shire for road base. 
Gravel deposits (Pts) that are older than those mentioned 
above are found along the eastern side of the Central Lowlands. 
This gravel is dominantly sub-rounded quartz gravel, coarse sand-
stone and grit; it has been silicified in places to a silcrete that 
forms a resistant capping. This gravel has been used extensively 
for road material. 
E. SHALE 
Shale for brick-making is plentiful in the Silurian rocks 
along the eastern side of the Central Lowlands. We a thered, buff-
coloured shale underlies the partly silicified gravel (Ptg); in 
areas where the gravel has been stripped, weathered shale and silt-
stone crop out extensively. Leaching of some of this material has 
produced a kaolin clay that is suitable for making cream bricks. 
Fresh shale may contain small dark spots of porphyroblastic brown 
biotite, but thi should not affect the fired product greatly. 
Yellow-brown shale from the area north of "Woodlands" is 
used for manufacturing bricks (431401, 425395); it consists of 
weathered meta-sediments (shale, siltstone and sandstone). The 
variable nature of the original Silurian sediment at this point 
precludes the mining of a uniform material. White shale that was 
formed by the leaching of similar material is obtained at "Woodlands" 
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(437370). 
F. CRUSHED ROCK. 
Crushed rook could be derived from the following rocks 
(i) Meta-rhyodacite and meta-dolerite dykes and sills in the 
Foxlow Beds of the Cullarin Highlands. 
(ii) Meta-gabbro 
(iii) Meta-basalt and meta-dacite flows of the Captains Flat 
Formation. 
(iv) Meta-rhyolite and meta-dacite of the Kohinoor Volcanics. 
Quarries could be operated on the meta-rhyodacite dykes 
to the west of "Felled Timbers", and on the meta-gabbro in 
Primrose Valley; however, the meta-gabbro may not produce high-
quality crushed rock. 
The form of the intrusions is so complex that a quarry 
should not be opened up on the evidence of surface exposure alone. 
The deposit should be proved in three dimensions by drilling. 
G. BUILDING STONE 
There are no large deposits of building stone in the 
area, but small deposits of the following rocks may be used effect-
ively in building. 
(i) Meta-gabbro -- A dark green rock of uniform texture with 
an attractive mottled appearance. 
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(ii) Coarse crystal tuff - A green-grey rock with many 
inclusions that has a variable but attractive texture. 
(iii) Greenstone -- Dark green chlorite schist derived from 
basic meta-volcanics - has a schistose texture. A soft, 
dark green rock with a lustrous shean, but it may not 
provide very large blocks. 
H. WATER CONSERVATION 
The Molonglo River is deeply incised into the western 
part of the Cullarin Horst (see VII GEOMORPHOLOGY), and incision 
of the river has provided a number of sites for dam construction to 
the west of Burbong. A dam at this point would provide a large 
water storage for flood prevention or other purposes at a suitable 
level for gravitation to the A.C.T. (Fig. 7.c). 
The meta-greywacke and slate of the Foxlow Beds(?) 
should provide adequate foundation for such a structure remote from 
known faults of the area. Rock for aggregate and material for earth 
and rock fill can be obtained nearby. 
IX.1 
IX. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE AREA. 
i. Ordovician sediments that were deposited in the Tasman 
geosyncline in this area consisted of a greywacke-siltstone sequence 
that was followed by a sandstone-siltstone sequence with some 
mudstone. 
ii. Folding of the Ordovician sediments, generally referred 
to as the Benambrian orogeny, was followed by a period of erosion 
before further subsidence of the area took place early in Silurian 
t ime. 
iii. Silurian deposition of the Hoskinstown Group consisted 
of quartzose sediments, tuffaceous sediment, and acid and basic 
volcanic rocks. Some acid and basic dykes in the Ordovician roc ks 
are regarded as feeders for the volcanic rocks, and a gabbro sill 
intruded the poorly consolidated tuff and tuffaceous sediment. 
iv. The main deformation followed, the Bowning orogeny . 
Fo lding of the Hoskinstown Group and the for mation of large low-
angle slides took place almost simultaneously; displacement of 
rocks from east to west too k place on top of the slides. Trans-
current faulting followed. 
v. Intrusion of the main granodiorite masses of the 
southern tablelands followed between the Upper Silurian and the 
Middle Devonian; the adamellite to the east of the area has a 
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gneissic texture and a transition zone of mica schists and augen 
gneiss. 
vi, Erosion of the land surface followed; later Palaeozoic 
and Mesozoic rocks are not found in the area, but if they were ever 
deposited, all trace of them has been removed. 
vii. The post-Mesozoic history of the area consists of the 
development of the land surface and its subsequent modification by 
t he Kosciusko uplift and minor faulting. 
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PLATE 5 
(a) 
Old gravel 
beach 
Millpost Road 
(420430) 
Close- up, 
showing 
t exture of 
gravel 
(b) 
Gravel, north-
east of Lake 
Ge orge---approx. 
level 2350' 
(Gunning, 226800) 
PLATE 6. 
(a) 
(b) 
The Cullarin Scarp---the low section 
marks the position of the Grove Creek 
gravel near Geary's Gap. 
Stereo-pair --- Looking east to Lake 
George through Geary's Gap---note the 
swamp beyond the erosion gullies . 
PLATE 7. 
(b) 
Looking south through Halfway Gap---
note the swamp in the foreground-left. 
Turallo Creek-bed---looking south 
(478360). 
PLATE 8. 
(a) rosion gully. 
(470308) 
(b) Rounded quartzite cobbles 
in quartzite. (423356) 
PLATE 9. 
(a) Gravel overlies leached Silurian 
rock unconformably (477210) 
(b) Sequence of beds (470210) 
3 . Upper gravel 
2. Very fine-grained micaceous s;ltstone 
I. Lower gravel 
PLATE 10. 
(a) 
(b) 
Angular fragments at the base 
of the lower gravel (477210) 
Angular quartz gravel and 
cobbles at the base vf the 
upper gravel (470210) 
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(a) 
(b) 
Rounded quartz boulders excavated 
from road cutting in gravel (475209) 
Sl ump structure in gravel 
(470210). 
1/j>fi'C?renT cr11t-clackw/se ro/;;,i/on 
PLATE 12. 
(b) 
(a) Silicified quartz conglomerate 
(457294) 
Grey bedded sandy soil dips to the 
left (east) and overlies a red residual 
soil that rests on meta-siltstone . 
East of "Woodbine" (460345) 
PLATE 13. 
(a) 
Folded slaty cleavage 
in meta- siltstone---
looking south (473307) 
(Kangaroo Fault is 
to the right) 
(b) Sub- horizontal bedding and cleavage 
folded by crenulation clea7age ---
looking south, a half- mile north- west 
of "Woodbine" (450360) 
PLATE 14. 
(a) 
Quartzite plunges 
0 50 north. Slaty 
cleavage is con-
fined to meta-
siltstone. 
"Woodlands" 
(438370) 
(b ) 
Slump structures in quartzite near 
Halfway Trig. (upward-facing)(433367) 
PLATE 15. 
(a) 
Sub-parallel 
bedding and 
cleavage 
(423389) 
(b) 
Hydrated iron oxides Regregated 
along vertical cleavage and 
horizontal crenulation cleavage 
(423389) 
PLATE 16. 
(a ) 
Coincident bedding 
and cleavage folded 
about axial plane of 
crenulation cleavage 
(416387) 
(b) 
S-folds of coincident bedding and 
cleavage (416387) 
PLATE 17. 
(a ) 
Looking south--
book rests on 
bedding (330/16SW) 
Slaty cleavage 
inclines to the 
left (070/45E ) 
Crenulation cleav-
age inclines to 
the right (175/35w) 
West of "The 
Briars" (404316) 
(b) 
Looking north on the BRlcombe-
Burke Ridge (402332) Sub-parallel 
bedding and slaty cleavage folded 
about an axial plane t hat inclines 
to the left. 
PLATE 18 . 
(a) 
Folded quartzite 
Molong lo Ford 
(395297) 
(b ) 
North-plunging quartzite in the 
Molonglo Defile (386297) 
PLATE 19 
(a) 
Anticline in quartzite 
Molonglo Ford 
(395297) 
Recumbent fold in quartzite---
Molonglo Defile (387298 ) 
PLATE 20. 
(a) 
Schist with 
slaty cleavage 
and crenula tion 
cleavage 
Yandyguinula 
Creek (492226) 
(b) 
Folded slaty cleavage in Turallo 
Creek-bed (477346) 
PLATE 21 • 
(a) 
Schist 
Turallo Creek 
(495308) 
(b) 
Tightly folded band of schistose 
quartzite---Turallo Creek (495308) 
PLATE 22. 
(a) 
Quartz rodding in 
the Foxlow Beds 
One mile south of 
idleigh (485373) 
(b ) 
Quartz veins in the Foxlow Beds 
ne mile south of Gidleigh 
(485373) 
PLAT 23. 
(a) 
Widgeewah Thrust Fault , 
looking south, head of 
hammer rests on lower 
block and handle leans 
on overthrust block 
North of Molonglo 
River near 11 Widgeewah 11 
X 55 
(376306) 
220. Quartzite --- Foxlow Beds 379342 ) 
uartz - muscovite- biotite schist 
PLATE 24. 
X 55 
X 55 
194. Meta-greywacke --- Foxlow Beds 
(366247) 
Quartz-albite-m scovite- biotite-
chlorite schist 
195 . eta-greywacke with cataclastic 
texture--- Foxlow Beds (368247) 
Quartz - albite - muscovite-biotite-
chlorite schist 
LATE 25. 
X 55 
X 55 
136. Tuffaceous meta-sediment with cata-
clastic texture---Kohinoor Volcanics 
(486268) 
Quartz-albite-muscovite-biotite (green-
brown) - chlorite schist 
172. Me ta-rhyodacite---1 ohinoor 
Volcanics (477279) 
PLATE 26. 
X 55 
142 . 
X 55 
156 . 
Meta- rhyodacite-- Kohinoor Volcanics 
(477279) 
Amygdale containing quartz, green and 
brown biotite, and epidote 
Mineral negatives in a tuffaceou8 
meta- sediment---Captains Flat 
Formation (478277) 
nL TE 27. 
X 55 
X 55 
76. Porphyroblasts of biotite in slate 
Captains Flat Formation, Yandy-
guinula Member (474258) 
Quartz-muscovite-brown biotite-
chlorite schist 
135. Crenulation cleavage post-dates 
biotite porphyroblast.s---
Yandyguinula Member (476280) 
PLATE 28. 
X 55 
X 55 
33. Meta crystal-tuff---Captains Flat 
Formation (482234) 
Quartz-al bite - mus covite-green-brown 
biotite-calcite schist 
82 . Sheared meta- rhyodaci te-·--Captains 
Flat Formation (477259) 
Quartz-albite- muscovite - green biotite-
chlorite - calcite 
PLATE 29 . 
X 55 
X 55 
157. Meta- basalt---Captains Flat 
Formation (480249) 
Albite? - epidote-chlorite-calcite 
schist amygdales contain calcite and 
chlorite . 
163. Chlorite and green-brown biotite 
i nclus ion(?) in meta-volcanic rock--
Captains Flat Formation (408377) 
Quartz-al bite-epidote-actinolite-
biotite schist 
PLATE 30. 
X 55 
X 55 
29. Radiating epidote and calcite in 
amygdale in meta-basalt---Captains 
Flat Formation (392322). 
Epidote -chlorite-calcite schist 
60. Crenulation cleavage in pelitic 
schist---Captains Flat Formation 
(389263) 
Quartz-muscovite-green-brown biotite-
schist 
PLATE 31. 
.. 
I .1 
I 
APPENDIX I. INDEX TO THIN SECTIONS 
I 
(Numbers in the last two columns prefixed 
by R or Sare lodged with the Bureau 
of Mineral Resources Collections) 
' 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
i• 
BASIC SCHISTS 
Meta-basic Volcanics (Zone A) (Captains Flat Formation) 
29 801 392322 Basic meta-volcanics S7812 R9409 
61 58 479259 Greenschist 
62 182 446367 Basie schist 
63 183 446367 II II 
64 187 445367 II n 
72 157 448352 Meta-basalt 
73 188 446373 Basic schist 
80 51 468259 II II 
117 1080A 449393 II " 
i ' 128 869 469281 II II 
129 1156 452378 II II 
132 1304 449354 II II 
141 982 463315 II II 
151 403 469282 II II 
154 791 480249 II II 
157 789 480249 Meta-basalt 
159 797 482249 Basic schist 
163 279 408377 Meta-basalt 
173 969 449362 Basic schist 
175 317 409374 II II 
Meta-gabbro (Zone A) 
16 1094 390229 Meta-gab bro 
-
I.2 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
53 179 448367 Meta-gab bro 
54 176 448367 fl II 
85 160 453350 II II 
106 301 
I<-= -
413361 " II 
108 304 413361 " 11 
109 338 414375 II II 
1·, 
125 160 453350 " II 
160 238 407387 " II 
166 307 414360 II II 1-
231 257 408398 II " R12449 
232 267 404389 II II R12450 l> 
239 327 413359 II II R12457 
Meta-dolerite intrusions ( Zones A and B) 
,/ 5 . 1034 364236 Meta-dolerite 
I• if 8 . 1037 364236 
" 
II 
JJ f' ' 9 1038 364236 " " 
,i r 23 1104 392317 II " 
32 806 391 322 
" " 
S 7815" R91ft~ 
I I 52 225 363316 II II 
65 375 498300 fl II 
( f 66 368 496308 ti ti 
67 197 237314 II II (Jerrabombera) 
74 200 333330 " " 1~ I 
79 210 345329 II II 
83 220 378294 II II 
y f 93 418 514393 II II 
94 417 514393 II II ;::, 
95 413 514393 II " t 
:.111111111 
I.3 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock refer- Description collection collection 
number number ence number number 
1~. 
97 428 507382 Meta dolerite 
98 433 507382 " II 
99 449 518371 II ti 
105 350 354310 II II 
110 347 353313 II II 
112 1302 495308 II " 
118 716 502257 II II 
134 909 485248 II II 
164 309 414360 " " 
181 " II 
183 923 374322 II II 
186 937 360291 II II 
187 946 371378 " II 
189 956 373378 II II 
237 338 414374 II II margin R12455 
QUARTZ0-FELDSPATHIC SCHISTS 
Kohinoor Volcanics (Zone A) 
38 863 479277 Meta-rhyodacite S7821 R9418 
42 891 477280 II II S7825 R9422 
136 388 486268 II II 
138 465 467282 II II 
I 139 40 477283 ti II 
•;!. 
142 394 477279 II II 
143 865 476289 II II 
161 864 480277 II II 
Captains Flat Formation (Zone A) 
14 1070 407376 Meta-volcanic rock 
24 1105 392317 Meta-volcanic flow 
25 1106 392317 f'leta - tuff 
!.111111 
I.4 
l e• Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
2 number number erence number number 
26 763 470238 Meta-rhyodacite S7809 R9406 
28 769 473255 Tuffaceous meta-sediment S7811 R9408 
33 821 482234 Meta-crystal tuff S7816 R9413 
34 823 480240 Meta-rhyodacite S7817 R9414 
41 887 478277 Meta-tuff (fine-grained) S7824 R9421 
43 901 475240 Meta-rhyodacite S7826 R9423 
55 180 446367 Meta-crystal tuff 
r 57 48 469259 Meta-rhyodacite 
W. of 
70 189 bridge Meta-rhyodacite 
Captains Flat 
½ ml.E 
71 194 road- Meta-rhyodacite 
rail 
W. of 
r 78 191 bridge Meta-rhyodacite 
Captains Flat 
82 56 477259 Meta-rhyodacite flow 
87 466 465283 II II II 
148 1012 471254 Meta-lithic tuff 
149 1013 481250 Meta-crystal tuff 
150 794 481244 Tuffaceous meta-sediment 
; 152 737 472246 Meta-crystal tuff 
155 1004 415377 Meta-volcanic (latite?) 
156 885 478277 
158 181 446367 Meta-tuff 
165 732 397320 II II 
. ' 167 318 409377 Meta-volcanic flow 
172 889 477279 Amygdaloidal rhyodacite 
188 314 409375 Meta-volcanic (lati te?) 
204 1048 465266 Meta-tuff 
205 1049 464266 II II 
r' 
I.5 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
216 1060 376257 Meta- tuff 
221 385256 Crystal tuff S650l 
225 28 416356 Meta-tuff R12443 
226 29 416356 II II R12444 
234 289 415375 Meta-rhyodacite flow R12452 
243 734 401316 II II 11 R12461 
Meta-rhyodacite Intrusions (Zones A and B) 
1 826 
I', 
376295 Meta-rhyodacite with pyrite 
3 1015 402336 II " II II 
4 1033 364236 Meta-rhyodacite I, 
6 1035 364236 fl II 
7 1036 364236 fl II 
10 1039 364236 Meta-microgranodiorite 
11 1067 380305 Meta-rhyodacite 
12 1068 376307 Mylonitized rhyodacite (Widgeewah Faul t) 
20 1101 398298 Brecciated rhyodacite 
35 828 374297 Meta-rhyodacite S7818 R9415 
I? r 36 830 373297 Meta-rhyodacitewith pyrite S7819 R9416 
37 834 374297 II 1d 
II II II S7820 R9417 
, .. I 51 195 355375 Meta-rhyodacite 
56 478 344338 Meta-rhyodacite marain 
81 175 454367 Meta-rhyodacite (intrusive~ 
89 174 454375 " II " [i 
90 419 515392 Meta-rhyodacite Zone B 
91 443 513375 " II II II 
92 454 519371 " " " II :, 
100 450 518371 " " II II 
101 345 345323 II II 
I.6 
_I Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
I• 
- 102 371 498299 Meta-rhyodacite ca tac las tic texture 
103 349 354310 II II 
104 339 414368 II II (Burke Trig.) 
107 328 409357 II II II 
1, 
111 372 498299 II II (Green biotite) 
" 
113 713 498257 II II i'=' 
11 4 714 499257 II II 
J 115 715 499257 II ti 
r 162 53 468259 " II (dyke?) 
. 179 1064 365266 II II (Augen schist) 
\ 
180 1195 376388 II II 11 II 
!) 
182 1192 372395 II II 
184 951 374377 II II 
(1 
185 924 372322 II II (cataclastic) 
191 541 368308 II II (stretched quartz) 
219 1210 370281 II II (augen schist) 
240 329 409357 II II R12458 
--
241 341 412367 II II R12459 
246 1016 394327 II II R12464 
247 1029 378323 II II R12465 
248 1024 375306 II II (brecciated) R12466 
PSAMMITIC AND PELITIC SCHISTS . 
I' Foxlow Beds (Zones A and B) 
) 21 1102 389298 
22 1103 392297 Meta- greywacke 
75 477 344338 Quartz meta-greywacke 
t 86 204 327329 II II II 
88 165 436371 Quartzite 
I 
I.7 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
116 1127 486373 Quartz meta-greywacke, qtz ve ins 
119 364 485309 Meta-greywacke, ca taclastic 
:,, 
r 120 142 504391 Carbonaceous slate 
'~ 
121 146 506390 Quartz-mus covite-chlorit e schist 
[ I 122 1126 485373 Meta-greywacke, ca tac las tic 
h 
-. 123 1133 483342 Quartz-muscovite-biotite schist 
124 1137 479351 Meta-greywacke, ca tacle.stic 
r 127 1157 464377 
r 131 1159 467374 Meta-siltstone 
i 147 1123 385369 Quartz-muscovite-biotite schist 
i 169 1020 376306 Quartzite (chert? ) 
178 1158 464377 Meta-siltstone-segregation banding 
r- 190 507 370247 Quartz-muscovite-biotite-chlorite schist 
192 837 370294 Quartz-musc ovite-chlorite schist 
193 922 365325 Micro-bedded meta-siltstone 
194 512 366247 Meta-greywacke 
195 510 368247 Cataclastic meta-greywacke 
196 1010 416342 Meta-sandstone ( tuf'faceous?) 
I• 197 359 428396 Quartzite 
198 993 421356 Meta-siltstone 
199 26 422356 Quartz-muscovite-cblorite schist 
200 22 428353 II II II II 
201 988 432346 Quartzite 
203 1059 403251 Quartzite(E. Molonglo R.opp. 11 Carwoola 11 ) 
207 1058 404270 II fl II II fl II 
208 989 427355 Quartzite-strain lamellae 
211 844 394290 Lithic meta-sandstone 
213 360 428395 Quartz-muscovite-chlorite schist 
-r.8 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
I I 214 947 372378 Quartz-muscovite-biotite schist 
215 1063 370265 Quartzite-mortar structure 
217 1211 374282 Quartz-muscovite-biotite schist 
t 218 1205 370327 II " II II I 
220 1142 379342 Quartzite 
Copper Creek Shale (Zon~ A) 
t 39 868 482286 Quartz-muscovite-chlorite- S7822 R9419 
' 
biotite schist 
'I i 44 902 487245 Pelitic schist S7827 R9424 
:, I 126 867 479287 Quartz-muscovite-biotite schist 
I 130 868 482286 Siliceous slate 
137 69 491260 Pelitic schist 
145 70 491260 Meta-siltstone 
, ' 171 973 455350 Quartz-musc.-chl.-biotite schist 
·, 
' 
I 176 986 470312 Chert 
Carwoola Beds (Zone A) 
17 1098 381306 Quartzite 
18 1099 381306 Meta-greywacke 
19 1100 381306 Quartzite 
t 
30 803 391322 II II S781 3 R9410 
r 
31 805 391322 II II S7814 R9411 
r-
47 1056 417249 II II S7830 R9427 
48 1057 435247 II II S7831 R9428 
84 468 467242 Meta-greywacke 
168 777 389335 Quartzite 
202 751 438255 Quartzite 
206 1300 441235 Quartz-manganese reef 
210 754 443245 Quartzite 
244 774 402333 II II R12462 
I.9 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
Captains Flat Formation (Zone A) 
f 13 1069 405375 Brecciated quartz schist 
I I 25 1106 392317 Tuffaceous meta-sediment 
27 767 480239 " " " S7810 R9407 
40 879 477270 Quartzite S7823 R9420 
45 1047 465268 Meta-sandstone S7828 R9425 
46 1050A 378248 Peli tic schist S7829 R9426 
49 1096 377227 Peli tic schist S7832 R9429 
58 63 485260 II " 
59 62 483260 II II r 
r 60 404 389263 Pelitic schist with crenulation cleavage 
,. 68 46 472258 Biotite schist 
, ,. r 69 55 477259 Quartz-muscovite-biotite schist 
,• 76 44 474258 Biotite schist 
77 45 474258 Pelitic schist 
133 979 457316 " " r 
135 888 476280 Peli tic schist - crenulation cleavage 
r 
140 981 460315 Quartz-biotite-muscovite schist 
I• 
144 983 464315 Quartz-muscovite-chlorite-schist 
146 885 478277 Pelitic schist with negatives 
153 177 447367 Micro-bedded meta-siltstone 
170 31 416356 Quar~z-muscovite-biotite schist 
,, 
174 581 399320 Pelitic schist 
177 987 470304 Tuffaceous meta-sediment 
209 472 468242 II II II 
212 1140 415387 Breccia-Lake George Fault 
222 564 385256 Pelitic schist S6:io.3 
223 564 385256 II II 5t>~1<. 
224 559 385256 " II 56S!JO 
-
I'· 
.  
' ' 
:, 
.... ·--
I .10 
Slide Field Map Slide Rock 
reference rock ref- Description collection collection 
number number erence number number 
227 
229 
230 
233 
236 
238 
242 
245 
39 410385 Quartzite 
246 406387 Slate (tuffaceous?) 
252 411398 Quartzite 
287 414377 Pelitic schist 
299 
320 
725 
1006 
415362 
408374 
401320 
417368 
Quartzite 
Pelitic schist 
II II 
Quartzite 
MISCELLANEOUS ROCKS. 
R12445 
R12447 
R12448 
R12451 
R12454 
R12456 
R12460 
R12463 
3 1019 378304 Fault breccia with manganese 
15 
50 
96 
228 
235 
249 
250 
251 
~SE 
t6J 
f51+ 
1092 
1097 
150 
92 
294 
1069 
1109 
ll!OI 
12oz 
lt03 
I tOlt 
391229 
386200 
516250 
397420 
415374 
6ontact rock-meta-gabbro 
Limestone-Primrose 57835 
Adamellite, E.of Forbes Ck. 
Limestone-Millpost 
Crenulation cleavage around pebble 
R9't-30 
R12446 
R12453 
408375 Lake George Fault breccia R12467 
II r I '' Red sandJ 1,.a~woo,a 
r/a:Jhe4 ~ed 5and ''Carwoo/a" 
Coar5e fraction, Y'ed ·StJnd ''Carwoo/q'' 
Reddish micaceovs s,lt; IM JV£ ''Fo-'./ow'' 
Micaceou5 si It ~01.JtJted ), , JYl !VE ''Fol( /e,w '' 
APPENDIX II. 
Rock Thin-
field section 
number number Locality 
1092 15 391229 
195 51 355375 
443 91 513375 
150 96 516250 
II II II 
371 102 498299 
888 135 476280 
394 142 477279 
II II II 
1012 148 471254 
279 163 408377 
ti II II 
1142 220 379342 
408296 
430320 
I~ 
Index to X-ray charts . 
Rock 
Contact hornfels 
Meta- rhyodacite flow 
Quartzo- feldspathic 
schist 
Meta- dolerite 
ti II 
Mineral 
Grossularite 
Green biotite & epidote 
Brown biotite 
Dark brown biotite 
(disoriented) 
l 
Quartzo-feldspathic 
schist 
Brown biotite (disoriented) 
Pelitic schist II II rt II 
Meta-rhyodacite flow Dark green biotite 
II II II II II II 
Meta-tuff 
Meta-volcanic flow 
Brown biotite (disoriented) 
' 
Chlorite (disoriented) 
II II II II II 
Quartzite Green biotite and chlorite 
White clay "The Briars" 
bore Kaolinite and quartz 
Yellow clay - Mi lls 
Cross Kaolinite? and quartz 
' 
X-ray 
chart Chart 
reference file 
letter number 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
H 
H 
. 
~ 
~ 
~ ~ 
-..; 
~ 
~ 
: = 
I I .1 
PENDIX III. 
H . C. HI LLS ROS ECT , "THE RIARS 11 , BU G ND RE, N .S .W. 
(Bungendore 1:50,000 reference 399320) 
Borehole No . 1 
Location - west of adit 
Driller - C. Nilon 
Date - 8 . 2.1957 
Depth in feet 
O - 15 
15 - 28 
28 - 45½ 
45½ - 47 
47 - 54 
54 - 72 
72 - 93 
93 - 101 
Assays 
Sample No . 
B1 
B2 
Position(feet) 
47 - 48 
48 - 50 
Depth - 101 feet 
Inclination - vertical 
Size - EX 
Lithology 
Weathered grey shale 
Weathered grey shale and interbedded tuff 
Coarse- grained t uff with leached boxwork 
iron- stained 
Fine tuff and shale 
Tuffaceous sandstone with copper carbonates 
Medium- grained tuff with leached boxwork 
and calcite traces 
Grey and black shales 
Tuff 
0·5 
0•9 
%cu 
0•25 
0•50 
Ozs.Ag 
0·75 
0.75 
Dwts . Au 
Trace 
Trace 
I, 
Ii f 
IV .1 
APPENDIX IV. 
MR. F .N. BRAUND, "THE VALLEY", BUNGENDORE. 
BORE B3. County Murray, Parish Carwoola, Portion 
Date commenced 24.9.54 Completed 3.10.54 
Driller - Pacific Boring Company 
Locality - Bungendore 1:50,000 reference 397236 
Depth in feet 
0 - 31 
31 - 44 
44 - 64 
64 - 104 
104 - 121 
121 
- 150 
Yield of the bore - 600 g.p.h. 
Standing water level - 13 feet 
Drawdown level - 80 feet 
Lithology 
Yellow clay and sand 
Yellow clay and sand 
(Bore falling-in) 
Yellow clay with sand 
Yellow shale 
Yellow shale and quartz 
Yellow shale and quartz 
Salinity - 272 parts per million 
I • 
.J-
i:,o 
,.., 
I, f 
lt 
IV.2 
APPENDIX IV (Ctd) 
Mr. J .F. Donnelly, "The Briars", Bungendore. 
Bore No. D1 County Murray, Parish Molonglo. Portion 154. 
Date - 1962 
Driller - Pacific Boring Company 
Locality - Bungendore 1:50,000 reference 408297 
Depth in 
0 
- 24 
24 - 26 
26 - 120 
120 - 130 
1 }0 - 160 
160 
- 170 
170 - 178 
feet Lithology 
Clay 
Clay with water seepage of 150 
gallons per hour 
Yellow clay 
Cream clay 
White clay 
Soft sandstone 
Quicksand 
Yield of the bore - 1,000 gallons per hour 
Static water level - 6 inches above ground level 
-...:. 
1:t 
) 
!J I 
IV.3 
APPENDIX IV. (Ctd) 
MR. A.W. SCOTT, 11 CARWOOLA 11 , BUNGENDORE. 
Bore No. S8 County Murray, Parish Carwoola. Portion 129. 
Date commenced 8.8.54 Completed 27.8.54 
Driller - Pacific Boring Company. 
Locality - 1 mile • reference Canberra 386255. 
Depth(feet) 
0 - 111 
111 - 119 
119 - 126 
126 - 134 
134 - 142 
142 - 150 
150 - 156 
156 - 163 
163 - 171 
171 - 178 
178 - 186 
186 
- 194 
194 - 202 
Water test at 
Static level, 
202 1 
- 140 g.p.h. 
16' • 
Lithology 
No record 
Blue shale and slate. 
Blue shale, porphyry and slate. 
II II 
II II 
Limestone 
Limestone and porphyry 
Wat•r test at 150 feet. 54 g.p.h. 
Limestone and porphyry 
II II 
II II 
II II 
Limestone 
II 
No constant level 
rt 
t" 
t 
APPENDIX IV. (Ctd) 
Bore 
No. 
G.G.Hyles, 
H1 
H2 
H3 
W.R.Hyles, 
H4 
"Sharrow". 
"Woodlands" 
M6 J.M.Masters 
M7 Por.278 K.F.Masters 
MS Por. 46 H.J.Masters 
M9 II 
M10.Por.153 ti 
Bungendore 
1:50,000 
Map reference 
Not located 
" 
II 
419339'? 
430375? 
449371 
456351 
442341 
449324 
466304 
IV.4 
WATER BORES IN THE BUNGENDORE VALLEY 
Date of Depth 
boring of 
bore 
(ft.) 
27.2.52 161 
3.3.52 110 
8.3.52 76'9" 
18.3.52 290 
1955 60 
27.6.55 138 
15.6.55 160 
1947 49 
21.6.55 62 1 10 11 
Casing 
Details 
5"x160'9" 
511x110' 
511x76'9" 
6"x2s8• 
611 x60 1 
6"x159' 
6 II X6 2 t 1 0 II 
Stg. Draw- Yield Boring 
water down g.p.h. Company 
level (ft.) 
(ft.) 
57 128 800 Paci.fie 
7 57 1200 " 
7 33 1200 " 
73 320 " 
600 " 
dry II 
18 70 1200 " 
500? Royle 
9 20 1800 Pacific 
Lithology 
Slate 
Quartz and slate 
Sandstone and quartz 
Shale and quartz 
Sandy shale and clay 
Sticky shale 
0-18' shale 
18-62' amphibolite 
IV .5 
APPBNDIX IV. (Ctd) 
WATER BORES ON 11 CARWOOLA", MR. A.W. SCOTT'S PROPERTY 
BUNGENDORE VALLEY, COUNTY MURRAY, PARISHES CARWOOLA (c) and YANUNUNBEY (Y). 
Bore Bungendore Locality 
No. 1 :50,000 
Equipment Date of Depth Casing 
map ref. 
s1 394226 
S2 388254 
S3 413241 
S4 405258 
S5 405275 
S6 399277 
S7 391254 
S8 386255 
S9 391235 
s10 304205 
Valley 
paddock 
Homestead 
Crooked 
Corner 
No.5 paddock 
No.4 II 
Plain If 
Homestead 
C.por.129 
Y.por.129 
Valley 
Paddock 
II 
boring of Details 
bore 
(ft.) 
Windmill 1944 103 511x58 12" 
" 1944 163 5"x95'11" 
II 1944 51 5"x46' 
II 1944 51 5"x39'6" 
II 1944 42 5"x44 1 6" 
II 1944 44 511 x46'3" 
II 10.7.55 83 6 11x83 1 
Not 27.8.54 202 uncased 
equipped 
Windmill ? 30? 5"x ? 
" ? ? 5"x ? 
Stdg . Draw- Yield Boring 
water down. g.p.h Company 
level 
Lithology 
(ft.) (ft.) (Depth in feet) 
16 45 
16 
1000 Patton 
480 " 
1200 II 
1200 II 
1500 n 
1000 If 
20 soil, 20-58 rock. 
0-150? Yellow and black pug 
150?-163 sandstone. 
0-12 soil and gravel, 
12-51 rock. 
0-12?soil and gravel; 
12?-51 rock. 
0-12 soil and clay; 12-18 sand 
and gravel, 18-38 black pug, 
38-42 sand. 
0-16 soil and gravel; 16-38 
black pug, sand to 44' 
1248 Pacific 0-25 yellow clay with sand; 
25-79 blue clay, some sand; 
79-83 clay. 
140 II 
? 
? 
0-111?,111-142 slate and 
porphyry, 142-202 limestone 
and porphyry. 
Stated to be in valley 
alluvium only. 
Not known, limestone in 
the vicinity. 
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